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Foreword

There are many ways

book on British painting

to write a

nowadays. Scholars have approached the subject from angles
economic,

social,

there has been

and feminist, among many; and

political,

much

from each point of view. But there

to say

has been a tendency for writers of different interests to concentrate on different parts of the story. Feminists have found
the Victorian period particularly rewarding; socio-economists

have explored the landscape painting of the Romantic period;
political philosophers

have found the Augustan

many

recent researchers,

to incorporate the insights of

its

perspective will tend to shift

markedly from period to period.

It

may

also,

of the paintings themselves as works of

documents of

perhaps, lose sight
rather than as

art,

This account, then,

their time.

a rich

is

seam. If a survey like this one
so

Age

is

an aesthetic

history rather than a social or political one, though

aims to

it

place artists and works in their broad historical context.

We

now

are

able to view the 20th century in deeper

historical perspective. Stanley Spencer, until recently regarded

now recognized as a major figure
of his time, and artists of many different traditions can be
similarly reassessed as having contributed in their own ways
as a quirky

Academician,

to the aesthetic

and

is

social texture of a complicated period.

Throughout, some of the decisions

as to

w hom

to include

and

whom to leave out have been subjective; but there is such a thing
as a generally recognized

canon of critically important

these, especially in an introduc-

however loosely defined, and

tory survey, need to be in their places. If the book
justice to

all

hope that

fails to

interests,

do

the various emphases of recent interpretation,
will at least provide a

whether aesthetic or

I

working overview of the

and a stimulus for those readers with more

subject,

The

it

figures,

social, to

make

specific

further enquiry.

narrative has been conceived of as continuous, divided

into chapters which cover
periods.

These inevitably

major figures belong

group Crome with

to

more or

flow^

less

defined historical

into one another, and

more than one

period.

I

some

have chosen to

a discussion of the Picturesque because

he

William

seems to

me

Blake

best understood in the context of history painting;

is

to spring from,

and crown, that

tradition;

just as Francis l^acon

belongs

in

an important sense

the

in

context of post-war Kxistentialisni.

During almost the whole of the period covered by

this

book, the cultural centre of the Hritish Isles was London.

was

in

London

London

that

that artists

Royal

the

from abroad usually

Academy was

Cork, Edinburgh, Liverpool, Bristol, Norwich, to

in

Many

established.

regional centres produced artists and art institutions

some — but

and

settled,

It

- Dublin,

name only

the English capital exercised a magnetic effect on

everyone, and few artists of importance failed to gravitate

when,

there. 'London' therefore stood for Britain even at a time
say,

Edinburgh was

at its cultural zenith.

The

British School

was, in practical terms, based in London, and most British
artists

—

as well as

many who came from abroad — thought

themselves as English.

apply the two labels, as far as possible,

I

to indicate real differences, but

interchangeably

The term

of

make no apology

them

for using

at times.

'painting' can be defined broadly or loosely.

chosen to concentrate on work

have

but no history of the

in oil,

visual arts in Britain can ignore watercolour,

central role in the development of the

I

which played

Romantic vision

a

in the

and early 19th centuries; and there have been some

late 18th

important

artists

since

who have made

significant

use of

the medium. Miniature, too, has been a vital expression of the
British sensibility;

I

have sketched

its

impressive origins

in

the 16th and early 17th centuries, but have not attempted a
detailed survey of its later development.
I

referred above to 'the British sensibility', but do not

want

that to be taken as prescriptive, or delimiting. In practice, there

are as

many

reasons for denying a unifying national aesthetic

as for identifying one,

and much ink has been

spilt

on the

question whether such a thing exists. There are qualities in
British art that people, both indigenous and foreign, notice as
distinctively 'of these islands,

and some of them — the love of

portraiture and landscape, for instance

— have

persisted over

centuries. Others, like a preference for the small-scale or the
linear, are

more

difficult to substantiate in practice. It is better,

perhaps, to proceed with no assumptions of this kind; but

be said with some certainty that British
is

not quite

qualities,

like that

art,

taken

all

it

can

together,

of other countries, and has some special

not always obvious ones, that shine

in

any international

context and make the subject extraordinarily rewarding.

Chapter

1

The Renaissance Princes: The Tudors

1500-1603

For most of the 15th century, England had been riven by the
squabbles of the

Wars of the

Roses. Only with the able adminis-

tration of the first of the Tudors,

achieve

some degree of unity and

eighteen

Henry

stability.

when he attained the crown in

his court

one of the most splendid

model Renaissance

VII, did the

His son Henry VIII,

make

509, proceeded to

1

in

kingdom

Europe.

He began

as a

prince: scholar, poet, musician and swords-

man. His legendary meeting with the King of France, Frangois
at

the Field of Cloth of Gold in 1520 identified

him

I,

as the equal

of one of the most cultured of European kings, the builder of the

chateaux of Fontainebleau and Chambord, patron of Leonardo
da Vinci and an army of Italian

Henry

too

by

skilled craftsmen

Italian sculptor Pietro

father's

extravagant

himself,

for

at

tomb

in

from all over Europe. He employed the

Torrigiano to create the effigy on his

Westminster Abbey, and was lucky enough

have one of Europe's greatest
( 1

palaces

Hampton Court and Nonesuch, filling them with arte-

Whitehall,
facts

built

artists.

497/98-

1

artists,

543), to immortalize

the

to

German Hans Holbein

him and his court in

paint.

Holbein, born in Augsburg but established in Basel, belonged
to the international circle of

humanist scholars and

epitomize the northern Renaissance.

He had been

artists

who

introduced to

Henry's adviser Sir Thomas More by the Dutch scholar Erasmus,

who lived in England between 509 and
1

illustrations to

Erasmus's most famous book, The Praise ofFolly,

earning his commendation as

two grand

1514. Holbein designed

'a

wonderful

allegorical processions.

artist',

and executed

The Triumph of IVealth and

Triumph ofPoverty (now lost), for the Hanseatic merchants' London
headquarters. Steelyard Hall. These were in the florid Mannerist

style of

Italian art

northern Europe, an ebullient variant of the new

with

its

classically inspired figures

Shortly after Holbein's arrival

commissioned from him
by

his family.

copies,

The

in

and architecture.

London

in

a large portrait of himself

picture no longer exists, but

is

1526

More

surrounded
recorded

in

and Holbein's pen drawing of the composition survives.

It treats all

the individuals in the group on

more or

less equal

Hans Holbein the younger,
Thomas
More and His Family, 1 526
SirThomas More (1478-1535)
was a supporter of the new
humanism, and was greatly
2.

preparatory drawing for

admired by Erasmus,

who

dedicated his book In Praise of
Folly to him.
political

More's neo-Platonic

became the model
future of society.

alone

New

them

in

what seems

interior of More's house.

acterization

it

With

initiates the

grand

scale

and

brilliant char-

genealogy of British portrait painting.

Holbein returned to Basel
in

its

to be the carefully observed

in

1

528, and

came back

to

London

1532 to find the country on the brink of radical change.

During the 530s Henry inaugurated
1

a cultural revolution

more

far-reaching than anything since 1066. His assumption of con-

fantasy Utopia (1516)

subsequent visions

portrait

terms, setting

for

many

of the

A superb

by Holbein of More

is in

York.

the Frick Collection,

trol

over the Church and suppression of the monastic orders that

had sustained
the

it

effectively destroyed the

Tudors had

medieval civilization

inherited. Rich ecclesiastical

and monastic

establishments were emptied and in due course despoiled, iconoclastic

mobs

tearing

down Popish

images, defacing sculptures

and obliterating wall-paintings. In England, the new Protestant
religion had little use for visual representation.

Henry recon-

structed the arts of his country as a system of propaganda for

himself as 'Defender of the Faith', a monarch occupying an impe-

would no longer depict the Virgin Mary
and the Christ Child: they would henceforth paint him and his
rial

throne. Painters

dynasty. His palaces embodied his
traits

showed him

as

king

'in

this

power and wealth;

his por-

world present the person of

God'. Portraiture, which had existed in the late

1

5th century and

9

under Henry VII as

Low Countries, was propelled into a central role.

tice in the

That

a feeble provincial reflection of current prac-

role

was proclaimed

in a

huge picture

that Holbein

created at Whitehall in about 1537, the supreme statement of

Tudor dynastic ambition. Wholly

secular yet with a quasi-

theological message about the divine right of kings,

it

was

a

symbolic portrait of Henry with his parents, Henry VII and
Elizabeth of York, and his third wife Jane Seymour, mother of
his son

and

heir.

The

figures stood like saints in an altarpiece,

against a richly decorated background of shell-headed niches

and pilasters ornamented with arabesques, linked by

a frieze of

mermaids and mermen. Sumptuous carpets covered the
their feet,

and the ceiling was painted

in trompe-l'oeil

floor at

suggest-

ing a balustrade supported by writhing nude figures. This great

work was

lost in the fire that destroyed all of

except the Banqueting Hall in

1

Whitehall Palace

698, but there survive copies, and

Holbein's full-size working drawing for the figures of Henry VII

and Henry VIII himself, four-square, arms akimbo, tremendous.
But Holbein's court portraits often

The

intimate note.

strike a surprisingly

small head of the King that he painted in

about 1 536 preserves the majesty of the man, but presents him as
a palpable

human being. Like the Whitehall whole-length, it was

probably transferred to the panel from a careful drawing.
such drawings have come

down

to us, so that

we can

Many
follow

Holbein's process of looking and understanding at close quarters.

An

initial

lead-point drawing on paper delicately washed

with pink colour is strengthened with a fine pen or chalk outline.

Coloured chalks are used to add

flesh tints,

golden hair or the

brown of a fur collar. The searching gaze, the intensely moulded
features are observed with dispassionate care. Holbein traced

the outline to transfer

it

ing was to be executed.

to the panel

on which the finished paint-

When he paints, his technique is of such

we forget the membrane of pigment by which the
illusion of actuality is achieved. Working in oils on wooden panels,
refinement that

he followed a tradition that had been perfected

in the

Nether-

Germany in the previous century. The use of canvas as
support was beginning to come in, and he occasionally painted

lands and
a

in

tempera on

The

cloth,

though no examples have survived.

small likeness of

and indeed Holbein was

Henry has
a

have been taught to paint
pictor-maker', the
{c.

10

the quality of a miniature,

master of
'in

little'

this

form

too.

He may

on vellum by Henry's

Fleming Lucas Hornebolt or Horenbout

1490-1544), whose superior position

at

court Holbein never

usurped. His miniatures excel Hornebolt's

though
blue,

tliey

which

This blue

every respect,

adopt lornebolt's standard background of brilhant
I

set ofV the

head of the

with charm and force.

sitter

was usually either azurite or smalt,

from powdered blue
a

in

glass, f^rom

1

lolbein's

noble tradition of miniature painting

ished especially

in

in

a

pigment made

example there sprang

England,

\\

the reigns of Elizabeth and James

continue impressix ely until the early

1.9th

1,

hich flour[)ut

w

as to

century.

Holbein's miniature likeness oiAnne of Cleves

(\

539) stands

as a kind of emblem of his gifts as a portrait painter. Its purpose

was simply

to inform

Henry of Anne's appearance. Holbein

could perform that task with uncanny truth and immediacy.

When

3.

tackling great

men

like

More, he brings

his penetrating

Hans Holbein the younger.
c. 1536

Henry V III.
Henry

VIII

(born 1491, reigned

1509-47) was around forty-five
when Holbein painted this
intimate likeness of him, at the

moment when

the dissolution of

the monasteries

was about

implemented.

exemplifies the

It

artist's ability to

to

present the

be

sitter

both as a wholly convincing
individual

and as public symbol.

Unusually, Henry
quarter-face, as
in

is

he

shown

is

three-

depicted

Holbein's cartoon for the great

mural

in

Whitehall Palace. The

blue background

was to become

almost a trademark of the
miniature.

11

4.

Hans Holbein the younger,

AnneofCleves, 1539
After

we

eye to bear directly on face and character, and makes us feel

know them

personally. It

is

as

though we had interrupted them

Jane Seymour's death, Anne

(1515-57), daughter
Protestant

Duke

of the

of Cleves,

was

proposed as Henry's fourth wife.

The Ambassador
Counthes wrote,

to the
'I

Low

hear no great

praise neither of her personage

nor beauty'.

On

surrounded by objects characteristic of them: the pen

and papers of the writer, the books

to

married the King

England, and

in

was soon disgusted

1540; but he

in

which the scholar

is

absorbed, the measuring implements of the mathematician.

These are the equivalent of the

attributes that

would accompany

the portrayal of a saint in any religious picture, and they have a

the strength of

Holbein's picture, however, she

was summoned

in private,

symbolic as well as
role in

life,

a literal function.

They denote

the sitter's

point to his claim to fame, round out his character.

Holbein's great double portrait of Jean de Dinteville and George

with his

known

The Ambassador's (1533),

'Flanders mare', and the marriage

de Selve, Bishop of Lavour,

was

incorporates an array of symbolic objects representing the four

annulled.

as

humanist arts of astronom.y, music, mathematics and geography,
laying out for us, as
the

it

were, the cultivated and inquiring minds of

two men. The strangest item

anamorphic

is

an elastically stretched,

skull at the sitters' feet that only

assumes

its

proper

we view the picture from the side. Dinteville's motto
was 'memento mori — remember that tliou shalt die — and when we
shape when

contemplate this skew^ed perspective of Death, everything else in
the picture goes out of focus.

Holbein created models of state and private portraiture that

remained influential for

a century,

though

his legacy

was more

do with calm and dignified presentation than with
analysis of character.

12

his refined

A few artists learned something of this:

Englishman John Bettes

(fl. r. 1

^?> \-c.

1

570) produced

to

at least

the

one

5.

John Bettes the

An Unknown Man
1545

highly accomphshcd hkeness that

elder,
in

a Black Cap,

Bettes probably trained under

Holbein (compare

may

ill.

7).

He

(

niillim Strotcs or Scrot.s (H.

him

ily
in

is

'faict

par Jehan Bettes

Anglois' ('made by

John

schemes

from lolhein as well
I

as

he had serx'ed

in

at Whitehall,

and also produced miniatures

in

Edward

VI,

1547
Scrots created the standard

king,

new young

which was repeated by

Henry's son by his third wife, Jane

Seymour, and Scrots's design

doing so

Brussels. Scrots

is

young

l)()rrovved

one of sexeral

heir,

heav-

C

ontinental

jM)rtrait,

once attributed to him and traditionally showing lenry

this time.

A

large

I

I

loward, Karl of Surrey,

hand;

it

is

is

now thought

to be possibly

by imitating

by an

Italian

indeed reminiscent of the work of the north Italian
all

events

most sophisticated work of the time: dated 1546,
unusually, on canvas.

The

it

illustrates the

it is

elaborate background

is

painted,

most

derived from

an engraving of the 1540s by an artist of the School of Pontainebleau,

demonstrating the high Mannerist style of that moment.

Henry's dynastic ambitions were quashed when
in

the seventh year of his reign, aged fifteen, llie

Edward's elder

sister

Mary,

a

ried Philip

II

of Spain, son of Charles

V,

his

son died

crown passed

to

who in 554 marHoly Roman Emperor.

devout Catholic,

suggests the direct continuation

Holbein's most familiar

lenry'.s

who secured important commissions at

numerous hands. Edward (born
1537, reigned 1547-53) was

of the royal line

I

from the painters of the I labsburg court

painter Giovanni Battista Moroni. At

portrait type of the

.siiccc-cdcd

painters

and wood-engravings.

6. Guilllm Scrots,

Meining who

imcst

tried to

l-r>,

example.

1

Bettes,

Englishman'). Bettes worked on
decorative

1.5

signed

French on the back of the

panel

court from about

ihi-

r>.'}7-';.'i),

Kdvvard, with his father's dignity, and

also have studied on the

Continent: this picture

at

I

lollx-in's

rcfk-ct.s

1

The English throne was more

closely united than ever with the

great Continental houses. But

Mary w as

likenesses of Henry.

largely subservient to

13

7.

Hans Holbein the younger,

The Ambassadors, 1533

The

sitters are

Jean de

in

With

their support she tried

to revoke the Reformation, to reinstate the

Dinteville,

aged twenty-nine, French

ambassador

the family of her powerful in-laws.

in

an England where Protestantism was becoming steadily more
entrenched.

London, and

George de Selve, aged twenty-five.

Church of Rome

Her

efforts,

involving

the

burning of many

Protestants, brought on her the obloquy of the nation. Charles

Bishop of Lavour. Their poses are
similar to those of

Henry

VIII in

Henry

VII

and

Holbein's great

dynastic painting for Whitehall
Palace, but instead of the splendid

Mannerist setting

in

which the

and Philip were patrons of one of the greatest painters of any
age, the Venetian Titian, to

achievement of this subtle and majestic
Perhaps fortunately,

scholars form an intimate group

and musical instruments.

they often

sat.

Behind

all

the

portrait painting of the later 16th century there looms the

Tudors are placed, these two

with their mathematical, scientific

whom

sister Elizabeth

Mary

artist.

died in 1558, and her younger

ascended the throne, to become the

last

and

greatest of the dynasty. After the disasters of Mary's reign she

recognized the urgent need to create an iconography of herself

14

8.

Unknown

artist,

Italian, Portrait

to

of a

possibly

Man

ttiought

that demonstrated her

This aim became

uncompromising control of the kingdom.

a formative influence

be Henry Howard, Earl of

Surrey,

1546

on the development of

painting in England over the rest of the century.

together

all

the strands that had been present in the

previous reigns: the flamboyant

background

Mannerism

It

brought

work of the

that had served as

to state portraits, the stern, unflinching majesty of

official likenesses,

the singleness of purpose and clarity of design

that had distinguished Holbein's achievement.

An

artist

who had

risen to

prominence

in

Edward's and

Mary's reigns, having come to England from Antwerp
late 1540s,

was Hans Eworth

(fl.

1540-74),

who

in the

reinvigorated

Holbein's legacy in an output of characterful portraits not only

of the nobility but also of the landed gentry. His picture of the

lo

9. Hans Eworth, Elizabeth
and the Three Goddesses,

Elizabeth (born

soldier Sir John Luttrell (1550)

I

1

569

or by her secretary of state William

soon to be created Lord

Burghley,

in

was

to

be standard practice

(the 'Ditchley Portrait'),

Venus and other figures occupying a cloudy

compartment abo\e

his head.

by Eworth

(it is

Another allegory almost certainly

signed with the

monogram

'HE') celebrates

new Queen in a composition which gi\'es the classical story
the Judgment of Paris a modern political twist. Elizabeth,

of

holding her orb of state as though

founds

I

c.

Like other Netherlanders

1592

his native style

to

three by outshining

the formal, almost medieval
Elizabeth favoured

them

it

were the golden apple of

it

to

one of them, she con-

in their respective qualities:

wisdom of Miner\a and

Here is the beginning of that

'cult

the strength of

of personality' so impor-

tant in Elizabeth's battle for the control of her nobles and the

when he

painted the Queen, and adopted

for her likenesses.

all

the beauty of Venus, the
Juno.

in

England Gheeraerts was able

rigidity that

sustained by a personifi-

cation of Peace, with

and Minerva. Rather than awarding

Marcus Gheeraerts

the younger, Elizabeth

country as

on

all

a

whole.

The

portraits painted of her from this time

have the aim of reasserting the message.

We can

still feel

the force of her ministers' propaganda campaign, and the effec-

Nevertheless

he brings energy and conviction
to a

is

the Hesperides, seems to be weighing the merits of Venus, Juno

opposite

abandon

to his waist in the sea,

the

her reign.

10.

submerged

represents the use of

it

a painting for political purposes
that

allegory of the Treaty of Boulogne, in which the naked Luttrell,

1533; reigned

1558-1603) was Henry Vlll's
daughter by Anne Boleyn. While
this propaganda picture may not
have been instigated by the Queen
Cecil,

an imaginative Mannerist

is

grand conception.

tiveness of her painters, in our

looked

16

like.

own

\'ery clear idea of

what she

10

Although they vary
portraits of Elizabeth as

and complexity of design, the

in size

Queen tend

to present her uniformly.

are notably static, and the sitter's immobility seems to be

They

enforced by the weight and richness of her apparel. Above
the face

stylized; there

is

none of the

is

all,

indi\ idualized scrutiny of

Holbein. Even the refined Nicholas Hilhard (1546/47-1618),
\\hose miniature portraits preserve with exquisite immediacy

i3

Queen in
generalized figure - a

the characters of the Elizabethan age, presents his

an

oil

painting of

figurehead almost

c.

1575 as a distant,

literally:

she

is

carved from seasoned timber,

painted of course, but immovable and

fit

to brave e\'ery gale.

Fifteen or twenty years later, a \^ery different artist painting

an entirely different kind of picture could
in the

same

framed

body

straight.

the younger

present Elizabeth

stylized way: the head turned slightly to our

jewelled wig and lace

in

still

But

{c.

in his

ruff^,

the shoulders

'Ditchley Portrait'

left,

the

stiff,

Marcus Gheeraerts

1561-1636) gives us Elizabeth from head

lo

to toe,

not against Hilliard's plain background but planting her feet
firmly on

England

itself,

map spread out on

a

a

globe that hangs

beneath a sky both sunny with her splendour and menacingly

stormy with her authority. She wears an ornate white dress:
still, aged about sixty, the diplomatically Virgin Queen. Sir

Henry Lee of Ditchley probably commissioned
Gheeraerts to celebrate the Queen's

arri\ al as his

guest for an

The unchanging image of the monarch
endowed with many attributes. Gheeraerts used the

entertainment
could be

in 1592.

whole panoply of the earth and heavens
Other

the portrait from

artists

to celebrate Elizabeth.

gave her \arying symbolic accessories:

a

rainbow,

an ermine, even a sie\e, betokening both chastity and the
refining faculty of critical judgment.

Born
life in

Sir

in the

England.

Henry

standing
Ireland.

Netherlands, Gheeraerts had spent nearly

all

his

Two years after the Ditchley Portrait he painted

Lee's cousin

in a rolling

Thomas

as an Irish soldier, bare-legged,

landscape no doubt intended to suggest

Thomas Lee was something

hero, part outlaw; he

was executed at Tyburn

beautifully balances these

sions to military status in
Ireland, creating an

of a rough diamond, part

/^?roz/r/z^

tlie

in

1

60 1 Gheeraerts
.

qualities with Lee's preten-

long-running struggle to colonize

image of almost romantic

eccentricity.

The

picture has an experimental quality, a sense of responding
slightly tentati\ely to special circumstances, giving
vitality that

is

it

a

nervous

recognizably a characteristic that would de\'elop

distinctively in English portraiture o\-er the next century or so.
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1 1

.

Marcus Gheeraerts

the younger, Captain
Lee,
In

Thomas

1594

contrast to his iconic portraits

of Elizabeth

(ill.

10), Gheeraerts

can be seen here introducing a

new

naturalism into portraiture,

incorporating a fluidly painted

landscape and presenting his
sitter

with engaging informality

and directness.

As

the 16th century progressed, native painters were being

steadily trained in practices

good native-born

new

to the

Enghsh. But the hst of

artists in the reign of

Ehzabeth

long one. Apart from Milliard, w^ho was primarily
ist,

one of the more conspicuous

is

George Gower

whom Elizabeth made her Serjeant Painter in
that typically English character, the
it

is

professional.

He

not a

miniatur(d.

1596),

Gower was

gentleman amateur, but

enough

to

ne\er achie\ed the greatest

heights, but produced competent,
terful

1581.

also typical that he took his art seriously

become wholly

a

is

somewhat

stiff

but charac-

heads that proclaim the honesty of his approach. His
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Self-portrait (1579)

is

a fair

example of what he could

do,

and

emblematically proclaims his devotion to his art by showing a
pair of scales in

which the dividers of the draughtsman outweigh

the gentleman's coat of arms. Furthermore, he depicts himself

holding the palette and brushes of his trade.

As Serjeant Painter Gower was an innovator: he was the first
portraitist to hold the post, which was more usually a decorator's
appointment.

He was

mental work for royal

paid to undertake a fair
festivities,

amount of orna-

painting the panels of coaches

or ceremonial rooms in a style derived from the Mannerists of

Fontainebleau and Brussels.

country seats

like

The

great houses of the period

Lord Burghley's

at

-

Stamford, or London

palaces like the Earl of Northumberland's at Charing Cross,

displayed the aristocratic version of that style. Cornells Ketel
( 1

548- 1616) could bring to such commissions the full panoply of

Mannerism, which he had learnt

at first

hand

in

Fontainebleau:

elaborate allegories with contorted nude figures and a good deal

of eroticism that native artists would have been unlikely to

12. George Gower, Self-portrait,

1579
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I^roimilgate. Ketel returned to the

Netherlands

in

15H1;

been suggested that his style was too free for Knglish
Clearly,

many of the Knglish-horn

at this eoniplicated

dard

it

j)ainters

is

lias

tastes.

tried their

hand

idiom were hardly up to the technical stan-

demanded. Gower may well

and there

who

it

no reason

ha\'e supplied sue h

to suj)pose that he

fell

works,

short of his royal

patroness's expectations.

Nevertheless,
valued, and in 1,58

monopoly on

13. Nicholas Hilliard,

Man among

all

it

was

1 it

as a j^ortrait painter that he

was proposed

was most

that he should be granted a

royal portraits, both jxunted and engraxed.

The

A Young

Roses, probably

Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex,
c.

1587

(actual size)

21

was important,

clause about engraving

ning their long history

monopoly was probably ne\er
'in

though

quantity and

his miniatures

many respects

supreme achie\ement of the Elizabethan

in the

in

\

isual arts.

of an Exeter goldsmith. Milliard had been trained

as a miniaturist

grew

naturally from this

reign he lived in Switzerland where he

it

soil.

his skill

During Mary's

may have had opportuni-

admire Holbein. 'Holbein's manner

and hold

were

they represent the

shop of the Queen's jeweller, Robert Brandon, and

ties to

made

another was drafted for

ratified;

little",

rarely reproduced as prints. In

The son

means

paintings never could be. Hilliard's

a\'ailable to the public as

to paint portraits

were begin-

as vital adjuncts to painting, the

by whicli images could be reproduced

him

for prints

for the best', he said. Hilliard's

I

ha\'e ever imitated,

work

is

of ravishing

delicacy and precision, enhanced by rich colour. \Miile his portrayals of Elizabeth preser\e her whitened,

fiat, 'official'

\isage, his

likenesses of others present fully con\incing characters. Their
features and costumes are rendered with a refinement

more self-

conscious than Holbein's, glittering against plain backgrounds,
often the brilliant blue set ofTby an elegant inscription in gold.
Hilliard's whole-length miniature of .^
{c.

Young Man among Roses

1587) has become an epitome of the age.

to represent

It

has been supposed

one of the most romantic figures of the time, Robert

He leans against a tree, the embodpleasurable melancholy. The intermingling of

Devereux, 2nd Earl of Essex.

iment of pensive,

exquisitely painted sprays of wild roses with a strikingly pat-

terned black and white costume

is

unforgettable.

Hilliard wrote (but ne\er pub-

At the end of the century

lished) a Treatise Concerning the Arte of Limning,

subjecti\e, instinctual

\iew of his

the draughtsman and the

'a

emphasizing the genius of

nature of miniature painting.

successfully

thing apart from

not to

'polite'

a

combined other sorts of painting with
gentleman, but the civilized art of the miniaturist was a

Gower had
being a

art,

propounding

all

comon mens

advance

in the

other Painting or drawing, and tendeth

usse

.'
.

.

Hilliard's

approach marks an

recognition of the artist as someone

more than

a

mere artisan.
His treatise was written

Haydocke,

on the

who had

at

the prompting of Richard

recently translated a famous Italian essay

art of painting

by Gio\anni Paolo Lomazzo.

Its

appear-

1598 marked the arri\al of Italian Renaissance ideas as
part of the theory, as opposed to distantly deri\ed practice, of
ance

in

painting in England.
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Hilliard's successors join his rcfiiicnK'nt

more ()j)iilent sense of decoration.
U>17) was

an

tlie

son of

I

lis

(juite

pupil Isaac ()li\er(f.

.•''^6'.'>1

Huguenot immigrant, and possessed

a

innate feeling ibr Continental

miniatures are

and directness to a

Mannerism. Some of

his

with elaborate compositions of

large,

whole-length figures and carefully wrought backgrounds.

some instances he borrowed
as

when he showed Lord

full-length in a

I

a comj^ositional idea

lerbert of C'herbury

wooded landscape. Hut

would himself be influenced by
design

in a full-bloodedly

of a Lady

in

rhythms

that

a

(c.

Milliard,

reclining

(r. Ifil '3)

due course,

llilliard

1610)

departure

style. ()li\er's Portrait
is

from

pervaded by sinuous
the

of

formalities

Elizabeth's reign. In the hands of his son Peter the style

was

taken on into the period of the high Baroque, of which, on

jew el-like

scale,

it

its

w as a quintessential expression.

14. Isaac Oliver, Portrait of

a Lady
c.

in

Masque Costume,

1610

This

is

evidently the likeness

of a lady of

dressed

James

in a

I's

court,

costume which

may have been designed
Inigo

Jones

for a

by

masque,

perhaps representing the
character of Flora, goddess
of flowers. Oliver

was

appointed 'painter
of limning' to the

Anne
in

of

for the art

Queen,

Denmark

(ill.

15

younger colleague, who could

Continental

Masque Costume

mark

his

in

from

In

18),

1605.
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15. Isaac Oliver,

Edward

Herbert, 1st Baron Herbert

ofCherbury,

1613

c.

(actual size)

Edward Herbert (1583-1648),
soldier, courtier

was

and diplomat,

also, like his

more famous

younger brother George,

a

metaphysical poet. Impetuous

and darkly handsome (the
antiquary John Aubrey called

him

'a

black man'), he

was

addicted to 'chivalrous' quarrels
that often resulted
Oliver depicts
after

one

in

duels.

him here

resting

of these encounters, in

heraldically brilliant coIol
recall the

imagery

of

-s

medie\

that
al

tournaments, while his pose,
derived from that of the Earl of

Northumberland
miniatureof

c.

in a Milliard

1590,

is

that of

the meditative philosopher-poet.

<

Chapter 2

The Renaissance Princes: The Stuarts

1603-1688

Elizabeth died in 1603, and her Scottish successor, James

inaugurated a

new

was

dynasty. His court

a less sober place

than Elizabeth's, and became the meeting-point for

By

this

many

arts.

time the lessons of the Italian Renaissance were begin-

ning to be absorbed
day — men

and

I,

like

travellers,

in

England. The great

men

of Elizabeth's

Burghley and Northumberland — were scholars
and had encouraged their artist proteges to travel

The Earl of Arundel was another of their number, and
brought home from Italy a collection of ancient marbles that
was to be the model for many a connoisseur ox^er the next two
likewise.

centuries. His travelling entourage included scholars

and

artists,

and, on his journey to Italy in 1613-1 4, the architect Inigo Jones,

who was to transform architecture in England. He introduced a
strict classical style based on the ancient Roman theoretician
Vitruvius and his 16th-century interpreters Serlio and Palladio.

Jones was employed at James's court as a designer of spectacular entertainments or masques.

From 1605 on, in collaboration

with the playwright Ben Jonson he devised wonderful settings

and costumes, creating fantasy worlds for the pleasure-loving

King and Queen and

their court.

There is an element of fantasy,

The sitters are often pre-

too, in the portraiture of the new^ reign.

sented as
ballet,

if

they were taking part in some splendid masque or

and stand against backgrounds that might have been

designed by Jones. Often these are representations of the exotic

houses and gardens they had created for themsehes, or would

have liked to create,

The

life.

paintings of William Larkin

brilliant colour
itself It is a
still

in real

was

and gorgeous

(r.

details,

1580-1619) are

each a

measure of how undeveloped the

in

little

full

pageant

of
in

role of the painter

England that Larkin's works cannot be certainly

ascribed to him.

The group

of sumptuous portraits

we

call his

have long been separated from any record of their creator. But
their authorship

is

if

shadowy, they themselves certainly are not.

They represent the climax of the style that had been developing
through the

ments of
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last fifty years or

more, incorporating

a standard Elizabethan portrait but with

all

the ele-

heightened

le

brilliance
its

e\ery

l^attern

and

becomes

clarity. CostuiiK'

fold, slasli

and pearl

acciiiires

a vital index of status:

prominence and meaning,

and colour - tbe intricacy ota Turkey carpet, tbe swag

of a red curtain, the embroidery of a doublet or an underskirt —
present a ricbly

\

aried surface texture out

ofwhich the intelligent,

expressionless faces peer with disconcerting realism.
riie contrast

and the

fine

between tbe extreme stylization

of

drapery

modelling of tbe faces j:)rompts thecjuestion whether

oh ed. That would not be unlikely.

more than one artist was

in\

was common practice for

|:)()rtrait

It

painters to distribute different

aspects of a picture to specialized assistants: face and hands by
the principal, landscape, drapery, or
is

still life

also the cjuestion of what these portraits

The

styhzation, as

we ha\e

by others. But there

were intended

seen in the case of Elizabeth,

dehberately to create a distancing

to do.

is

used

transform the sitter

effect, to

into an 'icon'. But the increased sophistication in the rendering of

marks

likeness

apparent

in

a shift

of

that

was shortly

to

make

itself

portraiture of a \ery different kind. Tlie paintings of

'Larkin' are both a climax

We

mood
and

a transition to a

new age.

can compare them with contemporary works by the

Dutch painter Daniel
England working

for

My tens

{c.

Arundel

1590- 1647),

About

1618.

in

first

recorded in

that year he

painted two whole-lengths, of Arundel and his wife Alatheia,

both seated, with noticeably softer and gentler furnishings than
Larkin's.

The

oriental carpet has a flowing pattern; there

discrepancy between

stifT fabrics

and

soft flesh:

works harmoniously together. Behind Arundel
containing his classical sculptures; his wife
perspecti\e lined

with paintings — mostly

portraits, in plain black frames, of the type

sits

long galleries of English country houses. This

Despite a certain repetitiousness

a

everything

long gallery

before a similar

to be seen in the
is

a rare

contem-

at the time.

in his presentation,

predictable poses and turns of the head,

observer of his sitters and their habits.

no

rigid whole-length

still

porary record of the way portraits were used

is

is

with

Mytens was an acute

He could be adventurous,

devising bold patterns of strong colour, as in his striking James
Hamilton,
air

about

later 1st
it,

or his

Duke of Hamilton (1623) which has a Spanish
scintillating portrait of The Earl of Baltimore

w ith its wonderfully painted, gently iridescent costume.

He was

not the onl}' Dutch painter working in London

the early decades of the

1

7th century, but he

various and ambitious. Another, Paul

sometimes worked on a larger

in

was the most

Van Somer (r. 1576-1622),

scale,

and

his

grand likeness
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16, William Larkin(attr,),

Richard

3rd Earl

Sackville,

of Dorset,

1613

Richard Sackville (the inscription
is

was born

incorrect)

and succeeded

1589,

in

to the title in

1609. Like Lord Herbert
Cherbury

of

was

15), he

(ill.

a

courtier with a high opinion of his

own appearance,
the ladies

and

penchant

a

for

a passion for

clothes, as this portrait testifies.

The costume shown

here, with

a cloak 'of uncutt velvet blacke

laced

.

.

.

and

of black silver

lined with

and

shagg

gold' over

a 'doublett of Cloth of silver

embroidered
sattin black
in a

all

and

over

in slips

gold',

is

of

recorded

surviving inventory.

17. Daniel Mytens, Alatheia
Talbot,

Countess of Arundel,

C.1618
Mytens painted

a pair of portraits

showing Arundel and

his wife

each presiding over a portion
their art collection.

us to admire his

of

Arundel invites

Roman

sculpture,

while his wife presides over an
equally important group of
portraits in plain

ebonized frames,
gilt slips -

trimmed with narrow

a Northern rather than
style.

an

Arundel collected

Italian

Italian

and

Flemish paintings, and owned

work by Holbein. Mytens's
treatment of the couple as equal

and separate

marriage, which

was

not entirely

happy. From the

late

1630s

- as much a virtuoso as
her husband - spent much time

Alatheia

travelling in

Europe on her own

account. She eventually settled

Low

of Anne ofDenmark (1617) suggests his former employment as a

reflects their

Countries, and died

in

the

in

Amsterdam

in

1654.

history painter in
figures,

Amsterdam.

Its

combination of landscape and

with a black servant holding a horse, anticipates the

compositions of 'grand manner' portraits

But Van Somer's known output

in the

1

8th century.

More prolific was Cornelius Johnson or Janssens (1593-1661), GermanFlemish by parentage but born in England. He spent the latter
in

London

is

meagre.

part of his career in Holland, but his early portraits, on a modest
scale, often

simple head-and-shoulders, are distinguished for

their gentleness

Mytens and

and muted pearly colour.
his

Netherlandish colleagues were a formidable

body of professionals before
of the time could put up

whom

little

the nati\e English artists

show.

Of these,

guished representative was Robert Peake

James

I

de Critz

made
{c.

{c.

the most distin-

155 1-1619),

his Serjeant Painter in 1609, jointly

1551/52-1642),

who had

whom

with John

held the post since 1603.

29

De

Critz,

born

in

Antwerp, was brought

to

London

he specialized in ephemeral decorative work, and

It

displays

all

little

that can

We know

more

the panache of the best

work

be confidently attributed to him has survived.

about Peake's output.

in infancy;

of the foreigners, with a freshness of vision entirely English. His
portrait heads are both delicate and forceful, staring out from

in\enti\e backgrounds sometimes stylized like Larkin's, but
often

much more

imaginative. His portrait of Henry, Prince of

Wales, with a young friend, Sir John Harington, killing a deer
(1603)

is

one of the most swagger of the period, with

its lively

poses and sense of narrative. Similar devices are used in another
portrait of Henry

Elizabeth.

{c.

1605-10), and one of his sister the Princess

He draws his sword with a heroic gesture, to enact the

Prince of Wales's motto 'Ich Dien'
quilly in a green

beyond

Van Somer, Anne

18. Paul
of

Denmark, 1617

Anne (1574-1619) had married

James
and

1589,

VI of Scotland in

husband's accession

after her

to the English throne as

James

became

a leading figure in the

cultural

life

of the court,

commissioning

masques,
part.

She

I

in
is

plays, poetry

and

which she also took

seen here standing

in

the grounds of her palace at

Oatlands, near Weybridge
Surrey. For her Inigo

in

Jones

designed the Italianate gateway
in

the wall to the

on the

scroll

right.

above

The motto

her, 'La

Mia

Grandezza dal Eccelso' ('My
greatness

is

her learning

from above') signals
in

She

collected

was

a keen

matters

works

Italian.

of art

and

sportswoman, as

this portrait of her with five
Italian

greyhounds shows.

30

a

garden

full

hunt is taking place.

(I

serve).

She stands tran-

of delights, while in the deer park

19

19. Robert Peake, Henry,

Prince of Wales, with Sir Jofin

1603

Harington,

Peake was appointed 'Paynter
Prince Henry

in large' to

(1594-1612)
this

the

double

young

after

Sir

The

tiad

made

him with

John Harington

on commission
family.

he

portrait of

for

lively

Harington's

composition

is

typical of Peake's inventiveness.

He repeated

the image of the

young huntsman drawing
sword

in

a portrait of

which was sent

to

his

Henry alone

Duke Charles

when James
was considering marrying Henry
Emanuel

to the

of Savoy,

I

Duke's daughter, the Infanta

Maria. Henry died of typhoid
before the

match could be

concluded.

Some of the same inventiveness is to be found in the work of
an artist who w as not a professional but a dedicated amateur. Sir
Nathaniel Bacon (1585-1627) seems to have taught himself by a
steady process of application, beginning by imitating the
paintings he had seen in the
visited.

His series of

'ten

Low

Countries, which he often

great peeces in wainscot

panelling] offish and fowle' have not
that they

began rather

hesitantly,

still life

all

set into

been traced, but it seems

and gained

he had evolved a remarkable personal

[i.e.

style.

in

confidence until

At

first

sight the

subjects look entirely Flemish or Dutch; on closer inspection

we

21

see that the technique quite lacks the bravura effects of thick

paint (impasto)

we

find in Continental work.

the pigments applied thinly and exenly

The

It is a

surface

is flat,

\ery English,

pragmatic way of going about things. Everything is described
meticulous

detail,

one thing after another. Bacon

obser\ations up in heaps: fruit and \egetables,
stones in a wall. In his Self-portrait of about 1620,

he assembles one on top of another, a
about him.

still life

in

lo\'es to pile his

game and
it is

fish,

books that

that tells us

much

He leans back in his chair, displaying an elegant leg in
31
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a stocking of bright yellow, a particular shade that he de\'eloped

(known

at

some other yellows, as 'pinke').
seen the work of My tens when he painted

the time, like

Bacon had

clearly

this self-portrait.

The

relaxed yet formal pose, the thoughtful

use of accessories to amplify our knowledge of the
presentation of the three-quarter face,
teristic

know

all

sitter,

the very

echo Mytens's charac-

methods. In this and the tiny handful of works that

we

of his Bacon shows himself worthy to be classed with the

Dutch professional. He takes the efforts of Gower a stage further
in the story of

English

artists'

determined

self-tuition in the

ways of the European masters.

The
wider learning of the new aristocrats, who used the Italian word
virtuosi to describe themselves, meant that an altogether more
This increased proficiency was no

flash in the pan.

knowledgeable dialogue was beginning to take place between

20. Sir Nathaniel Bacon,
Self-portrait,

c.\^20

Bacon was one

of the virtuosi of

his time; his abilities as a painter

were matched by wide-ranging
interests in

contemporary culture

and science. He came from

a

distinguished family: his

grandfather had been Lord Keeper

under Queen Elizabeth, and

Sir

Francis Bacon, the philosopher

and statesman, was

a kinsman.

He was appointed Knight of the
Bath

in

1626. Here, he displays

his erudition

books
atlas

is

and

taste: a pile of

surmounted by

open

at a

map

a large

of Europe,

and on the wall behind them

is

a

painting of Minerva, goddess of

wisdom. He
and on the

is

holding a drawing,

wall, along with the

sword which signals

his social

standing, hangs a palette: like

Gower

(ill.

12) and

Hilliard,

Bacon lays stress on the
gentlemanly merits

of the

painter's art.
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21. Sir Nathaniel Bacon,

London and

A Cookmald with Vegetables

instance, while the Countess of

and

Fruit, c.

Bacon was

a pioneering gardener
of the

and vegetables he records so

carefully in this picture.
for instance, that

We

he cultivated

suggestively with the decolletee

cookmaid, and the landscape

background shows
is

a

cabbage

presumably

Antwerp on her

commissioned the great Peter

travels she

Paul Rubens (1577-1640) of that city to paint her.

Then

Prince

Charles asked Rubens to paint a picture for him, and in the

1

620s

know,

the melons that harmonize so

garden that

Arundel was passing through

1620-25

and probably grew many
fruit

the Continental centres on the subject of art. For

his

the artist

worked on decorations

for the

London house of

the

Duke of Buckingham, another knowledgeable collector. Rubens
was interested in the new palace that Inigo Jones w^as planning
for the King at Whitehall, and when he came to London in 629
1

on

a diplomatic mission he took

up negotiations already begun

own. This recently rediscovered
picture

small

adds substantially

number

of

be identified as

to the

works that can

his.

abroad for

a

commission

to

decorate

the

ceiling

of the

Banqueting House. Charles had ascended the throne in 1 625 and

was building up one of the most important
ings ever assembled. Rubens added to
the Thames with St
is

rescues

his

is

a

most unusual view of

George and the Dragon ( 1 629-30), in which

a portrait of the

the saint

it

collections of paint-

young King and the princess he

Queen, Henrietta Maria of France. Groups of alle-

gorical figures in the foreground,

among

the foliage and in the

clouds invoke the tradition of grand subject painting as
e\'ol\ed in Venice

and Flanders

o\'er the past

With the accession of Charles I

it

hundred years.

the English court attained

apogee of Renaissance splendour. Rubens called the King
greatest amateur of paintings
Charles's collection of

among

works by

had

its

'the

the princes of the world'.

Italian

and Flemish masters

33
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22. Sir Anthony Van Dyck, Charles

I

and Henrietta Maria, 1632

Just as Holbein formed the image of Henry
crystallized that of Charles
(1

609-69) and

that the

artist

does

(bom 1600,

their circle. This

is

one

VIII

and

his court, so

Van Dyck

reigned 1625-49), Henrietta Maria

of the first pictures of the

painted after his return to London

humanity as decisively
it

I

as, in their tender

in

1632, and

exchange

their stable relationship as the father

it

of olive spray

and mother

King and Queen

establishes their

and

laurel

wreath,

of a peaceful nation.

was the achievement of a man much more interested in the arts
than in government. He was to pay the price for that preference
with his head

in 1649.

Then his collection was broken up, and its

now grace

masterpieces

the great galleries of Europe and

beyond: St Petersburg, Vienna, Munich, Berlin, Paris, Madrid,

Washington - all possess jewels from Charles's treasure-house.

The

court continued to be the setting for elaborate enter-

tainments, with Inigo Jones and Ben Jonson, and later Sir

William Davenant,

in charge.

The

'Cavalier poets' flourished:

Traherne, Suckling and Herrick composed
tresses' clothes

Antwerp

and eyebrows. To

1632,

in

already visited

this splendid court

mis-

came, from

Anthony Van Dyck (1599-1641). He had

London briefly in 620-2
1

of either Arundel or Buckingham.
practice, unable to

lyrics to their

do so

in

1

,

probably

Now he returned to set up his

Antwerp because

Rubens was firmly established

behest

at the

there.

ciously into a virtuoso painter in a

his old

master

He had developed

manner

that

variant of Rubens's, and recently travelled in

was

Italy,

preco-

a distinct

combining

with his Flemish style the richness of Venetian colour and
a

profound admiration for Titian. Executed with sweeping

brushstrokes and overlaid touches of warm, semi-transparent

pigment

(glazes), his portraits

on British

art that

were destined to have an impact

would last until the 20th century.

Almost immediately he established his mastery by painting a
'Great Peece' of Charles, Henrietta Maria, and their two eldest
children (1632), on a large scale.

even Mytens, into the shadows.
is

picture achieves a sophis-

knocked the existing court painters,

ticated equilibrium that

presentation

The

The Baroque grandeur

of the

balanced by a fluent design underpinning a

gentle,

one may say loving, understanding of these people

human

beings, a family that had established for the first time in

England

a 'domestication of majesty', as

Like Holbein, Van

it

as

has been called.

Dyck knew how to adapt his manner to the

requirements of the English. Charles's court was very different

from Henry

VIII's.

The

stiff

formality of those days had disap-

much freer, almost bucolic elegance held sway Van
Dyck made this informality the keynote of many of his English
portraits. Compared with the sturdy burghers of Antwerp, his

peared, and a

English lords and ladies seem on the whole a

trifle effete. Pale,

slender-wristed and melancholy, they do not give an impression

of worldly know-how. Van
of a court that, whatever
to a violent end.
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mood
endowments, was doomed

Dyck has somehow caught

its

creative

But the intuition of the

artist

is

the

submerged

in a

22

tactful Hattcry that has

women

as the

prcscrxcd these unreahstie

embodiment

They are posed
suggest nature

ofaristoeratie ease and elegance.

with relaxed grace

in (juite

men and

wild moods.

in

settings that sometimes

A whole-length

portrait of

the poet Sir John Suckling, for instance, shows the sitter

an

in

invented costume that makes him look something of a brigand,

amid overhanging, weed-grown

rocks. Suckling holds a folio of

Shakespeare, as though interrupted while reading from

might be taking part

in

one of the court masques:

character who remains his real
tion of

two

later on.
his

identities in

self.

it.

lie

a fictional

This idea of the superimposi-

one portrait was to become important

Van Dyck produced

a particularly striking

example

in

dramatic portrait of The Countess of Southampton as Fortune

23. Sir Anthony Van Dyck,

The Countess of Southampton
as Fortune,

c.

1638

Rachel de Ruvigny (1603-40)

met her second husband, Thomas
Wriothesley, Earl of Southampton,

France and married him in
1634. Her reputation as 'la belle

in

etvertueuse Huguenotte'

have suggested

to

may

Van Dyck

representation of her as an
victorious goddess.

this

all-

The conceit

of

presenting a lady as an immortal

borne

aloft

inspire

on clouds was

Reynolds

to

some

to

of his

most splendid inventions.
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24. Sir Anthony Van Dyck,
Sir

Endymlon Porter and

c. 1632
A scholar and connoisseur, Porter
(1587-1649) was among the first
to give Van Dyck employment in

Van Dyck,

England, and the two

men were

close associates. This double
portrait exemplifies the 'friendship
portrait' that

and which

Van Dyck introduced

later artists,

notably

Reynolds, were to adopt as a
favourite format.

25. Sir Anthony Van Dyck,

(c.

The Family of Philip Herbert,
4th Earl of Pembroke,

The

enthroned

which Charles

'above

places', as

all

He adds

rests

Academie, as well as

a Palace',

I

Pembroke was

and

Aubrey says.

many
is

at

a lavish patron of

portraits by the artist,
this

his first wife,

human skull. Casting a glance of alluring disdain

spectator she rules

all

mankind,

a

at the

Dea ex machina oi' superhuman

grandeur and aplomb.

The

portrayal of an individual as a 'character' from riiyth-

the portrait of the Countess

1630 (which probably

masques,

sets of Jones's

an echo of the elaborate composi-

is

died

Baroque religious painting Van Dyck practised

tions of the

enormous

who had

ology or literature chimed well with the acting proclivities of the

and

canvas, which includes the Earl

and

a

King and Queen. Like the complicated

Wilton contains

dominated by

on

foot

Building'.

Van Dyck; the famous Double

Cube Room

court inascjue,

clouds, liolding a sceptre and leaning on an

loved

that the Earl 'exceedingly

loved Painting

among

a

enormous globe which has the appearance of a bubble. Her

Herbert (1584-1650), Wilton,
'an

out of

a divinity straight

is

1634

c.

Wiltshire seat of Philip

became

She

U)'58).

Catholic Antwerp.
in

explains

He was

in

rarely required to execute religious

or mythological subjects in England.

The

Rinaldo and Armida

her rather statue-like treatment),

(1629) that he painted for the King on commission from his

and eight

friend

of their ten children.

Endymion

Porter, a

nificent exception, as

Groom

sumptuous

of the Bedchamber,

a tribute to

is

a

mag-

Venetian art as he

ever painted. In his images of Porter himself, Van

Dyck

devel-
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oped Holbein's notion of the portrait of the cultivated friend into
an intimate genre that was to have long-lasting appeal. At the
opposite end of the scale, he could apply the grandest Baroque
ideas to portraiture

when

a

number of figures were to be painted

most influential essay in

together. His

this vein is the

of the Earl of Pembroke and his family

Cube Room

at

Wilton

cast of characters

is

(a

[c.

huge group

1634) in the Double

house designed by Inigo Jones). The

deployed across an imposing stage of

colossal columns, steps and drapery, and the solemn

The design

blessed by hovering cherubs.

and natural, easy and grand

groups painted

for

at once.

moment

is

is

both monumental

Many

large-scale family

English country houses

in the

ensuing two

centuries would find inspiration in this splendid model.

fc

There was so much variety

in

Van Dyck's work

that his

influence remoulded almost every aspect of painting in England.

No portrait painter could ignore what he had done.
the

work of William Dobson

[c.

161 1-46)

is

His effect on

obvious

second glance, though, reveals a very different

at once.

artistic

A

tempera-

i^TfJ

ment, and one decidedly English. Patrician elegance

by matter-of-fact earthiness. Dobson was trained
of Frans Cleyn (1582-1658) of Rostock,
extensively in

m<^

r'mmk

1623. Cleyn
for the

is

Denmark, and

li\ed

replaced

in the studio

who had worked
in

England from

particularly associated with the decorative borders

famous tapestries woven

Mortlake tapestry works,
illustrations

mostly

is

set

up

after Raphael's designs at the
in 1619.

and schemes for house

He also designed book

interiors.

Dobson

assisted

39
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him

in

some of these projects, but took up

portraiture, stepping

into the breach as court Tace-painter' after the death of

Van

Dyck, when Charles was conducting the Civil War from his base
at

Oxford.

It is

he

who

defines for us the image of the loyal

Cavalier, hearty, cultured,

proud of the crimson sash announcing

his allegiance.

Dobson's

sitters are usually

men, and he presents them

surrounded by evidence of their broad

most flamboyant depicting t/oA?z,

interests.

1st Baron

He

is

at his

Byron [c. 1643), three-

quarter-length in an authoritative pose, pointing forward into a

landscape where a battle

is

taking place. Behind him a black

servant holds his white horse.

The

rich golds

and reds of the

costumes are echoed by the banners and twisted Baroque columns
against which they stand.

There

is

a

Venetian opulence that

comes from Van Dyck, as do its patrician poise and theatricality.

26. William Dobson, Portrait of
the Artist's second Wife, Juditfi
c.

,

1640

40

Hut Dobson paints

(juito differently

from Van Dyck. The

smooth, fluent brushstrokes have given way to an altogether

though none the

coarser,

However

less effective, technicjue.

noble the figure, Dobson's powerfully applied paint brings to

life

more impetuously energetic than

the

a personality
vivid,

refined.

It is

pragmatic use of paint that signals the experimental cast

of the English mind. Passages of Dobson's work anticipate that

of Hogarth a century

And

later.

there

is

Hogarthian

a certain

awareness of the human vulnerability of these apparently

We catch

confident men.

Dobson

at a

more intimate moment

in

made of his second wife, .Judith. With its
direct gaze out at the spectator - or rather, at the artist himselfthe lovely study that he

this likeness evokes the

husband and

warmth of

26

the relationship between

expressed by means of Dobson's

wife, tenderly

lively handling.

usual to see Dobson's achievement as something of

It is

a

dead end.

after

He

naturalized

Van Dyck's

style, as

it

him came the Commonwealth, when painting

were, and

suffered an

But there were other worthy followers of Van Dyck.

eclipse.

Henry Stone (1616-58) - 'Old Stone', as he was called to
distinguish him from his younger brothers - produced some
able portraits, including a dignified full-face half-length of

Charles

I,

was not

unexpectedly in circular format.

And Oliver Cromwell

indifferent to the arts. Several painters flourished

during his Protectorate, although the expansive patronage of
royalty was incompatible with his style. His 'court painter' was

Robert Walker

(d.

was well aware of

1658), a dour, dry imitator of Van
his

own

would not do Vandikes', he

limitations. 'If

I

Dyck who

could get better

I

and a contemporary remarked,

said,

'He would not bend his mind to make any postures of his own.'

But there were others who continued the tradition established

by Dobson. Samuel Cooper (1608-72) trained
wdth his uncle, John Hoskins

Villiers,

Duchess of Cleveland,

c.

1590-1664/65), whose

liveli-

hood derived largely from copying Van Dyck portraits in little.
Cooper developed into one of the most accomplished miniature

27. Samuel Cooper, A Lady,
possibly Barbara

(c.

as a miniaturist

painters of his or any age. His exquisite draughtsmanship and

1670

Cooper's miniatures have been

refined technique possess a forthright verve that

some even higher than
those of Hilliard. Renowned all
over Europe, he was so successful

the small-scale equivalent of Dobson. Cooper was one of the first

rated by

that his career survived the

Charles and the

fall

of

Commonwealth,

British

artists

common

to

work

in

pastel,

a

medium

makes him

that

became

for small-scale portraits in the late 17th centur};

continued

in

use throughout the

1

and

8th.

so that, at the Restoration, he

was

able to take his place as

a celebrated master.

It

was during the Commonwealth

that another nati\'e artist

of the younger generation established himself in London.
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28. Francis Barlow, Southern-

mouthed Hounds,

c.

1665

Francis Barlow

portrait-painter,

William Sheppard

(fl.

1650-60),

but early on turned to the
depiction of animals.
in

He was,

the words of one commentator,

'the

most English

century painters

of

seventeenth-

in his

understanding of country
His

skill in

landscape foreshadows the

in

of the British

the next century,

and he was the

first

the

first

as a portrait

He was

native painter of animals of any distinction since the

medieval illuminators, and provides more evidence that painting

England was developing in new directions. His work suggests
that he had close acquaintance with contemporary Dutch and

in

Flemish animal painters

like

Melchior d'Hondecoeter. At

events and animals with

School

626-1 704) seems to have trained

Jan Weenix, Frans Snyders and

Ham House near London the Duke

life.'

integrating sporting

achievements

1

painter, but devoted his career to very different subjects.

Barlow was probably trained

under a London

(?

to publish

of Lauderdale employed him to paint decorations alongside a

group of Netherlandish

artists

and

later, after

the Restoration,

he worked on large friezes of foxhounds for a house

in Surrey.

Their flowing rhythms of linked animal forms foreshadow the
compositional subtleties of George Stubbs a century

later.

the representation of a
horse-race, which

would be

a fruitful subject for painters
for

over two hundred years.

Barlow was

also a prolific illustrator of

books and

is

probably

known for his lively designs for Aesop's Fables 666). Once
Barlow had established it, many artists took up animal painting

best

(

and by the early years of the 18th century the horse or dog
portrait

was almost as common

Barlow often presents

as the

human likeness.

his animals against spirited landscape

backgrounds, and alongside sporting painting, landscape began
to emerge as an independent form. The Netherlanders had
developed a school of landscape painters early on. By the end of
the

1

6th century artists from the

in Italy,

Low Countries were influential

and when Charles I was making his great collection a few

years later their

work figured in it. As in other areas, the painters

who came to England were not necessarily of the highest calibre.
Adriaen Van Stalbemt ( 1 5 80- 1 662) and Alexander Kierincx ( 1 6001652) did not produce inspired work. But the taste for represen-

was growing. The jewel-like theological
library of Sir John Kederminster, installed at Langley Marish in
tations of landscape

Berkshire

in

1

63 1 contains among its painted decorations thirty
,

small landscapes, including marines and storm subjects as well
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as

\

icwsothiiildings ami pastoral scenes, exidently derived from

Nellu'rlaiulish originals,

sion

is

of

an indix

idiial artist,

standard tbrnudas from
In

\(i:Ui

some perhaps from

a

perhaps

a

prints.

well-stocked j)rofessi()nal repertoire.

the Karl of Arundel

output included

impres-

court painter, working to

hrouglit to Kngland

l^ohemian draughtsman Wenceslaus Hollar
prolific

The

a (|uantity

(

l()'()7-77),

the

whose

many
medium

of topographical views,

of which he issued as etchings, introducing that flexible

into the country for the first time. I'he market for \iews grew,

and there began to be
tow ns and

cities,

a

stream of pictures show ing panoramas of

country houses and their estates often seen

in

bird's-eye \iew. Jan Siberechts (1627- 1703) exemplifies the

Coming from the Antwerp of Rubens, he was an
accomplished painter of natural effects who could combine them

genre at

its best.

29. Jan Siberechits, Wollaton

and
1697

Park, Nottinghamshire,

Hall

Siberechts

was

a leading

exponent of the Dutch

tradition of

'bird's-eye view' house-portraiture

that remained popular

England

in

through most of the 17th and
early 18th centuries. This
of Wollaton, outside

view

Nottingham,

the 'prodigy house' that Robert

Smythson

built for Sir Francis

Willoughbyinthe 1580s,
demonstrates the careful

enumeration of every aspect

house and grounds, the

economy

of the estate,

which

such pictures were intended
provide.

It

is

an

of

total

artificial

to

mode

that contrasts with Siberechts's

more
first

realistic

work as one

landscapists to

show

of the

English

scenery and English climatic
conditions together as

fit

subject

matter for a picture.
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30. Robert Aggas,

Landscape -Sunset, 1679
This precocious exercise

in ideal

landscape, by an otherwise
virtually

unknown

artist,

illustrates the influence of the

Italianate

Dutch painters

who

were already being collected

in

who had
Ralph Aggas, who

England by gentlemen
visited

Italy.

was probably the painter's
grandfather, was a land surveyor
and mapmaker famous for his
bird's-eye views of Oxford,

Cambridge and London. The
development from

scientific

record to imaginative landscape

composition within one family
of

draughtsmen exemplifies

the increasing sophistication
of attitudes to nature in the

course of the

1

7th century.

with views of places, or with excellent figures that remind us of
the country folk

w ho people

the foregrounds of Rubens's

own

landscapes.

Among the natives,

Nathaniel Bacon was again a pioneer.

tiny fantasy of about 1620, on copper,
its

weird rocks and trees

from the

Low

Countries.

it

It

borrows

was

is

A

attributed to him: with

style

and subject matter

characteristic that pure' land-

scape, unconnected with topography, should be explored by
a

gentleman amateur. Robert Aggas

{c.

1619-79), by contrast,

was probably the grandson of a cartographer. The relationship
embodies the historical development of landscape drawing and
painting from such drily descriptive occupations. Aggas, wlio
lived at

44

Stoke-by-Nayland

in Suffolk, is

known only from one

work,

wliicli

could

liai'dly

Landscape - Suusel

llis

be farther removed from map-making-.

(16'7.9) is

an ambitious essay

imaginatixc nature-painting, coneeix cd on
of"

a

grand

in |)urely

scale,

and

full

close observation, though clearly not intended to present a

s|)ecific view.

Henry Anderton

(c. H).'J()-fj.O) is

likewise

known

for

only one landscape painting. Mountain Landscape with dancing

Shepherd {\6r)0s),

'A

work

ofhigh(iuality, with tender golden light

derived from the work of Italianate

Herchem. Anderton also practised

Dutchmen

'Hiese artists painted landscape for

own

its

sake, with a

sophisticated awareness of Continental precedents.

Dutch but the French landscapists working

the

Nicolaes

like

as a j)()rtrait j)ainter.

\ot only
in

Italy,

Claude Lorrain and Gaspard Poussin, were vital influences, with
their

development of the

'ideal'

from landscape painting

landscape.

a stage in the psychological

by which
painting,

artists

new

in

imaginative leap

as record to landscape as abstract

meditation on nature - and indeed on
It is

The

art itself-

growth of the

Britain apprehended

is

a crucial one.

British School,

new purposes

for

relationships between xiewer and object. Before

the early 18th century the

abandonment of the topographical

principle

landscape was to become so impor-

is

rare. 'Abstract'

tant later that

w orth

its

hesitant beginnings in the 17th century are

saluting.

The Commonwealth period (1649-60) saw the rise to
prominence of a new portrait painter, the Dutchman Peter
Lely (1618-80), who had arrived in the early 1640s. To begin
with he produced pictures that reflected his Dutch Baroque

background executed

in

classical landscapes

peopled by naked nymphs,

resonant browns and flesh tones, which he painted

alongside rather sombre portraits of military personnel. His
portrayal of The Children of Charles I {164^6/ 4'1)

He

is

entirely Dutch.

readily absorbed the Flemish-cum-Venetian influence of

Van Dyck, and

it

was

as

Van Dyck's natural successor

became Principal Painter

that he

to Charles II at the Restoration in

1660. In that capacity he presided over, and largely set the style

the last great ebullition of princely magnificence of the

for,

English Renaissance.

The

seeds

century bore
that

went up

sown by Inigo Jones

fruit
all

now

in the

in the earlier part

of the

wealth of fine classical buildings

o\er the country. Jones's successors, abo\'e

all

Christopher Wren, established an authoritative classicism that
set the course of architecture in

1666

Wren was charged

England. After the Great Fire

in

with the reconstruction of London and
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his

31. Sir Peter Leiy, Henry Hyde,
Viscount Cornbury

TlieodosiaCapel,

and

his Wife,

1661-62
artists

of the poet Earl of

Antonio Verrio

must have

smallpox early

in

1662. Their
cal ability

interrelated gestures depend on

such models as Van Dyck's Cliarles

and Henrietta Maria

(ill.

22).

in

(?

New

palaces were built, and

to co\er acres of wall

from abroad

Baroque

An
first. He

style.

1639-1 707), was one of the

and

Italian,

arrived

and
from France in about 1671, working for the Duke of Montagu,
techniremained much in demand, though he was later ri\alled in

been connmissioned as a wedding
portrait; tragically, Theodosia died
of

were brought

celling with allegory in the high

the son of the Earl of Clarendon

Rochester. This picture

cathedral of St Paul's rose out of the ashes as a mighty

statement of the classical aesthetic.

Henry Hyde (1638-1709) was
and brother

new

I

whom

with
by the Frenchman Louis Laguerre (1663-1721),

he collaborated, for instance

grand house

46

at

Chatsworth

in

at

the

Derbyshire.

Duke of De\onshire's

Into these splcrulid palaces Lely introduced portraits that

are an interesting blend

of"

the

swagger of Van Dyck with Dutch

sohdity. His court beauties are decidedly graspable, his gentle-

men xigorous
tiian

j)ersonalities.

The

Van Dyck's, and the ladies subscribe

style of beauty.
place.

There are columns

w hich the lustrous
contrast.

to a

antl draperies,

Above

artificiality

all,

a

romantic- wildness against

of the sitters stands

slide

way of presenting

is

in

a

his sitters as historical characters

and the Virgin Mary herself.

deGramont.
Elizabeth

Comtesse

1663
Hamilton (1641-1708)
c.

was apparently never Charles
mistress, but her beauty

H's

and

intelligence qualified her for a

place

among the 'Hampton

Court

Beauties'.

The martyr's palm

she holds

in

her

left

that

hand endues her

with an aura of saintliness that

is

belied by her languorous expression

and

reluctantly concealed

bosom.

a

Van Dyck's
becomes

Duchess of Cleveland,

instance, in roles as various as Minerva, Venus, the

32. Sir Peter Lely,

in ex(juis-

white hand or

a seductive glow.

a standard device. Lely painted the

Elizabeth Hamilton,

suggestixe

raxishing. His

one abo\e another

cascades of satin and velvet, from which

bosom emerges with

in

or the suggestion of a

Lely's sense of colour

autumnal golds and browns

swelling

somewhat uniform

But many of Van Dyck's stage props remain

rocky outdoor setting creating

ite

faces are plumper, less poetic

for

Magdalen

33. John Greenhill, Self-portrait,

1665
Greenhill

was

a gifted

draughtsman as well as
and

his

pose

painter,

in this self-portrait,

may

allude

to that talent. Several of his

chalk

pointing at a drawing,

drawings survive. His career was
relatively short,

owing

to his 'loose

and unguarded manner

which

led to a

of living',

drunken accident

An early
was Gerard
1602-81), a Dutchman

that proved fatal.

influence on him

Soest

(c.

who came

to

1640s; but

it

England

was

in

Leiy

the

who

supplied the dominant
characteristics of his style.

But these tricks are no longer the means by which
portrait
art.

is

They

raised to the plain of a grander,

are the

armoury of Venus, adding

a simple

more conceptual
to the titillation

of partly disclosed flesh a hint of saintliness that everything
else in the picture deliberately belies. Lely's series of

Court Beauties'

is

a harem-full of

'Hampton

gorgeous creatures whose

coy glances and assumed piety only emphasize that they are
all

too available.

It is

an embodiment

in

warmly

applied paint

of the very apparent lasciviousness of Charles

II

and

his

entourage.
Lely's success

man

was founded on

a sure talent as

draughts-

that reveals itself in his beautiful chalk drawings,

which

betray a careful study of Van Dyck's methods. Similar work

was produced by some of his pupils, notably John Greenhill
A convinc(? 1640-76), perhaps his most adept native follower.
ing application of fluent impasto gives Greenhill's best work
48
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its

own

clistinctixt'

life.

The

woman

('('l('f)rat('(l

playwright Aplira Helm w rotcot

noNclist and

liini:

So bold, so sojl, his touches were.
So round each part, so sweet, sofair.
That as his pencil mov 'd, men thought it press 'd

The lively imitated breast,
JVhichyields like clouds where little angels

rest.

Although Greenhill mainly produced heads or half-lengths, he
occasionally explored

more ambitious compositional types with

allegorical accessories.

Aphra Behn was one of many women who were now beginning the centuries-long progress to professional independence.

Mary

Beale (1633-99)

professional

Her formal

is

unusual

in

having been

a

fully

woman painter, with a flourishing London practice.

portraits are

Lely's expressive free
family, friends

somewhat

stolid,

but she could deploy

brushw ork when she was

at

her ease with

and children.

34. Mary Beale, Sfudy of a

Young

Girl, c.

1681

49
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Lely was a Protestant, and Charles

II's

Queen, Catherine of

Braganza, was Cathohc. Charles himself secretly converted to
Catholicism, though he

become

Family of Sir Robert Vyner,
Stylistically,

1673

the picture blends

features from contemporary Dutch

and French

I's

it

would be unwise

to let this

was the suspicion of Catholicism

public. It

sealed Charles
35. John Michael Wright, The

knew

unpopularity, and James

II

was

that

later to

had

bring

the Stuart dynasty to an ignominious end by insisting on the
restitution of

Romish

practices.

In the last decades of the

dynasty se\eral Catholic painters flourished. The portrayals of

painting. Sir Robert

Vyner (1631-88), from a family of

Charles's mistresses by Lely's Papist rival the Antwerp-trained

Warwickshire gentry, was a banker

Jacob

1665 he married
Mary Whitchurch, and in 1666 he
was made a Baronet. In 1674, the
year after this portrait was painted,
he became Lord Mayor of London.
But in the same year his wife died,
and his financial standing was
ruined when the Dutch wars,
and goldsmith.

In

combined with court extravagance,
threatened Charles

II

with

bankruptcy. Their son Charles
lived only to the age of twenty-two,

Huysmans (r. 633-96) are lush, dense images of theatrical
1

overstatement, extravagant in setting and ornamental detail.

Less extreme but also capable of rich effects of colour

and atmosphere

is

the

work of

a Catholic Scot,

John Michael

Wright (161 7-94). After his training in Edinburgh as a portrait
painter with George Jamesone (1590-1644), Wright travelled
in

Europe, studying in Rome, and probably

in

France and the

Low Countries. He could sometimes achie\'e wonderfully showy
effects

reminiscent of contemporary French painting, in his

portraits of gentlemen in densely curled wigs and siher-

leaving his father to die of a

broken heart.

embroidered

30

coats, but there

is

a characterful seriousness about

35

his
is

w onuii

at

in their finely

the opposite pole

pleated, shot niaii\ c and

t'roni Lely.

I

le is

particularly

handling ofthe wistful sunset landscapes that
in

j)eai-l

silks that

j)()etie in

his

t're(juently feature

the backgrounds ofhis portraits.

Wright might have dominated painting

in late

1

Scotland; instead he went abroad, and later worked

His place was
(1640-97).

filled

De Wet

Tth-century
in

England.

by an immigrant Dutchman, Jacob de

Wet

created Barocjue decorati\e schemes for

Scottish houses, including Glamis Castle, and portraits like the

outrageous whole-length
at Blair Atholl.

With

his

oi\/oh?i,

1 st

Marquis of Atlioll (c. 1680)

contorted pose and absurd

Roman

armour the Marquis exemplifies an extreme of theatricality
portrait painters

were to react against

in

the

that

coming decades.

36. Jacob de Wet, John,
1st Marquis of Atholl,

John Murray, 2nd
1st

Marquis

of Atholl

and

(1631-

1703), could never be

on
in

to

1680

c.

Earl

relied

remain on the same side

any dispute. The historian

Thomas Babington Macaulay
called

him

'the falsest,

most

fickle,

the most pusillanimous of

mankind.' This fantastic portrait

shows him as one

of the victorious

generals of the battle of Bothwell
Brig, at

which the Covenanters

were defeated. He wears the
ceremonial armour of an ancient

Roman, with
of the

all

the paraphernalia

grandest Continental

Baroque

portraiture.

some ways

Although

a cuhosity,

in

it

foreshadows the splendidly
rhetorical

Raeburn

Highland portraits of
a century later

(ill.

105).
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Chapter 3

The Age

When

of

Improvement: 1688-1750

William of Orange came from Holland

in

1688 with his

Stuart Queen, Mary, to take the throne so precipitately vacated by

James

II,

there was perhaps no great change in national sentiment.

The public wish was carried out when James was sent packing. But
the quality of court life, and the flavour of life in high places generally,

underwent a radical transformation. The Catholic leanings of

the Stuarts were definitively replaced by William's committed

Protestantism.

The opulence of the Renaissance courts gave way

to a sober preoccupation with parliamentary government, the

concerns of a burgeoning mercantile class, and a new sense of the
responsibilities of high position. Science attained

marked by the burgeoning of the Royal

Society,

new

prestige,

which had been

formally instituted in 1660. Painting too was a branch of learned
enquiry.

New markets for art were beginning to emerge, and new

requirements were made of artists.
Portraiture, for instance,
theatricality

and became serious, almost

in the

It lost

much of its
successor

staid. Lely's

Godfrey Kneller (1646-1723), was

as court painter,

Lubeck

changed notably.

a native of

mercantile heart of northern Germany, per-

fectly cut out to express the

new

attitudes.

He had

trained in

Holland under Ferdinand Bol, and must have learnt,

Rembrandt. He then travelled

modern painting by

to

the time he

too,

from

Rome, and was well versed

came

to

England

in

in the early

Hamburg merchant, John
Principal Painter to the new King in

1670s under the patronage of a
Bankes.

He was

appointed

1688, along with an Englishman, John Riley

( 1

646-9 1 ).

Although Kneller's approach derives from Lely's,

his style

is

stripped of lubriciousness. His ladies do not pout at us, exposing

plump flesh: they gaze with a cool, grave regard, like monuments
to ancient virtues. The standard poses become stiffer, more
key from the

self-

consciously erotic to the self-consciously respectable.

The

predictable.

technique

is

The

rhetoric of

power

noticeably dryer, too.

shifts

Gone are the liquid glazes and

sensuous impasto: KneUer's preferred manner, which
is

at his best

very expressive, involves a dry scumble of highlight over a flat,

sombre
traits,

52

colour, devoid of sensuality. In his

more intimate por-

usually half-lengths of male friends, his freedom of touch
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37. Sir Godfrey Kneller, William

approaches the virtuoso; but

Congreve. 1709. By the time
Kneller painted

him as

of the Kit-Kat Club,

a

member

Congreve

(1670-1729) had given up

writing

of virtuosity in reference to
is

it

would smack of paradox

to speak

such direct, unaffected painting.

He

most himself with the members of the Kit-Kat Club, that infor-

mal group of public men,

politicians

and

literati

who imparted

plays as an ungentlemanly activity
(his

best-known, The

IVor/d

was

his last, in

Way of the
1700).

dynamism to
Anne and George
their

the high-minded 'Augustan' age of
I.

In these

Queen

modest half-lengths, executed

53
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38. Sir Godfrey Kneller,

Margaret

Cecil,

Countess

ofRanelagh, 1691

between 1701 and 1721, the trappings of formal portraiture are
dispensed with. Physiognomy alone becomes the subject.

On

the grander scale of court portraiture, Kneller's set

of whole-length 'Hampton Court Beauties' contrasts sharply

with Lely's series (which were

all

three-quarter-lengths). The

32

mak-

38

Countess ofRanelagh{\69\) confronts us with great poise,

ing a generous gesture with her right hand, and holding up her
dress,

though she does both without the

least

coquetry Rather

she engages us in intelligent conversation, undistracted by

54

39. John Closterman,

Anthony Ashley Cooper, 3rd Earl
of Shaftesbury,

c.

1701

Shaftesbury (1671-1713) was

educated under the tutelage
the great philosopher

of

John Locke.

As a serious Whig he endorsed
progressive measures for the

improvement
for the

of conditions

disadvantaged. His

(1711)-which

Characteristicks

gave currency
feeling'

-

link

to the

phrase 'moral

Locke and Descartes

with later developments

German and French

in British,

philosophy.

Closterman's portrait shows him
informally attired, his loose

dressing

gown and open

shirt

immediately evoking the
philosopher's
retirement.

life

He

of thoughtful

leans on a plinth

with volumes of

Xenophon and

Plato to hand.

emblems or symbols. The curtain and tapestry behind her
provide the soberest of backdrops to this civilized in\itation.
It

was of course

was most

in portraits

forcibly embodied.

of men that the

The Baroque

new

seriousness

pyrotechnics of de

Wet and Huysmans now seem frixolous. But if the military
might of Imperial Rome was in\'oked to gi\'e the Marquis of
Atholl a veneer of heroic splendour, so now the more earnest
virtues of the Roman Republic could suggest a weightier value.
Men of substance must also be men of integrity in matters aflfect-
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ing the public realm.

The

locus classicus

o^ the idea

is

provided by

another north German, John Closterman (1660-1711), from

who had come

Osnabruck,

in Paris, in 1681.

to England, after a period of study

His likenesses of bewigged dignitaries, often

armour, apparently continue the Baroque conven-

in fictitious

tions unchanged.

seriousness, and

of Shaftesbury

(r.

But there

an undercurrent of increased

is

when we come to Antony Ashley, 3rd Earl
1701) we find ourselves in an atmosphere of

earnest philosophy that

is

palpably new.

Shaftesbury gained a reputation as a thinker, his Characteristicks

of Men, Manners, Opinions, and Times, published

in 1711,

being one of the definitive documents of the new aristocracy.
defined the 'Well-Bred

Man'

in

It

terms that included an informed

appreciation of the fine arts, which in their turn have a refining
effect

on the

intellect

mechanism of

and the emotions, and become part of the

civilized discourse.

Here are the origins of the

18th century's high valuation of ancient

Roman

culture,

and of

Italian art, especially historical or literary subject paintings

dealing with noble moral ideas.

The work

French painter Nicolas Poussin, with
classicism derived from
Antiquity,

its

of the Rome-based

seriousness and learned

the sculpture and

architecture of

was a vital point of reference.

Shaftesbury must have collaborated closely with Closter-

man

in the

conception of his portrait. Although

some ways
is

a

to literary

new notion

images

like

it

harks back

Van Dyck's of Suckling,

of the portrait as icon of power. Influence

longer simply a matter of birth or social standing:

earned by worthy behaviour, by politeness'

manners and good
civilization.

it

in

this

is

no

must be

in all its senses:

good

taste united to express the very fabric of

A fresh hnk has been forged in

the chain that binds

the various layers of society together: the link of high ideals

based on a notion of common humanity.

To encounter the movement for moral improvement at its
most attractive we must read the magazines that were beginning
to be popular.

The Spectator and The

Tatler,

written by Joseph

whose journalism conveyed lessons
in politeness in the most digestible and entertaining forms. With

Addison and Richard

Steele,

these moral and social imperatives in place, portraiture settled
into a steady, comfortable role reiterating well-understood

assumptions with a broad homogeneity of

style.

Kneller pro-

vided a reliable formula; Riley too had some lasting influence.

His sober approach anticipated the new ideas already

in

Charles

IPs reign, and his full-length portraits of servants suggest an
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40. Jonathan Richardson,

Edward and Constantia
c.

Rolt,

1695

These are the two children

Thomas

Hertfordshire;

about

of Sir

Sacombe Park,
Edward was born

Rolt of

1680 and

They are shown
Baroque poses

died
in

in a

unusually elaborate
Richardson,

who

in

1722.

contrasting

composition
for

transmitted

the reliable style of his master

John Riley

to the next generation,

which included

his pupil

Thomas Hudson.

endearing humanity. Kneller had a substantial ri\al
painter Michael Dahl
lar idiom,

(c. 1

though with

659-1 743), who worked

in the
in a

very simi-

a greater o\ert delight in the

Baroque

accessories of full-bottomed wigs and flowing draperies.
later,

A little

the sparkling, broadly handled whole-lengths of John

Vanderbank (1694-1739) brought
to the type.

The practice not

in general as a serious art

a certain

Rococo ebullience

only of portraiture but of painting

- and one

the ranks of gentlemanly pursuits

that

ought to be admitted

- was given

lation in the writings of another artist in this

Richardson (1665-1745). His Essay on

was

Danish

first

the

published in 1715 and remained

a \erbal

to

formu-

mould, Jonathan

Theory of Painting

in print for

most of

the century.

The most

spectacular works of art in the period were cele-

brations of national and public success as

much

as indi\'idual.

The triumphs of the Duke of Marlborough in the European wars
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41. Sir James Thornhill, detail

were recognized by the

of the ceiling of the Painted Hal

Blenheim, commissioned

of the Royal

of a vast palace near Oxford,

gift
in

1

706 and planned as one of the most

Naval Hospital,

Greenwich, 1707-27

splendid buildings in Europe.
in the

phrase of the

satirical

V

It

was

'a

house but not

a dwelling',

poet Alexander Pope, and was duly

decorated with sumptuous paintings by Laguerre, dense with
allegory derived

from the

illusionistic

churches of the Counter- Reformation.

S8

ceilings

of

Roman

Ill

art

the graiuls(hcint'S()ttlu'|)()litically ambitious aristocracy,

could aoain pcrtorni

nniuk'd
in

tlK'nics

gods

whieli

were

its

tuiutioii

as

east

inas(iue-like

goddesses

and

propaganda. High-

as

presentations

represented

abstractions

among putti-infested clouds. Occasionally the results were more
than simply overpowering: they could be beautifully invented

and elegantly realized. Laguerre and Verrio served as ade(juate
models for their only serious native Knglish ri\al, James
Thornhill

(

167.5-1 7 '34).

It

was Thornliill who was entrusted

with the decoration of anotiier huge public enterprise, the great
Painted Hall of the

new Royal Naval Hospital

at

Greenwich.

twenty years from 1707.

Hie project occupied him
The space follows, on a huge

for

and Cambridge college

long room between high win-

halls: a

of Oxford

scale, the pattern

dows, with anteroom, and a transept

at the far end.

Thornhill

covered walls and ceiling with sprawling allegories glorifying

William and Mary and their successors, and the triumphs of the
Royal Navy, supported by giant trompe-l'oeil pilasters and
architectural ornament. Their sheer scale

makes these decora-

tions an extraordinary achievement for a native British painter.

Thornhill went on to decorate the dome of Wren's new St Paul's,
another vast project, and houses in London and round the country.

But

this

overweening style of decoration did not

the English temperament.

Few

really suit

followed Thornhill's example,

though an exception was William Kent (1685-1748), architect
and designer of furniture and gardens, who created mural paintings at

Hampton Court and Kensington

Palace,

where he

worked from 1723.
Thornhill's designs were not merely decorative: they carried

with them the sense of civic responsibility celebrated

at first

we

suppose between Thornhill's work and that of

his

There

is

therefore

more of a

son-in-law William Hogarth (1697-1764). Hogarth
first

por-

link than

traiture of the period.

might

in the

is

associated

of all with his 'modern moral subjects', satires dissecting the

vices of the age in small-scale scenes derived

from Dutch genre

painting of the previous century. But these too are concerned with
the responsibility of the citizen, seeking to teach not through

high-minded allegory but through easily accessible comedy.
For by

this

time there existed an increasingly rich and ambi-

tious middle class, establishing itself in genteel surroundings,

and emulating the aristocracy

when

paintings

'collectibles'

-

for

the

in

first

buying
time

art.

This

in

England

is

the period

become

desirable chattels in a wealthy man's household.
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The

situation

Holland;

had existed

most of the previous century

in

now it was the turn of the English, and the Dutch were

to have an important effect

While the Dutch
of

for

modern

symbolic

life

'little

on what they bought.
masters' had

a texture of ulterior

details,

Hogarth sought

woven

into their scenes

meaning using individual

to tell extensive stories.

begins a tradition that was to become characteristic

in

England:

the tradition of the literary picture. His scenes of everyday
are chapters of novels, tracing the lives, rise and

fall

He
life

of types - the

Rake, the Harlot, the Industrious and Idle Apprentices. Each

type is

made thoroughly individual as in a novel, surrounded by a

cast of believable,

if

Dickensian, characters and the crowded

paraphernalia of a contemporary drawing-room or bawdyhouse,
(c. 1

London

street or prison.

The

series

Marriage A-la-Mode

743) traces the tragi-comedy of a marriage of convenience in

which bride and groom go

their separate

ways

to destruction.

A later set, containing only four scenes rather than the six of the
earlier series (or indeed the twelve that tell the contrasting

stories of Industry

public

life.

and Idleness), deals not with private but with

The suite An Election

( 1

754)

is

a

product of Hogarth's

and its complex subjects are presented with devastating wit and compositional authority: a panorama of contempo-

later years,

rary

life is

presented with an all-encompassing fascination for

vernacular detail and the foibles of humanity that recalls
Brueghel.

Hogarth realized that such works could never reach their
market in their original form as oil paintings. He had been
trained as an engraver, initially on silver, and had quickly

entered the arena of popular satirical engravings, which were

much in demand. This too was a fashion that had come over from
Holland.

It

into prints.

was

a natural step for

He engraved

him

to translate his paintings

his 'moral subjects'

and sold them by

the thousands to a public newly eager for prints of all kinds.

The

great age of the reproductive print in England was beginning,

and Hogarth was entrepreneur enough to capitalize on the tech-

nology and the fashion. In 1 735 he lobbied for Parliament to pass
a Bill

outlawing the piracy of prints and establishing a principle

of legal copyright (literary copyright had existed since
that

was

to survive until the

hundred and fifty years later.
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709)

demise of the reproductive print

a

43

were imitated rcjK'atcdly

Ilogarth'.s moralities
(•(Mitiiry,

though

rai-cly

the narratix'e series
(H)9'2-17K()),

who

was taken oxer

in

\

42. Joseph Highmore, Scene

Nursery

Pamela

Tale,

tells

a

by

consciousness

in

The

Josej)})

1

IStli

idea ot

lighmore

a

convey

a

Rewarded {MM)).

moral lesson than to
romance,

sentimental

j)oj)ular

of"

Highmore was

the period.

In these

a

retell

though

general moral

well (jualified: he

17 A A

Richardson's epistolary novels

mark

or Virtue,

Pciniela,

less to

terms

literally

Richardson's no\els exemplify the spread

from Samuel Richardson's
'Pamela':

isual

is

edge.

a satirical

the

painted a set of scenes illustrating Samuel

Richardson's noxcl
the intention

with so acute

in

a high point of the

new

specialized in gentle, faintly

Rococo portraits w hich

at their

best

among the most distinguished successors to Kneller.
When Hogarth first made his mark as a painter, in the 720s,
was with a new style of portrait: the small-scale family group

are

bourgeois civilization flourishing

1

in

mid- 18th-century London.

His

first,

Pamela, was a story

of

'moral feeling', about an innocent

young

woman

of predatory

beset by the wiles

men.

It

was an

it

or 'conversation'. Again, the inspiration was largely Dutch, and a

number of artists from Holland

practised the form in England:

international success. In this

Pieter Angillis (1685- 1734) and Joseph van

episode from his series of twelve

are representative. But there

Aken (1699-1749)

was another important

strain in its

scenes from Pamela, Highmore
depicts the heroine as a model of

domestic

virtue.

parentage: a French tradition that

Antoine Watteau

( 1

684- 72

owed

its \'itality

to Jean-

).

1

1

-^^fif^
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43. William Hogarth,

Marriage A-la-Mode, Scene

The

Toilette, c.

IV:

1743

The foppish, pox-ridden heir to
the profligate and snobbish Lord
Squanderfield has married the

daughter of a

rich

London

Alderman. Here, as Countess,
she holds a fashionable levee,

surrounded by hairdresser,
musicians (including a castrate,
left

foreground), black servants,

and her

lover the lawyer

Silvertongue
is

littered

the walls

comment
situation.

(far right).

The

floor

with invitations and on

hang

pictures that

ironically

on the

Watteau

44. William Hogarth,

k Performance of 'The Indian

picnics

1732-35

artists

Hogarth's love of theatre

is

England only

briefly,

influence of his elegant Jetes gala?ites

Emperor or the Conquest of
Mexico by the Spaniards',

visited

in

1720, but the

- courtly and

flirtatious

- was immense. They were imitated by such immigrant
as the German-trained Frenchman Philippe Mercier

1689-1 760) and the Fleming Joseph Francis Nollekens
(1702-48). Watteau's brand of frivolity is shot through with an

(?

combined here with

his practice

as a painter of conversation
pieces. To achieve the

combination of subjects he
deploys perspective ingeniously

group, actors and audience,
in

which

develop their separate and

mutual interrelationships.

in the

much

play of the sheen of rich fabrics and the coy glances of pretty

so that both elements of the

are allowed space

almost elegiac sense of the evanescence of pleasure; but
hands of his imitators it became simply charming, with

to

women. Mercier, who became Principal Painter to Frederick,
Prince of Wales, supplied him and the court with conversations
and 'fancy pieces' - decorative figure subjects - showing young

women

in

domestic settings or allegories of the senses.

The

fancy picture, consciously avoiding the moral weight of historical subjects,

64

was

to be a popular type

throughout the century

45

Tlu' coincfsation piece

with Dutch

iiifhieiice inoi-e in e\

of Ciawcn Hamilton

grouped

in

heiLi^jm

(c.

ratlier staidly in

idence than

If)f>7-1 T.'iT)

I'jigland,

P'reiicli. In

gentlemen and

the

work

ladies arc

interiors that suggest sohei- wealth, occupied rather

desultorily with whatexcr objects and
their claims to

fame or simply

ac ti\ ities

individuality.

smtahly indicate

These conversations

remain formal, dominated by that sense of ])ublic

\

we have

irtue

so often noticed.

Hogarth was

cjuite ca{)al)le

of producing works like these.

Hut with his \i\id sense of fun and of the innate drollness of
45. Philippe Mercier, Hearing,

humanity he often sub\erted decorimi by introducing

1743-46

personal note.

This

is

one

subject, a version of

Watteau's musical gatherings,
is

le

came

to the c{)n\ersation-j)iece by

more

w ay of

of a set of pictures

representing the five senses.

The

I

a

theatrical subjects: in the late 172()s he painted several versions

of a scene from John Gay's famous musical comedy The Beggar's
Opera. In these he explored the dramatic rapport of characters

presented as a charming

comedy

of

manners, with

emphasis on the charm.

on stage, refining both
technique as he proceeded.

his

psychological

insight

and

his

The formula of a group of small-scale

65

the Roast Beef of Old England!,

46. William Hogarth, Calais Gate:
Hogarth's

and

skill in telling

droll contrasts:

it

is

a story

is

not only a matter of

bound up with

ease that creates figures and forms

in

in

1749

characterization

his ability to paint with a fluent descriptive

convincing and

His use of light and shade as an aid to narrative

The Highlander hunched miserably

humorous

is

vital

three-dimensionality.

also well illustrated here.

the right corner

is

Young Pretender's defeated army, who has followed him

a

member

into exile.

of the

ligiii-i's,

a

soiiic nai'i-atis c situalion

by

coiHU'ctc'd

cuitaiiu'd prosct'iiiiiiii aixh,

group

was

them. In the most ambitious of all,
or

th(' C \)ncjU('st

social e\ent

of amateur theatricals.

'

sonic ot

in

of'lhe Indian

.7 Perf'orrjiancc

o/'Mf.nco hy the Spaniards

a session

is

in liis j)iirc'lv social

Kxcn the draped curtain rcjnains

portraits.

E/>ip('r()r

up

lakcii

and seen through

(

1

7.'Vi-.'jr>),

The

44

the

children of

grandees perform for the benefit of a royal prince and princesses
and se\eral eminent adults,

the house ot the

at

Master of the

Mint, .lohn C'onduitt. Hogarth dwells with delight on the chil(h-en's

engaged

scenery with

B**

on their glittering

faces,

awesome prison

its

actors and audience

is

set.

finery,

The

and on the stage

interrelationshij) of

cunningly contrived

in

the picture space,

each participant given prominence w ithout detracting from the

coherence of the composition as a whole.

Hogarth rarely emphasizes the grandeur of

d

'^;-)^

is

more

them

interested in

French tradition

dress, the delicacy of

He

as ordinary people. His debt to the

apparent only

is

his sitters.

some of his

odd touches - the lustre of a
colour - but he was not one to
in

paint children as though they were adults, or dogs, for that matter,

as

though they were posing

portrait in
sion).

He

his

doesn't

portrait-painter's

humanity.

for the artist (except in a self-

own pug comically replicates his expresmock his sitters - that would not be in any
interests - but he makes the most of their

w hich

The comic touches

mindedness and

are a compliment to their broad-

they draw

opinions:

liberal

attention

to

precisely the mental attitudes that these polite' people cultivated.

Hogarth's aim was to portray the English as more

and

^^^Jm
^-

at

the

same time more

\'iew of Calais Gate,

civilized than

which he

titled

O

human

any other nation. His
the

Roast Beef of Old

7!^

England! (1749),

scrawny French
sirloin

a parable of his feelings

is

soldiers, fed

on the matter. The

on thin gruel, stare longingly at the

being carried to the English inn, and

appreciatixely.

a fat friar

prods

it

Hogarth himself sits at the left sketching the gate,

which he admired

as

to be 'carried to the

haiid descends

on

it

had been

built

governor as

his shoulder as

by the English, and

a spy' for

doing

is

about

so: a soldier's

he draws.

He could be offensively chauvinistic, fulminating against the
imposition of foreign models on English

of applying paint

is

itself

almost

art.

His energetic style

a patriotic statement, ostenta-

tiously free of the constraints learnt in foreign academies.

'Going to study abroad', he wrote,
likely to

confound

these \iew

s it's

a true

'is

an errant farce and more

genious than to improve him.' With

not surprising that Hogarth campaigned for the
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recognition of

a

national scliool of j)ainting.

Captain Thonias Coram, cstahli.shcd
children
it,

in

London he a\ ailed

a

home

contemporaries

several

became

Hospital's collection

a

sort of

Gallery, long before such an institution

Coram,

F'or

too,

encouraged

in a

a friend,

foundling

foi-

hiin.self'ofan in\i tat ion to paint for

and encouraged Coram to commi.s.sion other

work by him and

WIumi

vv

too.

arti.st.s

With

I'oundling

the

embryonic National

as exer formally set up.

Handel composed music: painting was

to be

context of general cultural improvement.

Hogarth's portrait of Coram himself, executed for the inauguration of the Hospital

whole-length,

it

in 17H), is

shows

seated, with the ships that

the

curtain.

afloat

e\'en a

man w ith

on

a distant

The trappings are

of the full-blown Baroque state portrait; but this

nor

large

merchant-philanthropist

made him wealthy

column and heavy

sea beyond a

bluff

A

highly innoxative.

is

not

those

a king,

nobleman, but the honest, dow^nright commercial

a strongly

whom

developed social sense, towards

the

whole period since the Glorious Revolution of 1688 had been
tending. Hogarth

was the painter

to

do him - and the period -

The improvised touch of his luscious paint reflects
self-made man. The still life of globe and books in the

exact justice.
the

foreground

is

a

tour de force of crisp,

Nevertheless, just as

Coram

is

bravura illusionism.

quintessentially English, so

Hogarth's technique belongs to a native tradition.

We

are

reminded of the earthy quality of Dobson's handling, and there
is

a

Dobsonian delight in the red-faced, hearty English character

of the

sitter.

After two centuries of fascinating but,

it

must be

admitted, spasmodic development English painting and English
subject matter have at last converged, in the hands of a master.

Coram's art collection was intended to show what English
47. William Hogarth, Captain

Hogarth nevertheless

Thomas Coram, 1740
picture Hogarth stakes

In this

out

new ground

painter

in

for

tried his

hand

at

grand subjects. For Coram

he painted Moses brought before Pharoah's Daughter, a Biblical
tration of the

the grand manner,

the composition of a French

he could have known

St

Mary

Foundling Hospital's mission, and

Redclifte at Bristol he produced an

for the

church of

enormous

triptych,

centred on the Ascension of Christ {\ 155-56). Such ambitious exer-

were not

his natural metier, but they are gi\'en life

from an engraving. This was a

cises

gesture not only of self-promotion,

innate energy of invention and freshness of handling.

but of propaganda for a
of painting for a

class:

Coram

is

new

new

kind

English

presented as an

English archetype, a successful

merchant

illus-

himself as a

perhaps consciously borrowing

portrait that

painters could achieve. If he despised Continental pretension.s,

entitled to

Hogarth brought
attention.

A

artists of very different interests to

series of roundels depicting landscapes

scapes includes

work by three of the key figures

in the

by his

Coram's

and town-

de\elopment

see himself

depicted with the swagger usually
reserved for the aristocracy.

of landscape at a critical

moment in its histor}'. Richard Wilson and

Thomas Gainsborough

are the first undisputedly great masters of
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the school, while

growing

George Lambert (1700-1765)

illustrates the

diversity and flexibility of the painter of nature.

Lambert

absorbed the two traditions of topographical and ideal views into

one practice and established the

versatility of his profession.

He

could compose a 'Classical Landscape' as an exercise in the abstract

ideahsm of Gaspard Poussin, with balancing groups of trees and
light-filled distance, or
48. George Lambert, A View
of

Box

Hill,

Surrey,

1733

Meindert Hobbema. In
free

from

all

an imaginary woodland scene in the style of
a different vein, his

view of Box Hill (1133)

the formahties of picture construction, an appar-

This view of a famous beauty spot

is

south of London does not render

ently objective record of the scene before him.

it

as an equivalent of the

Italian

landscape

idyllic

of Claude: the

unemphatic features are allowed
to

be beautiful

in their

own

soft light unifies the

way

that

was

Lambert's',

Hogarth.

in a

'Claud de Lorain's

peculiar excellence

Mr

scene

in

and

is

collaborated with Hogarth,

now

the words of

who would

Lambert sometimes

paint the figures into his

subjects.

Coram

English way. Lambert's delicate,

48

also patronized the talented but short-lived sea-

painter Charles Brooking (1723-59), acquiring a huge canvas

by him

in the generally

imitating the

accepted style of such works, that

Dutch marine

artist

younger (1633-1707) who had come

is,

Willem van de Velde the
to

England with

his father

49

(H)l

1-9.'}) in

a pattern

I()7'i.

them the Van dc Veldcs established

Bc'tvvoon

of de[)ieting ships and the sea that would be increas-

whose wealth and

ingly important in a society

infiiience

were

largely founded on sea power.

Another

of

Coranfs

Gainsborough (1727-88),
ideas in his work. In
tion that

painters,

also

the

youthful

Thomas

combined Dutch and fVench

him culminates the Watteau-inspired

had subsisted through the

first third

tradi-

of the century.

I

le

had been taught by an emigre ?>enchman, Hubert Ciraxelot

(1699— 177.'3), who came to England
mostly as an

illustrator, in a delicate

curves and courtly elegance. This,

it

in

17'3'2

Rococo

and practised

style of sinuous

should be

said,

an entirely foreign idiom. Hogarth formulated his

was not

own

the 'line of beauty', the serpentine double curve that

foundation of Rococo design,
49. Charles Brooking,

War

firing

a Salute,

c. 1

/\

Man of

750-59

work of aesthetic theory

in

The Analysis of Beauty

( 1

idea of
is

the

753), a

that stands with the best 18th-century

writing on the subject.

71

Schooled by Graxelot, Gainsborough exolved a Rococo distinctively his

own. His country gentlefolk are posed comfortably
languor of Watteau's

in attitudes distantly evocative of the

transmute the Holland of Jan

courtiers, in landscapes that

Wynants or Philips Wouwermans into Gainsborough's native
Suffolk. The parallelism of portrait and landscape in these
sturdy yet delicate works
Thomas Gainsborough.
Mr and Mrs Andrews, c. 1748-50
50.

of Watteau's fetes galantes:

the sitters are

not

idle,

dream landscape, but

in

some

relationship that enriches and develops

relationship to their

surroundings. There are practical
hints of the
in

Rococo

'line of

skirt,

and even

Mrs Andrews'

in

Cornard Hood {1153) Gainsborough

in a

dual

In a pure landscape

at a

stroke translates

the Dutch tradition into something unmistakably East Anglian.

These are domesticated

scenes: characterful oaks glint against

storm-darkened skies alight with plump clouds, countryfolk
drive carts or cattle along winding lanes. Into such settings
the small whole-length portraits

Andrews,

whom

marriage

in 1748, are clearly

the neatly

turned calves of her nonchalant

husband.

it.

nurtured

fit

naturally.

Mr

and Mrs

beauty'

the wrought-iron seat, the

curving hoop of

like

is

in real-life

parkland, with a well-defined

economic

prophetic of his later pursuit of

both forms. As with Lambert, landscape

Gainsborough's early portraits
are the true English counterparts

is

estate.

proud of a

fertile

their

and well tended

But their casual poses and frank expressions do not ask

us to stand in

72

Gainsborough painted about the time of

awe of them, or

to

admire them for any special

50

accoiiiplislinu'iit.s. lucii tlic

be

siip|)().s(.'cl

Mr

partridge that

to ha\(' .shot ncNcr got painted in

Andrcw.s might

on

his

w

bhie

itc's

taffeta hip.
51

.

Hayman, The Play
See-Saw, c. 1741 -42

Francis

of the

The pleasure gardens
Londoners

at Vauxhall

developed

in

pieces with Francis

for

were

the early 18th

century by Jonathan Tyers,

who added numerous
statues

and

a cascade.

CJainsborough

buildings,

The

sometimes eollaborated on conversation
I

layman

(

I

708-76), whose genial grou[)s

the open air or conversing in an aleliouse influenced

Mayman's work was

'easily distinguishable

and shambling legs of his

figures,' as

liis

in

own.

by the large noses

Horace Walpole

said,

and

he was more admired for his historical subjects.

He executed

Finding of

the Infant

Moses

1

f\)undling

Hospital,

and

a

supper-boxes were decorated by

Hayman and

his assistants with

panels illustrating sports and

pastimes which have a moral
subtext, going

cheerful and decorative,

some way,

perhaps, to counteracting the

series of pictures

licentious reputation of the

supper-boxes

gardens. The theme
transience of

Many

human

was

the

to instruct the

painted

Hayman's

commissioned

for lively

in

other
style

(

7

for

1<6")

histories,

was

the early

the

(ienial,

just right for a

1740s for the

Vauxhall Gardens. His theme was English

games and pastimes - subjects

pleasure.

depict children's games,

and were intended

at

the Bulrushes

in

in

which he could display

Rococo composition. Like Hogarth, he was

ing theatrical painter, an exemplar of the

his gift

a pioneer-

new genres now

young. Here, the see-saw

becomes an emblem

of the

precariousness of happiness.

emerging from the ferment of commercial prosperity

that

was

making England the most dynamic country on earth.
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Chapter 4

The Age

of Industry:

1750-1800

Thomas Newcomen

In 1712

steam pump, and

in

Dartmouth developed the

1733 John Kay of Bury

in

patented the fly-shuttle.

The

first

Lancashire

in

technological and social upheaval

of the Industrial Revolution was under way. Radical change
affected the arts too. If
suit his

own

Hogarth invented

a

way

of painting to

patriotic aims, almost every painter of significance

generation after him was a technical innovator one

in the

way

or another.
It

was an age when theory was revered. Newton had shown

that the universe could be ordered and measured; Descartes in

France and Locke

in

England demonstrated

cesses could also be described and categorized.

saw

a succession of philosophers

that mental pro-

The

1

8th century

and aesthetic theorists pro-

pounding their views as to the effect of experience on our thoughts
and emotions. Our experience of reality was naturally extended
to include our experience of art. Shaftesbury

had attempted such

an analysis in his Character isticks. Hogarth, too, as

we know, was

moved to order his ideas on art into a work of theory.

The
artists

scientific spirit

permeated

came to see their occupation

all fields

of endeavour, and

as a kind of science: a process

of analysis, categorization and reduction. At one end of the scale,

they sought to rationalize their professional existence, forming
societies in the capital to facilitate training.

1768

in the

These culminated

in

founding of the Royal Academy, which provided

training and exhibition facilities for a professional body of
artists in

London, under royal patronage.

Joshua Reynolds (1723-92),

who was

Its first

President,

to be the definitive aes-

thetic theorist of his time, painted an allegorical figure of Theory
{c. 1

779) for the ceiling of the Academicians'

Reynolds's

own

art

was

a blend of

new library.

theory and opportunism;

work by binding the ingredients together with a
wonderful wit. In his field of portraiture an admixture of wit was
he made

it

urgently needed.

Up

Hudson (1701-79),

to the time of Reynolds's master,

Thomas

face-painting remained largely dependent

on well-tried formulas. Hudson's studio turned out glossy,
prepossessing likenesses, standard half-, three-quarter- and
whole-lengths showing off fine satin dresses and embroidered

74

waistcoats adorning flushed, successful

men and pale, c:oinj)liant

women.
Already, Hudson's Scottish rival Alan

was showing
1730s, and

Ramsay

way forward. Ramsay studied

a

came

to

London

in

1738 armed with

in

(171

.'3-84)

Italy in the

a subtler,

more

poetic style than anyone could boast in the capital at the time.

was widely regarded

as a

I

le

beacon of the Scottish Enlightenment;

James Boswell remarked on

his 'very lively mind'. Appropriately,

he created a classic likeness of the French Enlightenment

philosopher Jean-Jaccjues Rousseau (1766). His early work
Hudson's, but his handling of flesh
portraits

warmth

is

another matter.

glow with an inner radiance,

that

his

I

lis

is

like

female

male heads have

a

exudes humanity. All are perceived as individuals,

colleagues, as

it

were, in the Enlightenment debate.

As he

matured, Ramsay's textures softened and his colour became

52, Allan Ramsay, Robert Wood,

1755
Wood was
literature

a scholar of ancient

and

civilization,

famous as one

of the ancient city of

Syria. His

and was

of the discoverers

Palmyra

in

Essay on the Original

Genius of Homer v^as published
in 1

769, and Ramsay seems

to

have read and been impressed
by

it.

very

He

paints

much

in

Wood

the

here

manner

contemporary French

of

artists,

with an animated presentation
of character

and attention

the refinements of a

to

handsome

costume.

75

more idiosyncratic, his vibrant, sweet pinks and blues reminiscent
of French pastel painters of the period. His style of the
'60s

painted, in

76

750s and

women
Reynolds, who

seems especially apt to the depiction of beautiful

arrayed in

and

1

his

silk
1

and

762, the

lace. It

was Ramsay, not

most enduring official images of George

Queen, Charlotte.

III

53

54. Sir Joshua Reynolds,

shading the eyes,

Self-portrait,

1747-48

c.

This

is

Reynolds's

self-portrait, the

many.

It

is

mature

first

forerunner of

the only one

he shows himself

which

in

own

in his

role

as a practising painter, holding

brush and mahl-stick, and

in

the

act of looking intently - the artist's

fundamental occupation.

It

is

therefore a kind of manifesto of

the dedicated
the face half

The motif of
shadow was one

artist.

in

to

which Reynolds would

in

many works

return

during his career.

Reynolds too visited

Italy,

not to enter an

artist's studio like

Ramsay, but to study the works of the masters.
returned to London in 1753 he was a changed
finding nothing of his

own

style left in

When

artist.

his

he

Hudson,
work,

pupil's

exclaimed 'By God, Reynolds, you don't paint so well as when

you

England!'

left

He was now Ramsay's

chief rival, and estab-

lished himself as a natural leader of artists. His

portraits

show us

a

man

many

self-

passionately concerned with his

identity as an artist, modelling himself on

Rembrandt, aware of

his humanity, yet \'ividly conscious of his technical powers.

Academy's

President was inevitable.

His

The

opposite

election as the

53. Allan Ramsay, Emily,

annual lectures or Discourses that he delivered to the students

Countess of Kildare, 1765
As Ramsay's career progressed
his style

became

and more

softer

(and

remain

atmospheric; he abandoned the
crisp finish of his early

work

favour of a more delicate

pastel colours. Emily

manner
Lennox

(1731-1814)wasoneofthe
three daughters of the
of

Richmond

see

ill.

77),

2nd Duke

(Canaletto's patron:

who

married

of Leinster, by

whom

she

had nineteen children. She was
painted by

numerous

from Arthur Devis
Reynolds.

became

a kind of Bible for artists that

would

use for nearly a century.

a thinker,

Reynolds descends directly from Shaftesbury

(see pp. 55—56).

He

inherited Shaftesbury's sense of the social

responsibility of art.

He

believed in the primacy of serious

subject matter, and the duty of the artist,
'history'

- subjects taken from the

literature.

if

he could, to pursue

Bible, classical

mythology or

Other 'branches' of the business were necessarily

James

Fitzgerald, Earl of Kildare, later

Duke

As

in

others)

in

charactehzed by gentle lighting

and

many

first

inferior: portrait, landscape,

genre (scenes of e\eryday

animal painting and

were progressixely

still life

life),

less capable

of seriousness. This hierarchy was dependent on a concept,

artists,

to Sir

Joshua

deri\'ed

ied

from literary criticism, that certain works of art embod-

supreme

spiritual grandeur,

and could raise the mind to

77
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contemplate things
defined

this,

far

above the mundane.

The

18th century

Edmund Burke

the Subhme, in endless ways.

famous Philosophical Enquiry of 1757 contrasted

in a

with the

it

Beautiful, but attributed our awareness of both to psychological
states:

we

what we

find beautiful

threatening. 'Whatever

is

in

any sort

about terrible objects, or operates
terror,

is

terrible, or is

in a

a source of the sublime; that

strongest emotion which the mind

sublime what

desire,

is life-

conversant

manner analogous

to

productive of the

is, it is

capable of feeling.' Burke's

is

theory opened up the discussion of Beauty and SubUmity to the

human phenomena.

consideration of natural as well as

course of the

1

In the

8th century, despite Reynolds, landscape painting

gradually asserted itself as a primary expressive form.
Central to Reynolds's thinking was the idea that great art

must generalize. 'The most
something about them
tion',

he

said; 'by a

like

beautiful forms [in nature] have

weakness, minuteness, or imperfec-

long habit of observing what any set of objects

of the same kind have in

common

.

.

the painter

.

.

.

.

learns to

design naturally by drawing his figures unlike any one object.

This idea of the perfect state of nature, which the
Ideal Beauty,

is

artist calls

the great leading principle, by which works of

genius are conducted.' Reynolds faced a dilemma: for what was
his

chosen profession of portraiture

The key

the particular?
is

not the representation of

if

understanding of his achievement

to an

an appreciation of his stratagems for resolving this puzzle.

He believed that the Old Masters were an

infallible

source of

This was the antidote to Hogarth's chauvinism: the
artist must not be insular, but feel himself part of the broad
international current of art. Reynolds would take a figure from

inspiration.

Correggio or Raphael and present

it

with a clever twist as the

portrait of a contemporary. This process invested portraiture

with a dignity

it

couldn't otherwise aspire

der like Commodore Keppel ( 1 753-54) was

to.

all

A naval comman-

the

more imposing

he reminded the viewer, subliminally of the Apollo Belvedere
or a Roman senator. Reynolds tried his hand at history, but was
if

not cut out for

it,

as he well

knew. But by importing historical

ideas into portraiture his sitters

gained

in intellectual

flattered,

and

his

work

weight.

There was further reason
sitters

were

for the stratagem.

could very well be presented

in their

While

his

male

own personas

as

statesmen, lawyers or generals, with the paraphernalia of their

rank or office, women enjoyed no self-evident standing. Their role
was largely passive, to bear children and to be social ornaments.
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55. Sir Joshua Reynolds,

Georgiana, Duchess of
Devonshire, with her Daughter,

Mythology and history provided

a

wonderful dressing-up box

with which they could be disguised as goddesses,

nymphs or

So Mrs Musters becomes Hebe, the actress Sarah

Lady Georgiana Cavendish, 1784

vestal virgins.

Georgiana, Duchess of

Siddons the Tragic Muse. This was a development of Lely's sys-

Devonshire (1757-1806), was

renowned as The Beautiful
Duchess', though

it

was

her

ebullient personality rather than

tem of presenting court beauties

as saints, but in Reynolds's

hands the idea takes on genuine seriousness. At the same time,
he could deploy an enchanting sense of humour. In his picture

her looks which earned general

admiration. This unexpected

of Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire, with her Daughter, Lady

portrait presents that personality

Georgiana Cavendish

as

it

manifested

itself in private:

Reynolds typically allows his
subjects to adopt their
natural poses,

choice of

own

and by inspired

moment and

( 1

784) the interplay of mother and infant

captured with relaxed indulgence; splendid as

it is,

is

the portrait

presents the sitters as though Reynolds were a doting godfather,
delighted by their mutual happiness.

A childless bachelor, he was

deft

composition transforms a fleeting
instant into a formal, even a

monumental, statement.

inspired by children to

True

to his time,

some of his most attracti\e work.

and to

his exploratory cast of mind,

he was

given to technical experiment. His enthusiastic use of bitumen

and other untested substances has resulted
fine works.

But when he abjured

in

the wreck of many

'patent' recipes or the assistance

of his band of drapery-painters and other helpers, he could pro-

duce portraits of a wonderful immediacy and

ver\'e.

Then, e\en
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56. Sir Joshua Reynolds,
Colonel George Coussmaker,

1782
Coussmaker

is

shown

uniform as colonel

in

in his

the

Grenadier Guards, his red coat

trimmed with gold

braid.

From the

evidence of an unusually large

number
horse,

of sittings,

it

is li[<ely

even

that

for the

Reynolds

painted this portrait entirely

unaided by the usual

himself,

team

of assistants.

of the

design

is

painterly verve

Every portion

executed with

and

fluency, while

the composition as a whole

is

integrated into a single bold

and easy rhythm.

57. Francis Cotes, Lady Stanhope

and Lady Effingham as Diana
and her Companion, c. 1765

may be

This picture
of the

a celebration

marriage of Catherine

Proctor, the right-hand

with

Thomas Howard,

young

lady,

3rd Earl of

Effingham. The vaguely classical

costumes are very much those
that

Reynolds recommended,

but there
the
in

is

young

a suggestion that

ladies are taking part

amateur

theatricals.

He

reinforces the light tone with
a palette of soft colours

composition

built

and

a

on gently

flowing rhythms. Cotes had

begun

his career as a

portrait

draughtsman

capable
in

pastels.

grand set-pieces

like his Colonel

George Coussmaker {l 782) ha\'e a

sparkle and imaginative power that
first

mark them out as among tlie

genuinely Romantic statements of character.

The

draperies he devised as appropriate clothing for his

exalted sitters are generalized too: neither classical nor modern,

they seem designed specifically to ser\e the purposes of painting,

and to give

sweeping
dresses,'

lines,

maximum

scope for swags, folds and long

enhanced by great loops of

he tliought, had the ad\antage of 'simplicity

those whimsical and capricious forms by which
are embarrassed.'

The

'Ancient

pearls.

all

.

.

.

without

other dresses

fashion for dressing sitters in 'Vandyck'

81
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costume was the

rri^ans

by which 'very ordinary pictures

acquired something of the air and effect of the works of

Vandyck'. Other portrait painters adopted this pictorial tailoring: Francis

Cotes

( 1

726-70)

Reynolds, he stamped his

is

one.

own

An accomplished follower of
work by

personality on his

happy combination of the informal with the formal. He adopted
distinctive palette of pastel colours derived
1

from the

a

a

influential

7th-century Bolognese master Guido Reni.

The

decorative quality of such colour schemes

ticular value to those painters

w as

who were employed

to

of par-

adorn

the newly built of houses of the nabobs, returned from India

laden with wealth. Into restrained, Pompeian interiors designed

by Robert Adam, Antonio Zucchi (1728-95) and Angelica

Kauffmann

( 1

740-1 807) brought sweetly coloured lunettes and

roundels in which allegorical figures grouped themselves in
tasteful attitudes, recreating the elegance of ancient

Kauffmann, a Swiss, spent several years

one of two

women founder-members

before marrying Zucchi and

moving

in

Rome.

England, and became

of the Royal

Academy

to Italy. In addition to her

decorative work, 'Mrs Angelica' produced portraits and a body

of highly serious history painting, for which she was considered
to have

58. Angelica Kauffmann,
Self-portrait in tlie Cinaracter of

Painting

embraced by

Poetry,

1782
This allegorical presentation of
the artist as a personification of

the art of painting

is

typical of the

decorative roundels and ovals that

Kauffmann produced

to enliven

the interiors of Robert

Adam,

where the colours are derived
from Adam's experience of
ancient

Roman

painting, as

recently excavated in
interesting to

Italy.

It

is

compare the subject

with Reynolds's more immediate
likeness of himself as a painter
(ill.

54).
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'a

peculiar turn'.

Romney, Children
Gower Family, 1776-77

59. George
of the

Just as

Kauffmann borrowed

colour

schemes from ancient

Roman

painting, so

used classical

relief

many

as sources for their compositions.

dance was
on

Roman

to

be found

in

in

eration of portraitists,

a

friezes

were appointed painters

Romney (1734—1802)

elsewhere, and had been used
in

the succeeding gen-

most noticeably on William Beechey

some

celebrated works, including the

Bacchanal before a Herm of Pan.

to

members of the

royal family.

evoh'ed a more distincti\e

style.

whom

George
Born

in

Lancashire, he studied in Italy in the mid- 1 770s, and developed a

Reynoldsian sense of seriousness.

sarcophagi and

by Nicolas Poussin

all

(1753-1839) and John Hoppner (1758-1810), both of

artists

sculptures

This motif of figures linked

Reynolds had a profound influence on

He

lacked Reynolds's witty

when it came to adapting the poses of the old
new uses, but painted with suave panache, handling

inventiveness

masters to

pigment broadly and subordinating
effect.

detail to a bold general

John Wesley admired Romney's

exact likeness
did in ten.'

At

human, with
Reynolds.

at once,
its

a

best

and did more

in

Romney's work

classical

He sometimes

facility:

'He struck off an

an hour than Sir Joshua
is

both monumental and

of statement that outdoes

clarity

incorporated historical ideas into his

portraits, painting a family of children as

Arcadian nymphs, for instance; or

a

though they were

model he was besotted with.
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Nelson's mistress
or 'Hope'.
subjects,

He

also

Emma

Hamilton, as Cassandra, a Bacchante

had ambitions

to paint large-scale historical

most of which never got beyond the stage of

rapid,

often very exciting, pen drawings.

Reynolds's practical sense

is

well illustrated in his real-

ization of the benefits to be gained

reproducti\'e print

was now

Reynolds made sure that

from the engravers. The

a \ital part

his

of the art economy, and

pictures were regularly and

The method was usually the
brought to new perfection by a

medium

well engra\'ed.

tonal

mezzotint,

skilled

of

group of

60. George Stubbs, A Cheetah

and Stag with Two Indians, 1755
The world-wide explorations of
British

merchants, soldiers and

many

novel species of

to the

United Kingdom,

,

first to

was

their sensitive transla-

work of

period

obvious example of the scientific
is

spirit at

work

in this

George Stubbs (1724-1806). His reputation was made

fitted to

record the exotic creatures. This

England,

London. Thanks to

tions of oil painting into rich black and white, the

An

brought

animals

cheetah the

in

Reynolds and his contemporaries was widely familiar.

scientists in the 18th century

and Stubbs was uniquely

Irishmen working

as a painter of racehorses

and other domestic animals; he also

painted lions, tigers, monkeys, a cheetah, even a zebra.

reach

given to George

III

sected horses and

made meticulous drawings

He

dis-

of their anatomy,

with two Indian handlers. Stubbs

shows them
hood and

restraining

collar.

it

issuing the results in a magisterial publication, The Anatomy of

with

The men are

the

painted with the compassionate
objectivity that
all

his subjects.

Stubbs brought

Horse (1766).

He was

closely involved

with the early

Industrial Revolution in the Midlands, experimenting with

to

techniques for painting in enamel colours,

84

first

on copper, then

in

collaboration with the cxpc riiiicntal pottci"

w ho

lircd his paiiuiiii^s

Stuhh.s huill on a

on

.lo.siah \\'c(iLJ,\V()0(l,

((•raniic placjiics.

Nscll-c.stahli.siit'd ti-adition. 'riic Brili.sh

been comini.s.sioninL; pictures ofjiorscs, hunts and other
c\ cnls

by

a

.John

snuc the

late

Dutchman,
W'ootton

rehned

(

,Ian

1

Till

the desii-ed

i

cntury.

W yck

H)S'i-l

(

The

tie-Id

16.5'2-17()()),

T^i 1),

had

('(luinc

had been pioneered

and

his

Kn^lish pupil

who between them had

ji;reatly

blend of animal painting and lan(lscaj)e.

Stubbs took the toi-m to new lexcls of subtlet\; comjjosing

his

"roups of figures and ammals with the grace and delicacy of
sporting Haj)hael. lie makes us aware of the flow of
61 George Stubbs, Reapers,

rhythm of cur\ es along a

.

1795
Stubbs's work for

included making paintings

related to each other like a

in

enamels on ceramic plaques,

and

palette of the

which

it

oil

a

painting from

derives are perfectly

preserved. This subject

is

of a pair, the other design

showing haymaking.

moxement of

few brood mares

a

in a field are

row of Raphael's angels or Muses.

the soft and sihery perspecti\es of his landscape backgrounds.
in

subject such as this the character

and

the

refined sense of colour, the realistic sheen of his animals' coats,

pigments

subjected to great heat. The
results are remarkable,

A

line,

a

These harmonious structures are underscored by Stubbs's

which involved much research
into the properties of

horse's back, the linking

groom's arm or swaying body.

Wedgwood

61

Hambletonian, Rubbing Down (1800)
sitional subtlety:

it

is

a

is

a

work of typical compo-

monumental image dominated by

the

qui\ering energy of the horse, triumphant but exhausted from

one
a

taxing race, whose bod}; framed by a

almost

fills

man and

a stable-lad,

the large can\as.
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62. Johann Zoffany, Colonel Mordaunt's Cock Match against
the

Nawab ofOudh

Cock-fighting

was

at

Lucknow, 1784-86

a traditional Indian sport; here

with equal passion by Indians and Britons. The

it

is

watched

Nawab

of

Oudh

and Colonel Mordaunt discuss the match as they stand just
behind the birds; Warren Hastings, who commissioned the
picture, sits

on the sofa

to the right, with

leaning over the back of a chair.

Zoffany himself behind,

As

itliis

chissical credentials

were not

of his hrush, Sliihhs hngered long oxer a
liornan sculpturi-

painted the siihject,
l)y

the lion,

horse attacking

ot" a

in ditlerent

tliciiic

a lion.

derived from

He

a

fretjuently

aspects: the horse first startled

graj)pling with

tiie lion

excry touch

e\ ident in

prey. In

its

portraying the

tension of the xiolent scene in a grand craggy landscape, he

some Koinantic

anticipated the use

artists

were

make

to

human emotion.
Stuhhs was also a consummate portraitist. Though he

ot

animals as proxies tor

j:)aints a

whether

\i\idly the indixiduahty of each person,

a

rarely

conxeys

figure as the sole object of attention, he alw ays

harvesting

peasant or a lady riding a hunter. Particularly penetrating are his

eo.ei

studies of grooms as they pursue their loxing relationships with

63

animals

tlie

in their care. It is a fully realized

aspect of 1 8th-century

That centrality
painting.

Few

is

world,

a central

life.

reaffirmed by the popularity of sporting

of the artists w ho supplied views of hunt.s, shoots

and races can aspire to Stubbs's pre-eminence, but sexeral are
masterly

at a

more modest lexel. Their work brings

the frosty mornings, the
field.

Representative

is

\

i\idly ali\e

harum-scarum scampers o\er

hill

and

Benjamin Marshall (1768-1835), who

wonderfully suggests the muddy discomfort of an early start at a
winter shoot or race-meeting, his slightly awkward characters
confronting each other with the gritty camaraderie of dedicated

sportsmen.
Stubbs's ladies and gentlemen

may

phaeton, or con\ersing under a tree

other animal

is

ne\er far away.

The

be taking the

- though

air in a

a horse or

small-scale

group portrait

had become enormously popular by the 1750s and many
pursued lucratixe careers producing
expect,

owners

it

for

ambitious.
for

was much

whom

in

fa\our

life-size

The Lancashire

little else.

among

the

some

artists

As one might

more modest land-

whole lengths might seem too

painter Arthur Devis

(r.

171 1-87),

example, catered to a broad spectrum of country gentry, and

was

successful

enough

to practise in

London

flattering formulas included a predesigned

too.

His neat and

house and

estate, or a

handsome but w holly imaginary interior that did much

credit to

the taste of the commissioning gentleman.
After Hogarth's death the leader in this genre

Johann Zoftany (1733-1810), who arri\ed

in

w as

a

London

German,
in

1760,

and began painting theatrical scenes under the patronage of the
great actor-manager Da\id Garrick.

He had

a flair for concise

characterization, and could preserve on can\as the essence of a
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63. George Stubbs, Hambletonian. Rubbing Down,

1800
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moment, the

64. Johann Zoffany, John,

memorable

14th Lord Willoughby de Broke,

very act of speaking their immortal

766
John Verney (1738-1816) was
Lord of the Bedchamber to George

and

III

his Family, 1

and

will

have been impressed

theatrical

'stars'

of the day caught in the

lines. Equally,

he could bring

together the likenesses of a family group and relate them in

natural-seeming intercourse.
India, painting individuals

He

lively,

64

spent the years 1783-89 in

and group

portraits.

One

of these

by the royal portraits that Zoffany

had painted
this
it

is

group

is

in

1764. Like those,

set in

an

interior;

was a commission from Warren Hastings:
Mordaunt's Cock Match against the

an informal family breakfast,

yet organized to give dignity
to a marvellously

assemblage

of

observed

people and objects.

( 1

784—86).

scene showing Colonel

a

Nawab

of Oudh at Lucknow

The canvas is crammed with dozens of vividly realized

figures, British

and Indian, and brings to

life

a

broad swathe of

Indian society in the glory days of the East India Company.
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Zoffany took up both theatrical and cotu crsatioji pieces from
the

|)()int at

which llo^aith had

many

imitators.

Wilde

(

stage

Among

the theatrical

17 is-is.'}'i) stands out with

j)ers()nalities, their clothes,

sions. Tlie

Zotlany

in

the gentle

sti'eet

\

(1746— 181

of"

of his
ot"

bring ali\e

l)

approached

family groups.

rustic figures

,Iean-Haptiste (ireu/e in I-'rance.

who was

is

If

Academy in

rarer

1

life,

excjuisite,

like the Ballad-Seller that

77s.

Stubbs found inspiration

Wright of Derby

A

taught by Zoflany around 1770 and

softly coloured scenes of daily
at the

and

Henry Walton

during the ensuing decade painted a brief series of

he showed

65

i^ritish e(|ui\ aleiits of the senti-

unpretentious genre subjects
'5),

l)e

gestures and fleeting expres-

watercolours

fndors are the

mental subjects
painter of

ability to

warmth and charm
anti

Samuel

painters,

liis

turn had

in his

Irishman I'rancis Wheatley ( 171-7-lH'J

Wheatley's drawings

London

them, and

left

in

(17'34— 97). 'I'heir

science, so too did .loseph

work has much

in

common.

In each case, enamel-like surfaces and crisp draw ing are the natural outcome,

it

would seem, of a desire

for objectixe accuracy.

But while Stubbs allows poetry to emerge incidentally from
his elegant obser\ation.s,

He

is

Wright more consciously seeks effects.

the painter of the Industrial Revolution par excellence,

producing some of the most original images of
Europe. His views

in forges,

1

8th-century

w hether those of blacksmiths or

of iron-workers, re\ive the Baroque excitement of strongly

65. Samuel De Wilde,

John Bannister as Tristram
Ficl<le

in

and John Purser as Sneer

'The Weathercocl<' by

John

Till

Allingham,

The scene

is

1808

presented as

it

would

have been seen on the stage, with
scenery and props. Tristram
Ficl<le,

trying out his talents as a

barrister,

argues his case

of his servant, Sneer,

in front

who

acts as

judge with a hand[<erchief as wig.
Allingham's farce

performed

in

was

first

1805.
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contrasted light and shade, with an entirely
tinence to a real,
tific'

subjects.

new sense of its per-

modern world. The grandest of

these 'scien-

An Experiment on a Bird in the Air Pump

( 1

768), has

some claim to be the most important picture of the age.
It is a

room

large canvas in which several figures in a darkened

are grouped round

The

the distressing experiment.

philosopher-scientist looks out at us like a wizard in an ancient
56. Joseph Wright of Derby,

An

Iron Forge,

all its

mystery

this

is

the affirmation of a

new

understanding of the natural world. Interested spectators watch

1772

The iron-worker stands

legend; yet for

at the

eagerly,

and

a

young

girl shields

her eyes from the sight of the

centre ot this composition, a

confident hero of the Industrial

white cockatoo dying as the oxygen

Revolution, while the white-hot

world of the Lunar Society, to which Wright belonged:

metal irradiates the scene

new Redeemer
nativity.

at a

like a

modern

is

withheld. This
a

is

the

group

of scientifically minded Midlands professionals and gentlemen.

Yet

92

it is

also a picture in a great

European

tradition.

The dramatic

67

67. Joseph Wright of Derby,

lighting recalls Caravaggio and Rembrandt, and the skull in the

An Experiment on a Bird in
Air Pump, 1768

illuminated jar in the centre

the

This

a 'vanitas'

in

Midlands

circle

new

Perez Burdett and hisfirst
sits

and scientists of

industrialists

have a penchant for close-up, jaunty poses

and unexpected accessories. The

Burdett

Wright

other ways. His clear-eyed, unflattering

portraits of the prosperous

tric.

symbol of death.

a wonderfully dense compilation of ideas.

is

could be surprising

his

is

wife,

double portrait of Peter

li\ely

Hannah (

1

765),

is

typically eccen-

nonchalantly on an awkwardly constructed

rustic fence; he holds a telescope (he was,

mapmaker), and looks out

at us

among other

things, a

with amused enquiry. His rather

older wife, with her flounced finery and slightly anxious glance
at

him,

is

not glamorized.

The solidity of Wright's depictions of his patrons from the
new moneyed class created by industrial enterprise contrasts
palpably with the freer,

more

great rixal Gainsborough
aristocracy.

to Bath in

than the

1

By

759

little

allusive styles of

who made

his

their fortunes painting the

the time Gainsborough
his style

Reynolds and

mo\ed from East x-\nglia

had matured to deal with larger projects

groups and Dutch-inspired landscapes of

his

93

68

68. Joseph Wright of Derby,

and
1765

Peter Perez Burdett
wife, IHannafi,

his first

Suffolk years. His portrait of JVilliam Wollaston {c.
for Ipswich,

1

759), the M.P.

painted with a fluent elegance that can be com-

is

pared to Van Dyck without disadvantage. Wollaston

holding his

flute,

with some music on his

must have made music together,
is

59

for this

He and

lap.

no

is

is

shown

the artist

official likeness: it

the affectionate record of a congenial friend.

Like Reynolds, from

whom as a creative personality he could

hardly be more different, Gainsborough was a born experi-

He

menter.

evoking

moved
opposite

69.

Thomas Gainsborough,

evolved a virtuoso

soft flesh, satins,

to a

freer.

William Wollaston,c. 17 59

so paint at long range, as

Gainsborough here makes use

of forming

of the

all

it

intimate friends,

in

on

more

which the

half-length format

makes

sense

enhanced by

of intimacy,

for a

conversational attitude.

and was drawn

to

whom

play.

he could

He would

same

time, in the

that he conferred

young

tie his

brush to a cane and

were. Reynolds admired

'his

manner

same manner

as nature creates her

on them. The

'liquefaction' of his draperies
{c.

1770) he dressed

sitter in fashionable 'Vandyck' dress to salute that

music,

people with

method of

in 1774, his

works'. Gainsborough's great patrons relished the easy elegance

his
of

London

carried echoes of Van Dyck. In his Blue Boy

the informal pose, and the

Gainsborough was fond

at the

in

the parts of his picture together; the whole going

precedent set by Van Dyck

in his portraits of his

the brush, effortlessly

and background landscape. After he

smart address

painting became ever

way with

inspiration.

The Hon. Frances Buncombe {c.

1

777) recapitulates

the aristocratic assurance of one of Van Dyck's ladies.

94

all

The young

71

Thomas Gainsborough,
Diana and Actaeon, c. 1785
70.

beauty stands
glittering

in a rorfiantic landscape, her fine

costume aglow

in the fitful light.

complexion and

There

is

youthful

Gainsborough's instinct was
to

extemporize. After his early

nonchalance in even such a formal piece as

Gainsborough also enjoyed inventing 'fancy'

experiments imitating the Dutch,

landscapes are inventions

his

had matured

as a

genre since Mercier's

day.

impelled simply by the fluency
of his brush. This

an example;

is

but uniquely, the subject

is

a

mythological one, no doubt

prompted by the current fashion
for

such scenes. Gainsborough

makes

it

entirely his

own,

this.

mythological, but these were not serious

pictures,

which

The figures might be
subjects. They might

equally be rustic characters or street urchins. Gainsborough
imitated the beggars and peasants of Murillo in scenes showing

country children doing ordinary things - carrying pitchers of
water or tending

pigs. Reynolds, in his fancy pieces, naturally

alluding to Titian's Diana

and Actaeon while

inventing

freely in his distinctive idiom.

took a more intellectual
gories like

line,

painting whimsically erotic alle-

A Snake in the Grass, subtitled Love unbinding the Zone

ofBeauty {11 84<).

Gainsborough's penchant for experiment was most intrigu-

He was given to muttering that he

opposite

ing in the matter of landscape.

Thomas Gainsborough,
Ttie IHon. Frances Duncombe,

would gladly give up portraits altogether and paint landscape

c.llll

only.

7

1

.
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Of course portraits paid far too well. Most of his landscapes
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were imaginary. Even
able

- and

in

The Mall (11 83), with fashion-

- couples

strolling under the trees, has

his

identifiable

view

more in common with the courtly fantasies of Watteau than with
late 8th-century London. He was disinclined to the 'idle affecta1

tion of introducing mythological learning in

though

at the

end of his

life

he made a large

homage

andActaeon, a ravishing rococo
figures are

grouped in

a purely

any of his
oil

sketch of Diana

to Titian, in

that he

eye'.

which nude

imaginary woodland landscape.

Reynolds, oddly, thought that Gainsborough
nature with a poet's

pictures',

But he added

'it

'did

not look

at

must be acknowledged

saw her with the eye of a painter. Gainsborough sought

to reconfigure the natural

world according to the logic of the

picture space, and here too he
time. 'He even

Reynolds

framed

tells us;

was

a child of his experimental

a kind of model of landskips

on

his table',

'composed of broken stones, dried herbs, and

pieces of looking glass which he magnified and improved into
rocks, trees,

and

important truth
72.

Thomas Gainsborough,

Peasants Returning from Market
through a Wood, 1767

harmonize

water.'
is

the

pictorially.

Nature

way

is

a

mere reference

point; the

natural elements can be

made

to

Gainsborough produced many dozens of

landscape compositions,

in oils,

and also in chalks, or by a process

70

()t'm()n()|)ri(itini;fr()magla.s.s

figures, trees,

water and

lif"el()ngexj)l()rati()n ot

This, too, was

from

iindei-stood

Alexander
ing,

both

platt'-inorccxpcrimciit-in which

hills

in

a

abstract design.

of the age.

a j)re()cciipati()n

work

the

a

of"

was

C'o/.ens (17 17-H())

in

are endlessly peiinutated

all

It

can best be

representative

theorist.

his life a teacher of

schools - at Christ's Hospital and Kton

draw-

- and

to

private pupils. His j)edag()gic tasks chimed admirably with a
73. Alexander Cozens, A

Method of Assisting
in

natural bent for analysis and categorization. In the

New

the Invention

his patron

William Beckford, he w

words of

as 'almost as full of systems as

Drawing Original Compositions

of Landscape, c.

1784:

Cozens published

his

plate

13

remarkable

series of sugar-ground aquatints
at the

end

of his

developing the

but had been

life,

'blot'

technique

throughout his career.

In

enabling

the leisured classes to create

landscape compositions that
aspired to the sublime, he hoped
to bring

them

into contact with

noble ideas and so to

make

of nature.

One

of Assisting

attempting to

list

of his systems became famous:

the

phenomena

A New

Method

Drawing Original Compositions of

the Invention in

Landscape was published
its

life

at the

end of Cozens's

insistence on basic principles

it

life,

c.

I7H4. In

has the air of being the

product of a lifetime's attempts to convey aesthetic ideas to his
pupils. Yet in its determination to

matter of abstraction,

it

is

a

make landscape painting

textbook for

its

age.

The

a

use of

a

moral as well as an aesthetic
point.

the universe', and spent his

random
it

'blots' to liberate

the

mind from

specific objects so that

could explore the general rather than the particular was

J.'.

99

73

exactly parallel to Reynolds's teachings about high

art.

Several

painters experimented with Cozens's blot system, notably

Wright of Derby.
This addiction

to

reorganizing

the

natural

landscape

The countryside was being
Enclosure movement which brought huge

reflected events in the real world.

transformed by the
areas

the estates

into

of single landowners, while grand

garden schemes were being

Brown

laid out

by Lancelot 'Capability'

(1715-83). Another theorist, the Rev. William Gilpin

(1724-1804), taught the swelling numbers of tourists to appre74. Richard Wilson,

Rome

from the Ponte Molle, 17 bA

While he was

in

Rome

in

1750s Wilson executed
of

views

the

in

of the city in black

and
for the

Dartmouth. These essays

monochrome composition may

have played an important part
the evolution of
in oil like this
is

an adjunct

Roman

one,

in

scenery by applying the notion of the Ticturesque'

- judging

against the standards established in Claudian and

in

enhances bold design.

speculations in

at the

work of Richard Wilson

(?

mind we must look

17 13-82), a

Welshman who

contributed to Coram's collection, and had been happy to
portrait and landscape in his output until he

mix

went

to Italy

in 1750.

There he decided

which colour

and

With such

painting.

paintings

to chiaroscuro

it

Dutch

a series

white chalks on blue paper,
Earl of

ciate natural

In

Rome,

inevitably,

vented Claude

100

in

to specialize in landscape exclusively.

he modelled himself on Claude, but rein-

English 18th-century terms. Before Reynolds

75. Richard Wilson,

Snowdon

from Uyn Nantlle,c. 1766

pronounced on generalization, and when Cozens was only
beginning to formulate

his theories,

Wilson generalized Claude.

Wilson's views of his native

Wales are often couched
golden

Italian

in

a

atmosphere that

He

painted views of

set in simple relationships

deliberately alludes to Claude.

Here his capacity
reveals

itself in

clear, cool light,
for formal rigour

an unexpectedly

abstract

deployment

forms

bold answering patterns

in

and muted colours:

of

mountain

a very

idiosyncratic response to the

notion of 'ideal landscape'.

Rome and

is

a

its

environs

in

which planes are

with one another, illuminated by

a

and foliage is reduced to bold masses. The result

monumental version of

that flank Wilson's

which nothing

ideal landscape, in

superfluous to the essential statement intrudes.

Rome from

the

The dark

pines

Ponte Molle (1754) rise up

74

against a luminous sky as silhouettes, the distant buildings simplified into

an airy geometry. Even

Wilson could simplify

in

to an almost

Snowdon from Llyn Nantlle

(c.

northern, romantic Wales,
his

view of

a picture that

Cozens

Chinese degree:

1766)

is

himself might almost have painted.

Wilson died impoverished:
intellectual, perhaps, for

his \ersion of

landscape was too

most buyers. But he could

views that appealed to the

common

also produce

desire for information about

places. House-portraits like those Siberechts

and

his colleagues

101

75

had painted were

House
force,

[c.

1762)

still

much

in

demand. Views

show Wilson obeying

this

like that

mighty new market

although topography was an inferior art form,

delineation of a given spot

Henry

.

.

.

what

Fuseli contemptuously put

The army

commonly called

is

of Syon

'the

tame

views', as

In fact, topography throve.

it.

of watercolourists, led from the mid-century by Paul

Sandby ( 1 730- 1 809), who had trained
became adept

at

as a military

draughtsman,

describing the individual character of places

towns, villages, ruined castles, abbeys or

modern country

-

76

seats.

Many of these artists, whether they worked in oil or watercolour,
came under the
76. Paul Sandby, Windsor
Terrace,

The

c.

artist

Terrace

Finding business

repeated this view

many

Austria, Canaletto

times, varying the

which appear

changing costumes

in

influential foreign visitor: the cele-

return

697- 1 768).

77

Venice dw indling because of war with

in

came

\isit to Italy in

( 1

to

London

in 1746,

1750-51, until 1755.

and stayed, with

He had

a

a

shrewd

the

sense of where to place his work, which with

of the late

18th century. This example

etched outline,

its

crisp presenta-

tion of topographical detail appealed to the pragmatic side of

is

washed with watercolour over
lightly bitten

one

brated Venetian vedutista or view-maker, Canaletto

1776

looking west along the North

figures

spell of

a

the English character.

He used bright clear colour and populated

in

foregrounds with deft suggestions of elegant figures.

preparation for an aquatint, a print

his

medium Sandby developed and
which became popular as a
means of reproducing

Translated from the canals of Venice (views of which w^ere

watercolours.

London,

much
sought after by gentlemen on the Grand Tour) to the Thames in
his

style

answered

perfectly,

with the irresistible

^

•

^r^s

-— «: ^gsiaeasi
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77. Canaletto, The
City of

Thames and

London from Richmond

quality of seeming inevitable.

He was

able to learn

something of

the English approach from Samuel Scott (I70i2-7i2),

who

spe-

House, c .1747

The Duke

of

Richmond was one

of Canaletto's earliest patrons in

London. This view and

its pair,

artist's

English works.

The

informal

and the picture records

accurate detail the scene as

the
is

Van de Velde

tradition,

sometimes seen

and produced

as a sort of English

among the wharves of Greenwich

Twickenham he was recognizably

or the

himself,

with a soberer palette and gentler touch.

response to English topographical

in

in

scenes. Scott

riverside villas of

greatest

composition seems to be a

practice,

Thames

marines

Canaletto, but whether

looking north from the Duke's

house, are the

cialized in

it

Two

of Wilson's pupils,

Thomas

William Hodges (1744—97), figure
that

was

to be

important

in

Jones (1742-1804) and

in the

development of a form

the Romantic period: the open-air

oil

then was: the Savoy Palace, old

Welsh landed gentleman, put himself

Somerset House, the Temple and

sketch. Jones, a

the City church spires are

under Wilson and made the journey to

minutely described.

all

Italy,

to learn

hoping to

distin-

guish himself as an academic landscape painter in Wilson's

manner.

He

mode, but

not remembered today for his

stiff

essays in that

for his small on-the-spot oil sketches.

Their clarity

is

103

78.
in

Thomas Jones,
1782

/A

Window

Naples,

The intimate
Jones made

oil

able

in Italy

are the

that period, brought together in

Memoirs, which constitute a

vivid

the
in

and entertaining

life

the

their plain-speaking approach to subject matter. Jones

is

sketches that

counterparts of his journals for

his

and directness owe something to Canaletto, but most remark-

insight into

of British artists in

1770s and 1780s.

Rome

would perch himself on a window-sill in the Neapolitan sunshine
and simply paint what was in front of him - a peeling wall with a
line of

washing, a rooftop with the cupola of a church rising

above

The frankness of these observations is engaging, and
new ground: few painters had attempted such intimate,

78

it.

breaks

immediate yet complete records of unimportant objects before.
Hodges's work too was ground-breaking: he accompanied
Captain Cook as artist on his second expedition to the South Seas
in

1772-76, hired

saw. Unlike

like

any other topographer

what he

most topographers, he was recording the utterly new.

Cook's voyages were part of the great

Hodges's task was to bring a whole
focus.

to record

scientific explosion,

and

terra incognita into visual

The small panels on which he noted, through the windows

of the ship's cabin, his impressions of tropical dawns and sunsets,

homes and habits of the Antipodean peoples, are among
our most remarkable documents of exploration. Along with
Hodges's later work as a topographer in India they are in the
the boats,

vanguard of

a

long tradition of recording the territories and

peoples of Britain's fast-expanding empire.

104

79

If"

Wilson's cool

sirii[)lif](;iti()ns

through

to rationalize nature
light

and broken forms were

scape compositions

art,

were

(

need

tlie

(jainsborough's flickering

statement

The scope ofPicturescjue influence can
Rowlandson

response to

e(jually theory-driven, his land-

a c()mj)lete

as the rippling pen outlines

a

of"

of Pictures(jue laws.

work

as varied

the comic draughtsman

Thomas

be seen

in

72

1756'— 18'i7) and the descriptively impasted paint

of George Morland

(

1

7()'i—

1

H()4),

whose scenes outside country

inns and thatched cottages established rustic genre as a popular

form that was to develop

Hie master who
picturescjue

rusticity

(1768-1821).

He

was content

to

in

important ways

invested

with

make

pictures of

in a

old houses, and lanes in the
a

breadth of his brushwork and the

mark him

gnarled oaks flickering

Norwich and

few canvases, resulting from

a fully ffedged

Romantic movement. But more

Society Islands showing

war galleys and war canoes at
Pari,

in 1814, the

a

its

of

Crome

was John

rarely stirred far from his native

clarity of the light

79. William Hodges, Otaheite

and the

France

the next century.

unpretentious world

magic

true

surrounding countryside. In
trip to

the

in

member

of the

typically his pictures

show

bright East Anglian sun, or brick

1774

Hodges' use of

oil

paint

or panel to depict the

on paper

scenes that

he witnessed during the second
Cook's voyages of exploration
the Pacific and Australasia

innovatory not only

in

of

houses glimpsed

was

among

trees along the River

a lifelong admirer of the

Dutchman Hobbema, and

that

the in\ o-

cation of such masters gave the Picturesque a serious pedigree.

in

was

technical

But landscape, no more than portrait, could vie with the sublimity of history painting in the estimation of the period.

terms but also as a means of

making records

Wensum. Crome

were

intended for scientific purposes.

history painters, in their high-mindedness,

most

significant

ideas

The

embody some of the

about painting of their age.

One

103

82

of the

though short-hved, was John Hamilton Mortimer

first,

(1740-79),
history.

who

speciahzed in subjects taken from early British

A gifted draughtsman, he made etchings of banditti imi-

tating Salvator Rosa, and other self-consciously wild,
80.
of

James

Human

Barry, The Progress

A Grecian

Culture:

Harvest Home, or Thanksgiving
to the

Rural Deities Ceres,

Bacchus,

etc.,

The Society
of Arts,

Promotion

in

art, fired

design and art training

in

the

in

mid-18th century. Barry's
ambitious cycle of paintings
Great

Room expounds

'one great

maxim

for

the
of

happiness, individual as well as

depends upon

the

human

we

are

cultivating

faculties'. In this

shown an Arcadian

of happiness, simplicity,

fecundity'

which

'is

of our progress, at

cannot

a revolutionary passion that

made him

the bugbear

stop'.

expelled in

Great

799, are

1

Room

still

worth reading.

When he decorated the

of the Royal Society of Arts with a series of huge

canvases expounding The Progress ofHuman Culture, he engaged
in a typically

18th-century exercise, a grandiose celebration of

moral

truth, viz. that the obtaining of

public,

by

on

of the Academy, where he was Professor of Painting until he was

London was the

engine of important advances

artist's

The same might be said of the Irishman James Barry
(1741-1806), who possessed, after Reynolds, perhaps the most

Manufactures and

Commerce

its

known today than his pictures.

incisive intellect of any British artist of the time. His writings

1777-84

for the

subjects better

Romantic

aspect of modern

The

life,

ludicrous

is,

classicizing, worthy, slightly ludicrous.
in a sense, part

and parcel of

this

demon-

scene

'state

and

but a stage

which we

the intellectual and scientific advances that coloured every

strative art.

The

of a Swiss,

Henry

point

is

nowhere better made than

in the

Fuseli (1741-1825). Fuseli was, as

artist in residence to the

it

were,

Gothick movement. His sense of the

grotesque and the erotic was highly developed and, as an

]06

work

artist

bringing

Rome,

tlic

Slurni uiid Dnnii(

to Keyiiolcl.s's

London, w

ha.s

an important role

art,

is

either

ej)ie

in

oi'

lieic

ITTO.s Cjcnn;in culture,

he linally settled

or sublime, di'amatie

oi"

of inspiration for late 18th-century

was dechcated

to

astonishing and mox ing his auchence; he was contemptuous

of

commissioned the leading

artists

of the day, including Fuseli

and

Reynolds, to paint subjects from

which were exhibited

a 'Shakspeare Gallery'

The

is

was

one

and

immense
many such

to elevate public taste in

work

in

affected by classical art and literature,

life

Home was

profoundly

and by Mi( helangelo.

gestures and expressions

heroes and heroines are impressive

and wash drawings though
|:)aint.

of"

in his bold,

tormented

his

generalized pen

less satisfactory translated

into

All have an undeniable emotional charge, and Fuseli, ever

the vocal

champion of what he

remained

a father-figure at the

called

Academy

'poetical

painting',

until his death.

True

seriousness meant dealing with noble themes from great
erature,

lit-

classics

from Homer, Dante and the

Schiller.

Most

and he drew on the

a commercial failure. This

of a large

number

of

energetic drawings and paintings
that Fuseli

Norse Sagas

to

Milton and

fruitfully,

the current rage for Shakespeare, producing

produced under the

stimulus of the Shakespeare
revival.

'information', llis early

for a lavish publication.

prestige, but like

art

in

project enjoyed

schemes

mere

The exaggerated

publisher John Boydell

engraved

astonishes,

first

The engraver-

history painters.

the plays

he

7H(),

impassioned, historic

the second moves, the third informs.' His
and Lady Macbeth, 1774
Shakespeare was a great source

1

the spread ot Komantieism. 'Imitatixe

or eireumseril)ed by truth', he wrote. 'The
81. Henry Fuseli, Macbeth

in

\'\i\

ings illustrating the plays,

some of which

he followed

numerous

paint-

display a bizarre

comedy rather than high tragedy.
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82. John Crome,

Norwich Riven Afternoon,

c.

1819

V,

TIk' mo.st

com incing dcnion.stration

wa.s tlu' cart'cr of Ik'iiiainiii

Reynolds on
President.

and

deatli

iiis

West

in

He had come from

(

1

T.'is-l S'JO),

as

17<^'J

of'history

ot'tlic .statu.s

tlic

Pluhjdel|)hia

\

who

.succeeded

Academy's second
ia

Rome in

the ITfiOs

so prospered with subjects taken from classical litera-

liad

ture and history that he

Ck'orge

1772.

111 in

to

King

Although often recondite and humourles.s,

he sometimes achie\es
H^olfe[\lli.)),

was appointed history painter

llw Death of General

a miracle. vSuch is

which daringly presents

a

modern

83

historical sub-

ject with a direct allusion to the traditional Pieta (lamentation

o\er the body of Christ). West could also turn his hand to an
attractive landscape or small-scale genre subject.

Perhaps the finest of the history painters working

London, from

purely aesthetic point of view, was another

a

American, John Singleton Copley (1738-1815),

England

in

1775

at

and early success as

him

in

who came

to

West's invitation. His colonial upbringing
a portrait painter in

in a crisp, polished,

unpretentious

paint a scene from a minor

Boston had confirmed

style.

When

he came to

engagement betw een the English and

the French in Jersey in 1781, he built on West's achievement in
his
83. Benjamin West, The Death

ern history pictures: The Death ofMajor Peirson

1770

of General Wolfe,

a
In this
in

ground-breaking essay

modern

history painting,

West

includes portraits of various

Death offfblfe to create possibly the finest of all British mod( 1

783).

Drama of

highly theatrical kind, focusing on the group supporting the

collapsed figure of Peirson echoing a Rubensian Deposition,

is

blended successfully with details of contemporary costume and

figures involved in the action,

though not necessarily present

He adds

at Wolfe's death.

moving

the

American

figure of the

accurate topography.
Fuseli and Barry were admired by another maverick rebel,

William Blake (1757-1827), who

is

the best-known of the late

Indian with accurately observed
details of

costume and

tattooing,

as a reminder of the broader
significance of the white presence
in

North America.

18th-century history painters today.
a history painter, perhaps; but

early submissions

to

We

don't think of

precisely

is

the Royal

him

as

what he was. Some

Academy suggest

that

he

subscribed to current ideas as to serious subject matter: The
84. John Singleton Copley,

Death of Earl Godwin (1780);

War

unchained by an Angel: Fire,

The Death of Major Peirson,

6 January 1781, 1783
Copley's picture

commemorate

St Helier, Jersey,

from the French

Major Francis Peirson. Copley
took pains to depict the setting
accurately, but dramatized the
action, placing the dying Peirson

the centre of a composition

inspired by

Baroque

such as Rubens.

own,

a sort of

tempera made using carpenter's glue, which

the capture of

by the twenty-three-year-old

in

and Famine (1788). But he avoided the usual grandeur

of scale, preferring watercolour, or an in\ented 'Fresco' of his

was

commissioned by John Boydell,
to

Pestilence

artists

tended to darken sexerely

o\'er time.

He

also

exohed

a

unique

printing technique that had been revealed to him by his dead

brother
nation
Blake's

in a \ision.

w ith

Here are further manifestations of the

fasci-

technical experiment so typical of the age. Oddly,

w atercolour technique

is

less ad\'enturous

many of his contemporaries; but he uses

it

than that of

powerfully for his ow n

purposes.
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85. William Blake,

The Simoniac Pope, 1824-27

1824

In

young

Blake's

and follower John

friend

Linnell

commissioned from him a

set of

illustrations to Dante's Divine

Comedy. Blake,

and

old

ill,

dedicated himself to one of his

most ambitious

Using

projects.

only pencil, watercolour and pen,

he created

some

most

of the

remarkable images ever

to

have

been inspired by Dante's

vision.

This subject illustrates a

moment

in

when

the Inferno,

embraced by

guide

his

prevent him

falling,

punishment

of

in

Dante,
Virgil to

watches the

Pope Nicholas

III

a bath of fire for selling

ecclesiastical preferments.

86. William Blake, The Angel
rolling

away

the Stone from

the Sepulchre,

From

c.

1805

a large series of Biblical

subjects that Blake
first

decade

Thomas

made

in

the

of the century for

Butts,

one

of his

assiduous patrons. The
illustrates is

most

text

it

Matthew 28:2:

'And, behold, there

was

earthquake:

angel of the

for the

a great

Lord descended from heaven, and

came and

rolled

from the door

back the stone
.'

.

.

In its clarity of

outline, simplicity of colour
it

is

-

almost monochrome - and

symmetry
Blake

of

at his

and close

composition

it

shows

most Neo-classical,

to the cool, sculptural

inspiration of Flaxman.

from the Bible or Milton,

as

might be - Fuseli famously observed that 'Blake

is

Blake's historical subjects are
Fuseli's

damned good
ries,

to steal from'.

But he also

illustrated his

own

legends from a complicated mythology expounded

series of long

stoin a

poems issued in his 'Prophetic Books' published

tiny editions, for pri\ate circulation)

(in

from the 1 790s to the 1 820s.

On their pages, long and dense texts are couched in

riclily

imag-

ined illuminated borders in which he cast of idealized characters,
spirits

and fairies come

irresistibly to

Blake's \'isual language

is

life.

highly personal, and to some eyes

shares the absurdity of his heroes Barry and Fuseli.
tially

the

same

as theirs:

It is

essen-

exaggerated gestures, distorted poses;
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85

but his work has an intensity, partly the result of
small scale, that gives

it

its

relatively

an altogether different resonance.

It is

based on an idea of pure outline that Blake elevated into a philosophy.

He praised

the 'distinct, sharp and wirey bounding

line' as

the essence of powerful expression. In this he was close to his

Flaxman

contemporaries, most notably the sculptor John

(1755-1826),
tial artists in

who in

became one of the most

influen-

his outline illustrations to

Homer,

the 1790s

Europe with

Aeschylus and Dante.
Like most painters of history, Blake could not attract

many

patrons. All his career he w-as obliged to undertake hack repro-

ductive engraving for a livelihood.

Flaxman found him work for

Wedgwood's pottery catalogues, and some of Blake's most influential inventions

were

school edition of Virgil's Eclogues.

came under the

woodcuts

a set of little

illustrating a

One of the young artists who

spell of these designs,

John Linnell, commis-

sioned from Blake in his old age a set of illustrations to Dante on

which he worked during

his last years.

suite of large watercolours

is

passionate belief in the 'One

Incomplete as

a sustained

Power

it is,

this

demonstration of his

alone' that 'makes a Poet

-

Imagination, the Divine Vision'.

Whether in line or stone Flaxman's art is cool, the epitome of
classical restraint, while Blake's

inspiration,

is

afire

with the afflatus of true

which he claimed to derive from

his nightly visions

of the great and good of past ages. Despite its often sophisticated
invention, his

87. William Blake, Newton,

is

also has an almost childlike quality

which

echoes that of his lyric poetry: the author of 'Tyger, tyger burn-

1795
This

work

one

of a set of twelve

large prints that Blake

Thomas

Butts

in

made

ing bright / In the forests of the night' cannot be accused of
for

the 1790s. They

are ambitious pieces, elaborate

in

technique: the colour prints

empty pretentiousness.
accompaniment of

Blake's

'visions',

prophetic passion, with

was often accounted

lunacy, and

809 he mounted an exhibition of his paintings, mostly

when

in

in his

experimental 'Fresco' medium,

1

its

themselves were extensively

worked up by Blake with pen and
watercolour. Their

monumental

ings of a

madman.

Michelangelo on his imagery.

The pose
is

of

Newton,

for instance,

derived from that of one of the

ancestors of Christ, Abias,

vision of the purely rational
thinker, unillumined by the

who

who

Newton crouched

at the

bottom of the sea of

Blake can better be understood as a pioneer of Romanticism.

According to Blake,

Infinite in all

some ways he was at a distant remove from
rationalism; one of his most famous images

materialism, futilely measuring what can never be measured.

Newton represents the narrow

imagination: 'He

Sir Isaac

as the rav-

in

Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel
ceiling.

the age of scientific

shows

was dismissed

In

figures reflect the strong influence
of

it

sees the

things sees God.

He

sees the Ratio only sees

himself only.'
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Chapter 5

Romantic Virtuosos: 1800-1840

The

and generalization that so dominated 18th-

idealization

century aesthetics were manifestations of Neo-classicism: a
reverence for the civilizations of ancient Greece and Rome,

human achievement in literature, architecture,
and philosophy. The Renaissance had revived the

pinnacles of
sculpture

virtues of the antique world, and in such geniuses as Raphael and

Michelangelo the spirit of Greece and

Rome lived again.

One consequence of British economic expansion in the 18th
century was the increased capacity for travel among a larger
sector of the population. Newly rich magnates and their families
could set off for the Continent on journeys that would once have

been beyond the resources of all but a few aristocrats.

man

Any young

of substance could go to Italy for himself on the

Tour and absorb

Classical

More and more

of

it

and Renaissance culture

was becoming

Herculaneum and Pompeii, begun

at first

hand.

available: excavations at

in the 1740s,

had unearthed

Roman Empire; even Greece and Asia

vivid evidence of life in the

Minor were beginning

Grand

to be described

under the auspices of the

Society of Dilettanti. If such discoveries were further manifestations of the scientific spirit of the age, they characteristically fed

into aesthetic

life

When,

as well.

in 1789, the

French revolted

against their oppressively reactionary masters, they adopted

Greek dress and Greek ideals

as

The French Revolution was

models for a brave new world.
a violent political expression of

the developments in European thought over the century since
the English 'Glorious Revolution' of 1688. Inspired by the writ-

ings of Locke and others, French philosophers

Diderot, Rousseau

- had

insisted

from Britain

blueprint for ci\il liberty, and at

Voltaire,

on the moral inadequacy

of absolute regimes like that of P>ance.
ration of Independence

-

first

The Americans' Declain

1776 formulated

two

the English were in

minds about the Revolution. But, when the Terror came

in

a

1

792

and the King and Queen were guillotined, most of them decided
emphatically against.

Nevertheless

they

were

part

of

this

Europe-wide

'Enlightenment', and agreed that the Antique civilizations
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embodied

The

human conduct

ideals of

Karl

of"

gave

I^l^in

when

he brought back sculptures from the i^arthenon
exhibited them

and j)crsonal.

hotli social

a boost to the fashion

in

1

Athens and

in

London. They caused controversy, but became

in

accepted as an aesthetic achievement only dimly reflected

Roman

the

in

statuary everyone had previously considered sublime.

Gentlemen wanted

homes

their

to reflect the refinement of that

superior civilization, and ha\ ing for nearly

Roman

content with the second-hand
Palladianism,

now

insisted

use of Greek orders or

new century

on

Roman

classical purity took hold,

of the

SO'i

and

a

century

[)een

architecture of

Neo-

a

more archaeologically correct

decorative motifs.

for

some years

in

The

the

notion of

decades

first

there were few aspects of art

tliat

didn't

some degree.

reflect the fashion in

But the American and French Revolutions uncorked other
emotions.

They

own needs and

asserted that people are individuals, with their
feelings.

While they

proclaimed the validity of the ideal
a

each, in different ways,

state,

they ga\'e individuals

sense of participating in a heroic destiny, contributing some-

thing valuable simply by virtue of being human. Poets began to

speak directly of their

own moods,

rather than enunciating

public sentiments. Blake had celebrated the quiet joys of a

modest rural existence, Wordsworth gloried
sensations
in

1

when confronted with

in his

own

ecstatic

the wonders of nature.

794 Britain and France became enemies

in a

When

long-drawn-out

war, a further dimension, of fierce patriotic pride,

was added

to

the brew.

One

painter

cultural climate

who chimed
was

a

with this emotionally charged

Cockney of unprepossessing appearance

named Joseph Mallord William Turner (1775-1851).
awkwardly aware of his

social shortcomings, he

Bashful,

was nonetheless

convinced of his genius as a painter, and cast himself,

tacitly, as a

national hero with a mission to place British painting on a par

w ith the Italians and

the Dutch. More, he would place landscape

painting on a par with history.

He was

a student at the

Schools by the age of fourteen, sixteen
Reynolds's

and model

final

for

Discourse

him

in 1791.

all his life,

and

to

when he

Academy

listened to

Reynolds remained a hero
understand

his art

we need

to recognize his origins in the Reynoldsian school of

grand

generalization.
It

was integral

to his ambition that he should be a

Royal

Academician, part of the body that represented his profession
its

most august. He embraced the

idea of the

Old Masters

at

as
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88.

J.

Boats

cxcuiphir.s ofiill that

M. W. Turner, Dutch
a Gale: Fistiermen

in

endeavouring

to

put

c:ontinii(' thai ti-achtion. lie

The Duke

after a seascape

1801

rej)iitation as a

of Bridgwater

commissioned

marine

this large

from the young Turner
a pair to a picture by

painting.

in

claimed

lis

I

own

was the sight of

it

would

art

a print

their Fish

on Board (The Bridgewater
Sea-piece),

greatest

is

hang as

to

Van de Velde

master of the seascape was founded on

Dutch marine

ration for the

me a j)ainter', and

by Van de Velde that 'made

admi-

His love of ideal landscape

artists.

ecjually originated in historical precedent.

Claude that belonged

his

his

One

day,

looking

at a

to the l)anker .lohn .hilius Angerstein, he

the younger. Turner adopts a

composition that balances Van de
Velde's symmetrically,

was so oxercome

that he burst

produces a virtuoso description of

passionately, "Because

I

'Mr Angerstein

into tears.

encjuired the cause and pressed for an answer,

and

when Turner

shall never be able to paint

anything like

conditions at sea, with two
fishing-boats

Works

in a

like this

near collision.

cemented

that picture.'"

Thatsenseofrivalry with the best spurred Turner all

his

reputation as the leading

landscape and marine painter of
the younger generation,

was made

and he

Academician

a Royal

the year after this picture

said

In so far as
political

was

it

emotion

a

matter of professional competition,

in the spirit

of the age. But

creative urge. Turner's art, with

it

was

his
it

life.

was

also a private,

Academic tendencies,

all its

a

its

was

emulation of the Old Masters,

exhibited.

Romantic. In any case,

it

is

quintessentially the art of a

cannot be summarized

terms of one

in

set of ideas. If Turner imitated his predecessors, and, despite his

own

misgivings, eventually did

he was also

a

Wordsworthian,

manage
a

to

out-Claude Claude,

meditater on the power and

beauty of nature.

He began
89.

M. W. Turner, The Decline

J.

of the Carthaginian Empire,

Turner
of

was

Carthage, both

in its

book

of the

in

recounted, and

phase,

were

powers

Royal Academy's drawing classes. In the 1790s, he experi-

mented with watercolour, forging

it

into an unprecedentedly

Aeneas

for control of

the

oil

in

evoking

sublime grandeur, but to catch every nuance of landscape and

atmospheric

effect.

in its historical

when Carthage and Rome

rival

draughtsman even while he attended the

powerful medium, able not only to vie with

the

Aeneid, were

the love affair of Dido and
is

as an architectural

watercolour topographer, training

mythical

form, as related by Virgil
fourth

1817

fascinated by the story

his career as a

His understanding of watercolour was

enriched by experiments with

course

oil

at

oil

time, and in due

this

painting became for him a translation of watercolour

Mediterranean. This picture deals
with the

last

humiliation of the

Carthaginians,

when 'Rome being

determined on the overthrow of
her hated

rival,

demanded from

her such terms as might either
force her into

war

or ruin her by

practice: the

two

disciplines cross-fertilized

one another.

He

applied Reynolds's dicta about high seriousness to landscape
painting, seeking examples in the

work of

his older

poraries, especially Wilson, the watercolourist

Cozens (1752-98), Alexander's

son,

contem-

John Robert

and the Alsatian

specialist

compliance' as Turner's citation
ran.

He added some

from his pessimistic
Fallacies of Hope'.

lines of verse

poem The

The sunset

in

sublime

(1740-1812),

landscape,

who had

Philippe

settled in

Jacques

London

de

Loutherbourg

in 1771.

Without

that

18th-century point of reference. Turner would ha\e been quite

symbolizes the extinction of a
nation's ambitions,

design
of the

is

and the whole

a ditTerent artist.

a triumphant adaptation

harbour scenes of Claude.

1J9
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He

90. John Constable, Barges on
the Stour at Flatford Lock,

Constable regarded his
sketches

made

1811

(1776-1837). Constable was a prosperous miller's son from

much

Suffolk, as

paper or an a small wood panel,
as 'scientific experiments',
recording skies, light effects and

Turner was

a working-class

Turner was

a

He was

the "elevated

finished pictures. Here he

Cockney.

He was

a snob,

where

of the people. Yet Constable attached less

&

noble" walks of art

—

members who
i.e.

did.

stickle for

preferring the shaggy

posteriors of a Satyr to the moral feeling of landscape.'

rapid observation

of a specific place, close to his

a carefully

man

East Anglian countryman as

scathing about 'High-minded

be worked up on a larger scale as

home, with

a middle-class

importance to the traditions of the Academy than Turner

They were

also notes of scenes that might

combines

John Constable

like

oil

out of doors, on

climatic conditions.

might, for instance, ha\'e been more

when

petuate the fictions of classical landscape

Why per-

there

real

is

planned

compositional structure that might

English scenery out there to be painted, and a profound con-

serve as the basis for a painting.

nection between nature and personal identity to be teased
out? Wordsw^orth had spoken, in terms not unlikeConstable's,

of recognizing
In nature and the language ofthe sense

The anchor ofmy purest thoughts,

the nurse,

The guide, the guardian ofmy heart, and soul

Ofall my moral being.
was Constable's mission to bring landscape painting out of

It

Academic

the

nature. His

closet

and face to face with the 'moral' truth of

method was

to paint natural scenes

directly as possible, with as little intervening

'My

achieve.

I

do not see handlingm

nature becomes the subject matter for

contrary, wants art to

art.

is

as

as he could

nature.'

opposite of Turner's approach, in which art

This too is

'art'

pictures will never be popular,' he said,

ha\e no handling. But

all

and objects

they

'for

This

is

the

everything, and

Constable, on the

become the vehicle for natural expression.

a legitimately

Romantic position.

A staple of Constable's working procedure was the small oil
sketch,

done out of doors,

story of his sitting so

91 John Constable, Scene on

still

in rapt concentration:

90

witness the

while sketching that a mouse crept

.

a Navigable River (Flatford Mill),

1817

made oil sketches out of doors.
When he did - in a boat on the Thames in 805, and again on the
hills outside Plymouth in 8 1 3 - he produced little masterpieces
into his pocket.

Turner

rarely

1

Constable

felt

attachment

an intense

where

to Flatford,

father's flour mill

his

was, and where

1

very

much

in Constable's spirit.

But he was impatient of such

he was brought up. His strong
feeling

is

apparent

numerous
This

is

in

pictures he

one

performances, and preferred to jot

the

made

of

it.

of the earliest of his

attempts to convey the
of his responses,

full

which he

of the scene, painted largely
air.

mass of quick pencil

notes in a small sketchbook, for reference later when,
studio, he

finished

came

to

work up

in

the

a subject into an oil or an elaborate

w atercolour. He would never have undertaken

to

plete a large canvas out of doors. This too Constable tried.

attentioh to every detail

the open

a

range

achieves by paying minute

in

down

of his

Academy submission

(Flatford Mill),

120

com-

Much

of 1817, Scene on a Navigable River

was painted on the

spot, detail

by

detail

-

a

91

pioneering technique that anticipated the methods of the
Pre-Raphaelites and the Impressionists.
After Flatford Mill, he embarked on a series that are

among

the great experiments in the history of painting, pictures he
called his 'six-footers',

from

The White

their lateral dimension:

Hay IVain (1821) and
View on the S tour near Dedham 1 822). The Hay Wain attracted the
praise of Theodore Gericault when he saw it in London in 1821,
Horse (1819), Stratford Mill (1820), The
(

and won

Gold Medal at the Paris Salon in 1 824. For each of these

a

pictures Constable prepared a full-scale study, a version of the

composition executed very broadly as though

it

were an outdoor

sketch, intended to capture transient effects of light and shade,

the

shimmer of willow branches

the

momentary shadow of a cloud,

as a breeze passes over them,

These wonderful sketches are

the gleam of moving water.
clearly distinguishable

from

the finished, exhibited pictures. In a later series that distinction

becomes

less

marked. The Lock was shown

in

1824, and The

A Boat passing a Lock was pmntedm 1826
and shown three years later. Two other subjects, Hadleigh Castle

heaping Horse \n 1825.

( 1

829) and Salisbury Cathedralfrom the Meadows (1831), relate to

their

preliminary sketches in even more surprising ways.

Constable virtually suppresses any differentiation between
is something we might expect to
—
small pieces finished pictures of a scale related to the

sketch and finished work. This

happen

in

open-air studies. But he brings the idea to

its

logical conclusion

in pictures that explicitly take their place in the

Academy exhibi-

tion alongside the considered statements of his contemporaries.

The Leaping Horse

is

perhaps the canvas

that,

and exhibited, most perfectly exemplifies

although finished

this beatific state of

immediacy and completeness.

The subject matter is in fact about as dramatic as anything he
invented. Ordinary rural

life is

celebrated as though

it

were heroic

-the boy on the horse recalls portraits of Napoleon crossing the
Alps - but with no hint of exaggerated rhetoric. The incident is
an everyday event by the canal

with

its

bold upright to the

left

side.

The grand

and open horizon to the

consists only of trees, clouds and water.

brushed

in as

composition,
right,

These elements are

though Constable were seeing them

for the first

The sparkle of light on the leaves of the central pollard willow embodies the new identification of paint with human feeling
time.

and with nature that he so painstakingly sought to

realize.

Constable's innovations were so far-reaching and profound
that they have

122

come

to be taken for granted,

and

his

work now

92. John Constable, Salisbury

seems archetypally

Cathedral from the Meadows,

mous with

c.

1829-31

This

is

a full-size sketch for

one

of

the last of Constable's large-scale
exhibition pictures,

worked on

in

the

which he

months

after the

a

The Hay Hani

traditional.

comfortable

\'ie\v

him, no one had painted nature with such intensity, freedom and
insight.

Given

this

achievement,

it is

the

more remarkable

equally great landscape painter was working in

over the cathedral has been seen

same

this tragedy,

that

it

although he claimed

reflected his

concern over

the state of the Anglican Church
itself.

It

is

appropriate to note the

synony-

of rural England. Yet before

death of his wife. The rain-cloud

as a symbol of his despair after

is

time.

that an

London

Turner and Constable knew each other only

at the

slightly,

and we do not know what Turner thought of Constable's work,

though Constable famously

said

that

Turner displayed

'wonderful range of mind' and admired his 'tinted steam'.

a

The

sparkle of the returning sun on the

phrase well sums up the elusi\e light and atmosphere that

wet grass, and the promise

Turner captures so expertly

hope

in

of

the rainbow. Constable's

awareness

of the endless rebirth

of organic nature

motif of his

art.

was

a central

and Speed-

the

in his later paintings.

Great IVestern Railway did not appear until 1844,

after Constable's death. It has

Turner's output, and
If Turner

Ram, Steam,

is

come

to be regarded as typical of

a great celebration of the

modern world.

sought sublime effects, he was looking for them in \ery

new areas - no one had attempted to depict 'speed' before,
in scenes of

horse racing.

He sought

unless

to represent the inherent
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93. John Constable,

The Leaping Horse, 1825
While he was painting

this

picture Constable wrote to a
friend:

'It

is

a canal

and

full of

the bustle incident to such a

scene where four or

five

boats

'^^"•:.

;-^.-^^.

are passing with dogs, horses,

& men & women &

boys

and best

of

all

children,

old timber

-

'"J*

props, waterplants, willow

stumps, sedges, old nets,

&c &c
said

&c.' In another letter he

'It

is

a lovely subject

.

.

.

- & soothing - calm and
exhilarating, fresh - & blowing'.
lively

..-vi''

>;.

•»

dynamism not only of machines but of nature itself- its capacity
to change, to slip past us as we watch.
Turner painted with an immediacy

that

owed much

sort of direct observation that Constable prized. His

Steam Boat off a Harbour's Mouth, making Signals

and going by

the

head ( 842)

nothing

is

1

if

not

to the

Snow Storm.

in shallow

specific. If

Water

it

pre-

sents the appearance of a 'mass of soap-suds and whitewash',
as

one

critic

of nature Constable,

complained, that

'I

painted

it

to

because

is

show what

more conservative

it

shows us the

was

like',

politically

and

socially,

modern machinery. Turner embraces
present,

town and country,

Turner

it

concerned with the life of the ploughman and

rich

all

and poor,

his

reality
said.

was more

kind than with

existence, past and

comprehensive

in a

excitement that his great admirer John Ruskin (1819-1900)

had no hesitation

in calling 'Shakespearean'.

He was seen as something of a conjurer: his sheer proficiency
as a painter astonished even his

Academy colleagues.

In the later

part of his career he took to sending in to the annual exhibitions

framed canvases that were almost blank. Then,
all,

in front

of them

he would 'perform': as a contemporary observed, he 'went

about from one to another
[palette] knife,

all

.

.

.

piling on, mostly with the

the brightest pigments he could lay his hands

on, chromes, emerald green, vermilion,

They looked more like some of the

blazed with light and colour.

transformation scenes

at the

they ]^^ef^'^

etc., until

pantomime than anything else.' His

ostentatious virtuosity was compared with that of Paganini on
the violin. So the 'academic'

Turner demonstrated

his

Romantic

credentials in the very heart of the Academy.

Turner had rooted
and

his

his career in picturesque

view-making

landscape art grows out of the topographical tradition.

The peace encouraged new markets

for painting

among

industrialists of an increasingly productive society.

found himself patronized not by the aristocrats
ported him
Belfast,

in his

the

Turner

who had

sup-

youth but by tycoons from Birmingham,

even New York. His

were becoming out of

1

8th-century notions of the Sublime

date, but

Ruskin devoted

a

long and

eloquent panegyric, Modern Painters (1843), to his defence,
insisting that he

was an

artist for the

new

times, a faithful

recorder of the multitudinous variety of nature. In doing

so,

Ruskin stressed the qualities the new bourgeoisie wanted:
precise observation and specific detail.

The sketch made out of doors, whether in oil or watercolour,
was now an essential part of the landscape painter's practice. In
126

the

of

liatul.s

and

(1775-18()'2),
acliicNcd
sj)ace

Robert

C"o/cr).s,

("otinan

.lolin Sell

golden age.

it.s

and

joliji
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new language of

di.scoxcrcd a

which mountain scenery and

atnio.spliere in

(iirlin 9597,

Italian

arcadias could he poignantly evoked, (iirtin was trained as a

topographical watercolourist

in

London, an early associate of

With Turner, he took up

Turner's.

vvatercolour as a

medium

the challenge to reinvent

capable of expressing the grander

aspects of landscape- the sublimity of mountains, waterfalls and

storms.

To achie\ e this

he not only simplified the forms

tures but restricted his palette as well, so that his
relies

on

a

sombre gamut of purples, browns and

example of Wilson hovers
ment, and
its

is

work

typically

dull greens.

The

the background of (lirtin's achieve-

in

not out of place to describe his landscape, desj)ite

it is

Romantic character,

tent

in his pic-

conveyed

in

as Neo-classical, since

its

emotional con-

structures of such sobriety and order. Inspired

by these experiments, watercolourists saw that their hitherto

humble medium might aspire
group of them founded

a Society of Painters in

provide a place of exhibition

not outshine them

Few

to greater heights.

in

In

1803

a

Water-Colours to

w hich the Academicians would

in their efforts to

produce 'high

art'.

paintings by Girtin are known, but he did execute

oil

one ambitious project

London from

in oil, a

360-degree panoramic view of

the roof of the British Plate Glass Manufactory,

near the southern end of Blackfriars Bridge.

watercolour studies for this

on pp. 128-29
M. W. Turner, Rain,
Steam, and Speed - the Great
94.

atmospheric. After Girtin's early

J.

up where he

Western Railway, 1844
Although this

is

one

most astonishing

atmosphehc suggestion,
most

back

it

is

also

classical of his inspirations

-

diagonal

lines of perspective provide a

structural

geometry

compositions. As

Temeraire tugged

in

His

to the

landscape

in Ttie Figtiting

to tier last

Berth

the

oils are as sensitive
1

820s and

1

and harmonious

830s he experimented with the bright colour then

popularity of topography grew, stimulated by the new-

freedom to
volumes

for

travel.

Views were engraved and published

An

(1839), Turner contrasts old

the demand.

(1769-1837), w^ho with his uncle

a

ploughman

still

fields in

which

pushes

his

plough, and a small sailing boat
idles

on the water below. Nature's

own

'racer,'

the hare, hurtles

along the railway track
of the train.

in

front

in lavish

home consumption, and many artists benefited from

technologies with new: the steam

engine roars past

as his watercolours. In

fashionable, creating subjects of startling chromatic brilliance.

The

96

bringing an even more refined sense of

studies that are precisely yet ner\'ously and evocati\ely drawn.

the paintings of Nicolas Poussin,

who had shown how

left off,

The sur\i\'ing
work are among his most
death, Cotman seemed to take

lost

design to sonorously coloured landscapes and architectural

of Turner's

feats of

a picture that refers

now

especially able topographer

is

William Daniell

Thomas (1749-1840) had

spent seven years in India and between 1795 and 1808 issued a
classic collection of plates. Oriental Scenery, consisting of six vol-

umes of large hand-coloured aquatints which they themsehes
engraved. William Daniell also undertook a topographical
tour worthy of Turner himself: a Foyage

Round Great

Britain,

127

97

.
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95. John Robert Cozens,

whicli, wlicii puhli.slicd, iiuoi-poratcd

Lake Nenii, looking towards

engraved

Genzano,

73) a landscape

minimal forms and

his father

way

the experiments of the

his

views paved the

high Romantics. Constable said

him

that

he was

.sen.sihility

Thomas

i.s

a|)|)arent in his

'all

his travels across the
1

An

Girtin,

od paintings, wIik

li

hring

House,
In

c.

Study

for the

to

Somerset

1800

)avid

Cox

(

1

7H,'}-

1

H.59)

was

also primarily a watercolourist,

but he too exemplifies the fertile
oil

liaisoii

between watercolour

j)ainting in this period. His paintings in oil dale mostly

from the

last

two decades of

his

life,

lie

Girtin depicts the

smoky atmosphere of the
the same subtlety that he
brought

storms

to the

of the

Country

hills.

lower of Constable, so thoroughgoing

and weather, and

the watercolour studies for his

panorama

hotli

v\ oi'ld.

might be seen

London Panorama: the Thames
from Westminster

refined

((|uall\'

poetry'.

and
96.

a<|iiatint.

wliicli lie ajj^aio

restricted

and

of

rcnncd

views

elegance and drama to topogi-apliical subjects gleaned from

art of

palette,
for

('\(iiii,sit{'ly

1778

c.

Cozens learned from
(ill.

in

.'JOS

city

with

often

is

his ability to capture the

as a fol-

his dedication to

u ind

breezy ttuctuations of

climate on paper or c'dnvas. Flying the Kite- a IVindy Day ex\sis

both

oil (18,51)

and watercolour (1853), each

ecjually fresh

spontaneous. His later studies in North Wales, which

in

and

may

be

sublime mists and

Welsh

or North

rapid charcoal outline sketches, watercolours or

oil

paintings,

achieve an astonishing atmospheric freedom.

In

his

/'
/"

oil

of

a>ro

131
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98. David Cox, Rhyll Sands,

Rhyll Sands

1854
Cox was

of a general impression of light and

c.

highly innovative,

of effect: as

'How fond you
wind,

Mr

breeze
I

in

declare

oil

said,

are of painting

Cox! There

is

always a

your pictures!
I

my

shawl!'

esteem of collectors, although their breadth was quite
with the increasing popularity of minute
period

is

He took

painting (as here) relatively

watercolour experiments.

of the artists

who

to

present reality in

pre-eminence

is

DuncombePark, 1805
Yorkshire as a

drawing master from 1803

1805

resulted

in

a long

to

sequence

of watercolours, 'colouring

from

Nature,' as he said, 'close studies
of thatfic[k]le

Dame, consequently

in

concrete

its

all

perhaps

attributable

accomplishment of both these

Views
97. John Sell Cotman, The Drop

visits to

odds

The whole

sought, like Constable, to capture the

fleeting effects of evanescent nature, and of those

the watercolours he

Cotman's

finish.

at

characterized by the opposition of the technical audac-

developed a technique inspired by

Gate.

air.

and

late in his career, but, like Turner,

his

goals. It

is

specificity.

to

Jfales,

his

at its

made for engraving in

England and

wislied

Turner's

simultaneous

most striking

in

the series Picturesque

published between 1826 and 1838.

These all-embracing panoramas brought together
dental topography and the

who

modern

a transcen-

reality of ordinary folk sub-

sisting as best they can in an all-too-real

world of toil and tempest.

The desire for descriptive precision manifested itself in a
new fashion for detailed narrative, with accurately costumed
figures and lively characterization. This was very much a

valuable on that account'. 'Leave
out, but
his

98

These works of Cox's maturity and old age retained the

ity

shall take cold,

must put on
up

airy freshness

one admirer

1854) subject matter seems abolished in favour

and

work has become almost

his later

synonymous with

(c.

add nothing,' he advised

son and pupil Miles Edmund.

bourgeois variant of the heroic dramas of sublime history painting,

and

it

drew

its

inspiration

from the ITth-centurv Dutch.

133
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99.

J.

M. W. Turner, Stamford,

Lincolnshire,

1828

c.

The

first

great exponent of this genre was a Scot, David Wilkie

(1785-1841),

who

London

astonished

as a

young man

Turner worked on the Picturesque

Views in England

1825

until

and Wales from

the late 1830s,

when he showed his

rately finished and comical scene of rustic

producing over a hundred
subjects, though the project

never finished.

It

is

with the conditions
ordinary people

was

concerned
in

which

re\'ival

G reat North Road

passengers are getting out of

An elabo-

Academy.
fife, it

was

loo

a cle\'er

of the kind of subject associated with artists hke Jan

Steen and Isaak van Ostade. Even Turner was struck by
painted a 'riposte' in

A

1807:

upon the Price of Iron. Wilkie went on to paint
subjects, his

founded on

work becoming

a skill in

it,

and

Country Blacksmith Disputing

live their lives.

Here, at Stamford, a staging
post on the

Village Politicians at the

in 1806,

many more

subtler, less overtly comic. It

such

was

drawing that had been rare among British

the mail coach and hurrying
to the inn across the road to

artists in the 18th century.

avoid a downpour.

on by the Academy,

fine

Now, thanks

draughtsmanship becomes much more

a matter of course, and there

of sheer professionalism

to the standards passed

is

a discernible increase in the level

among painters. Technical

a central quality of the arts of the

virtuosity

Romantic period:

is

a physical

manifestation of creati\e genius.
Wilkie's genre subjects set the
Pensioners receiving the

News of Uaterloo

by the Duke of Wellington,
Romanticism.

134

It

mood

is

crowds together

a

a

of the period. Chelsea

(1822),

commissioned

defining masterpiece of

mass of characters

typical of

loi

.

tlu' nioiiu'iit,

of

tlu'

of London, and of Kngland, commcinorating one

great nionicnts

ordinary

in

modern

men and women. Gone is

British history as

in

the street

is

affected

the bombast of Neo-classical

painting, with gods and heroes battling for the

The man

it

crown of honour.

the protagonist, the hustle of the every-

day contemporary world

a

proper setting. U'his

scenes Hogarth painted, and

it

is

a

return to the

sets the stage for the novels of

Dickens. In the 18^()s Wilkie visited Spain, and the art of

Velasquez and Murillo radically changed

his style.

I

lis

handling

broadened to become more overtly virtuoso, the scale of
100. Sir David Wilkie, Village

figures increased, and he often painted Spanish subjects,

his

modern

Politicians. Vide Scotland's

Skalth,

1806

or historical. Just before his death he

\'isited

Turkey, Egypt and

the Holy Land. All these places were to be important goals for
on pp. 136-37
101

Sir

David Wilkie, Chelsea

Pensioners receiving the London
Gazette Extraordinary of
Thursday, June 22d. 1815,

announcing the Battle of
Waterloo!!!,

1822

artists in the

coming decades.

Portraiture was equally the vehicle for
pyrotechnical,

skills.

new

technical, or

Henry Raeburn (1756-1823) and Thomas

Lawrence (1769-1830) reinvented the Reynoldsian portrait
with lavish displays of scintillating brushwork. Raeburn was

135

r^^^

trained in Edinburgh, and an adept at portraying the sober

Edinburgh temperament
sitters.

both his male and his female

in

Nonetheless, he painted with an almost libertine freedom

of handling, as in his masterly likeness oi Lord Newton

where the

solid

monumentality of a

legal dignitary

is

{c.

1806),

achieved

with the most economical use of boldly applied paint.

Raeburn was
his

Highland

especially fired by the eccentric characters of

sitters, often Catholics,

who were less

strait-laced

than the Protestant Lowlanders, and happy to don a

kilt

or a

plakl for a sitting. Alasdair Macdonell of Glengarry (1812) uses

Highland costume and theatrical lighting to create
blooded Romantic image of a civilized North Briton
to pose as the type of the

a full-

who seems

Noble Savage. Portraits

like this

provided models for Wilkie when he came to paint George IV

on

his visit to Scotland in

1

822, dressed in the Highland fancy

dress that Sir Walter Scott, master of the ceremonies, had

devised for him.

Lawrence

is

perhaps

completely embodies the idea

102.

Sir

Henry Raeburn,

Lord Newton,
Lord

was one

1806

of the worthies of

Edinburgh
of 'the

was

c.

Newton (1740-1811)
in

the cultural heyday

Athens

of the north'.

He

created a Lord of Session

in

1806, and Raeburn celebrated
his elevation with a bold

simplification of palette

and

handling that marries the

dynamism

of the

imposing public

figure with a fine Scottish sobriety.

138

who most
of Romantic virtuosity. He began

the

portrait

painter

lii.s

11)11

career

near

teens.

I

in

.story-hook

.sl\le, .skelehiiio

Hri.slol, ali-eady pi'ofieienl

le

must

104.

Thomas Lawrence,

Sir

Count Platov, 1814

j^ainted

Lord and I^ady C'remorne

These earned him

whom

in

its

retreat

Napoleon's army

from

Moscow

1812. As the Wars drew

asked

for

\

whole-lengths

to paint

iew from

immense

a^'c

in
in

as

of

I7S.<^

oils.

Oueen Charlotte,

natural dignity before a

Windsor Castle tow ards Kton

College.

compromise between the Keynoldsian grand
frank humanity of Hogarth's Captain Coram a

which Lawrence was

to paint the portraits of

for a nineteen-year-old.

nality that the

The

effect

is

style and the
a

daring couj)

other key figures. His presentation
of the military personalities takes

was shown

a

measure of the

Queen took exception

to

it.

picture's origi-

Notwithstanding,

Academy in 1790, Lawrence was elected
A.R.A. the following year, and made Painter-in-Ordinary to the
it

the leaders of the Allies and

It is

at

the

King in 1792.

Reynolds's heroic romanticism
(ill.

56)

to a

climax of dignified

and glamorous drama.

His meteoric

rise

was only

io3

homely lady

a

to

an end a commemoration was
planned

commission

seated comfortably but with

commander who

led the pursuit of

during

a

as

at ease,

Academy, and

he |)ortrayed with hrilliant panache as

Platov distinguished himself as

the Cossac[<

the

at

Ins early

in

Hy the

the hest society.

he, in

eighteen he was showing work
Thomas Lawrence,
Queen Charlotte, 1789

a paslellist

a.s

liis lalliei"'s

inatnred into a liandsonie, personable man,

j)()i'trait-j)ainters

103. Sir

to

isitoi'.s

\

fitting: his

draughtsnianshij)

superb, his portrait heads in chalks exquisite.

As

is

for his brush-

«MF^'

139

47

work,

iisionislu's. Ik'

it

swcfps broad ribbons

ot "sharj) inif)asto,

white or black, on to the canxas to clothe sitters
realized in

glowing Hesh,

their eyes

Hashing

His large 'half-histories', of the actor John
llanilet, C'oriolanus

Romantic, and
allied armies,

his

included

are fully

brilliant glances.

Kenible as

IMiilip

and other theatrical heroes, are ax'ouedly

stormy whole-lengths of the leaders of the

which hang today

Windsor Castle,

who

in

the Waterloo

Chamber

104

at

are hardly less so. This prestigious commission

a j){)rtrait

of the Vopv,

dignified and one of his

I^ius

VII (iSlfi), immensely

most penetrating

likenesses.

By

the late

ISlOs Lawrence was perhaps the most influential portrait
painter

in

Kurope,

iiTiitated widely.

Some

of his most inventive

pictures result from the challenge to present a

group -

families

including adults and children are especially rewarding, with
intricate compositions created

and subtly interrelated

Academy

in

1

from ingeniously varied poses

figures.

He became

President of the

820, the year George, Prince Regent,

came

to the

105. Sir Henry Raeburn,
Alasdair Mcdonnell of Glengarry,

1812
Alasdair Mcdonnell of Glengarry

(1771-1828) was one
most colourful
chieftains.

of the

of the

Highland

Raeburn shows him

proudly wearing the tartan of
his

own

Glengarry

militia, of

which he was colonel. He
picturesquely

was

in

lived

feudal style, and

a fierce partisan in the

quarrels of the clan (a branch
of the

Macdonalds).

106.

Sir

Thomas Lawrence.

The Children of Sir John Julius

1796
was an assiduous
British artists. He

Angerstein,

Angerstein
patron of

commissioned several

portraits

from Lawrence. This one,
featuring no adults but only small
children, illustrates the artist's
ability to

construct a grand subject

from unlikely material - a lesson

he had learned from Reynolds.
His effects are his own, however:

ingenious lighting and a diffuse

design

in

which the

figures are

flung apart rather than being

woven

together.

Ml

106

107. Richard Parkes Bonington,

Henry

HI of France,

1828

throne, and died in the

same year

image he was largely responsible

as the King,

whose pubhc

for creating in a series of

Like his friend Delacroix,

Bonington was interested
historical

brilliant state portraits.

in

A

costume and armour,

and enjoyed inventing subjects

in

which these could be deployed

in

virtuoso

who

flashed meteor-like across the heavens of

George IV's reign is Richard Parkes Bonington 1 802-28). Even
more than Lawrence he is mainly memorable as an inspired
(

a rich mixture of

romance and

wit.

His figure subjects are sometimes

pure inventions, but often,
this one,
in

show

informal

like

moments

the lives of the French kings.

performer, someone

who

could simply put the paint on with

luscious ease and expressive immediacy. His

sun-drenched coastal scenes or buildings

in

little

pictures of

northern France Venice

in

1826 - are nominally 'topographical', appealing to an interest

in

his short career

was spent mostly in

Paris,

with

a trip to

particular places and picturesque antiquities. But really they

are objects with their

own

intrinsic justification as dazzling

exercises of the brush. Unlike his French colleague

Eugene

Delacroix, he didn't feel the urge to sing the praises of the heroic

modern Greeks

in

their struggle for independence, but he

enjoyed painting small historical subjects for their richness of
colour and charm of costume. Delacroix valued his friendship:
'there
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is

much

to be gained in the

company of

this fellow,

and

lo?

I

assure you

isDie'

!)(•(

I

have made

aiiieaii

most

llic

ot'it", lie

wrote. Le

I)()iiinj2,t<>n-

mflueiidal inlenialional style.

HoiiiiiL^ton's e()mj)()sitioiis are olteii little uioi-e

liofi/on ai-tieulated by a feathery tree below

than

pile ot

a

choppy sea buoying up carefully spaced

cloud,

oi-

a

boats:

a

structural

latulscaj)ists

clarity

from

derived

of the foregoing decades.

1

Iv

the

could

low

109

creamy
fisliing-

Neo-classical

a(

which

effects e(iually brilliantly in watercolour,

a

hie\c his airy
lent itself to

siinplihcation, to the reduction of a subject to bold, unified

masses that could be expressed

in a

single

William Ktty (17S7-1S1-9) made
bution

in

w

his

ash.

distinctive contri-

the virtuoso dej)icti()n of the nude. His aj){)r()ach

overtly sensuous, as opposed

manner usual among
specifically

to evoke those masters

He modelled his technique
colouring on Titian. And his ability

his

earned him special respect. His Parting

of Hero ami Leander (1827)

The need

same subject
to

generation.

a

may have

few years

infiuenced Turner's

later.

emulate the old masters, bequeathed by the

cepts of Reynolds,

is

the Neo-classically chaste

British artists.

on Rubens,

choice of the

to

hung

like a

weight round the necks of

We have seen how Turner dealt w ith

{)re-

this

the challenge.

108. William Etty, The Parting of
Hero and Leander, 1827
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109. Richard Parkes Bonington,
Versailles, c

.1826

a

room and

into

Jerusalem

Benjamin Robert Haydon (1786-1846) would hire
exhibit a single masterpiece
( 1

-

822), for instance, contained a

friends

Christ's

Entry

whole gallery of portraits of his

and Wordsworth), and embodied

(including Keats

months of frenzied labour, which he described with passion in his
very readable Journals. But the public preferred the

thrills

of the

diorama and panorama, and Haydon, disillusioned, cut

his

throat.

Several panoramas were set up in London, purveying often
sensational subject matter on a grand scale.

trying his hand at one.

We have seen Girtin

The 360-degree panorama was

invented

(and the word coined) in the 1780s by Robert Barker (1739-

was

1806),

who

which

relieves that sublime

believed that

laboured under'.

Pandemonium,

it

'an

Improvement on Painting,

Art from

a restraint

Many panoramas were

for instance,

fantastical

from Milton's Paradise

topography was often sensational:

in

it

-

has ever
a

view of

Lost.

Even

1827 the Scots topog-

rapher David Roberts (1796-1864) with the marine artist
Clarkson Stanfield (1793-1867), both of them experienced
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tlicatcical

prodiu cd

,s(('n('-j)aiiit('i-.s,

Navarino that they intended

The

panorama

a

for exhibition

oi' I'/ir lia/l/r

on the Continent.

desire to present paintings in draniatu ally

led artists to liire

rooms

in

which

depicting historical events.

canvas ingeniously

of

ways

efle( ti\t'

to disphiy hirge single pictures

The room was darkened and

the

so that visitors had the imj)ression that

lit

they were witnessing some tableau vivant.

James Ward ( 17f)9-lHr>9) never

Haydon

aspired to

ized in animal
in scale

work

in

{)ainted a

panorama,

the grandest dimensions.

and landscape subjects, following

and technique, though

his

work has

liis

a

I

l)ut like

le special-

hero Rubens

hardness that

counteracts the energetic fluidity he sought to emulate
1

10.

John Martin, Jos/7ua

commanding
Still, 1816

Sun

the

to

Flemish master. His ambitions are

Stand

vas

Martin painted picturesque

landscape subjects

in oil

watercolour, but from

Biblical

scale so that

we seem

his priestly

to intervene in the

1.3

feet 10 inches (over

cliffs.

The

aesthetic of the

applied to easel painting- a development that
of

powers

normal

processes of the cosmos.

inches x

to be incorporated into the space

passed by the beetling

of natural

commotions, such as the story

Joshua using

1

quite Hterally and presents a naturally grand subject on a

1812 on

frequently invoked

accounts

1

can'3

ii3

x 4

metres) - of Gordale Scar (1815), which takes Sublime theory

sensational of the 'apocalypse'

He

10 feet

in a colossal

and

enjoyed a reputation as the most

painters.

- measuring

summed up

the

in

in

was

huge

encom-

panorama

is

to be taken up

America in the ensuing decades.

As

a

purxeyor of grandiose subjects, John Martin (1789-

1854) was

far

more

successful, perhaps because he didn't insist
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no

111. Francis Danby, The Upas,

on

or Poison-Tree, in the island

unashamedlyto the

of Java,

1820

The Upas

tree of south-east Asia

was supposed

to

be

fatal to alMife

within several miles of

it.

in his influential

poem The Loves
(1789): 'Fierce

botanical

dread silence

on the blasted heath

/ Fell

Upas

sits,

the Hydra-Tree of death.'

The

idea

of the

was taken up by

Romantic poets.

but

played

gallery.

industrial unrest in

town and country, and

radical political

to

of the Piants

in

work,

Napoleonic wars and remained long into the ensuing peace, with
its

notice

of his

pretensions

intellectual

He also caught a contemporary
mood, a sense of impending doom that had grown up during the

Erasmus

Darwin brought the legend

the

several

change, epitomized by the great Reform
a Millenarian, convinced of the

Bill

of 1832. Martin was

imminent end of the world.

Many of his pictures reflect that foreboding. His first appearance
at

the Academy, with a

work

of Oblivion, coincided w

ith

Hannibal crossing the Alps,

m

Destruction

entitled

Sadak

in search

of the Haters

Turner's hardly less apocalyptic
1812. Martin

the

of Jerusalem,

went on

Destruction

to portray the

of Pompeii

and

Herculaneum, and eventually the destruction of e\erything, in a
trio of huge canvases:

The Great Day ofHis Wrath,

The Day of Judgment, and

a

witli its sequel

serene aftermath in The Plains of

Heaven {\ 85 1-5 3).

The

religious intensity that fuels Martin's eccentric genius

crops up often

at this time.

Francis

Danby (1793-1861)

essayed

apocalyptic subjects too, though with a surer grasp of technique

and

a stress less

More unusual
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on melodrama than on dramatic

effects of light.

than his Deluges and Apocalypses

is

The Upas,

or Po/soN-Tnr, in Ihc

ordinary

\

hland of'.Java

c'flcvts,

poetical.

H'iO),

1

one

ot'llic

ision.s ot'blcak dcsolalioii in l^)^lal)(l(

paiiiliiiu, siicli L^liinp.scs ot'liorroi-

sunset

(

Horn

and
in

iniic

li

he

othis w oi-U

made

most

art.

cxti-a-

When

in

not

a .s|)C(ialilv of icndci-

altogcllicr nioic niodt-stly

is

Iicland near C\)ik, liespent tlieyears from

s

I

1

7

to IS'J lin Hi-ist()l,ancl painted ex(iuisite little scenes of'picnics or
12. Francis Danby,

1

children playinu;

Disappointed Love ,1821

The immediacy
this picture

of

and handling

emotion

by contemporaries

who found

it

'It

was

a queer-coloured landscape,

and

doldrum

girl

a strange
.

.

.

figure of a

smeary green,

lay scattered the

fragments of a

letter

torn to pieces,

and she seemed

than she had

considering whether she should
herself in after

it

.

.

.

[but]

There was more touching
invention

in

that

daub than

.'
.

to the neat

(ioi-i^c.

Subjects

paintings of the

a feeling reinforced

by

picture, D/sdppo/fi/ed Love{\H'2\), uhicli, with

a

If

fiction

substantial

single

weeping

a classic

image of"

its

Hgure suri-ounded by gloomy woods, reiterates

German Romantic

more
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and music.

Martin's preoccupations seem

a

touch

.

naivety of a subtler order

in

nai\'e,

there

is

the

work of Samuel Palmer

(1805-81). In Palmer's early drawings

we can

clearly see his

admiration of Blake, and especially of Blake's wood-engravings
for

Robert Thornton's school edition of Virgil's Eclogues:

'visions of little nooks,

and

dells,

and corners of Paradise; models

in

nine-tenths of the best pictures
exhibited

Axon

the

Over the stagnant

pool.

plump

seem close

(Jerman Hiedermeier,

leaning over a dingy duck-

weed

alike

woods round

in

was appreciated even

technically unsatisfactory.

the

in

of the exquisitest pitcli of intense poetry' Palmer called them.

aimed

at

intense poetry in his

own

1

le

delineations of the English
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113. James Ward, Gordale Scar
(A View of Gordale in the

of East

Malham

in

Manor

Craven,

Yorl<stiire, ttie

Property of Lord

Ribblesdale),

1815

The scenery
admired

for

of Yorkshire
its

had been

sublimity since the

mid- 18th century. Ward, inspired

no doubt by the current rage

panoramas, chose
great limestone

cliff

at

Gordale

on a scale unprecedented
landscape, that
subject on the

for

to paint the

in

pure

would place the

same

'sublime'

level as history painting.

.^^'
,?;:^i«?»

'^^,fV>»!|

€&lv

ii

»!:^,/;)^,Ji;)l:^^

^^r^. y"

countryside,

first in

the vale of Dulvvich in the mid-18'20s, and

shortly afterwards in the Kent village of Shoreham, where he

some years. The 'gothic' naivety of his earliest work is

settled for

a deliberately childlike invocation of

method of describing

innocence

nature. After 1828, in

Shoreham, among

his friends 'the Ancients', he forsook the black

wash with which

he had imitated Blake's illustrations, and worked
colour, or thick, impasted gouache.

the very

in

in oil,

water-

He bent all these media to his

purpose of conveying the richness, both

spiritual

and economic,

of the agricultural landscape around him.

Among

his

fellow

Ancients

were

(1809-96), another devotee of Blake's,
1

14.

Samuel Palmer,

Late Twilight,

witli

religious revelation or ecstasy;

in

1827:

the

spirit,

'I

become

a

whose small watercolour

studies of landscape have something of

something of the

fresh

Palmer's

intensity,

Constable.

While oil painting always occupied

directness

of

a subsidiary place

George Richmond
have beheld as

in

such nooks, caught

such glimpses of the perfumed
and enchanted twilight - of
natural

to

fashionable portrait painter, and John Linnell (1792-1882),

his intense

experience of nature

to

who went on

Richmond

1825-27

Palmer associated

he wrote

George

midsummer

.'
.

.

in

Palmer's output,

executed

many

it

became important

landscapes in

oil,

for

Linnell,

who

carrying on the tradition of

Blakean inspiration, though on a more ambitious scale and with

some corresponding

130

loss in intensity. Palmer,

meanwhile, went

to Italy
troiii

the late

ill

Hlake to

1

and liansfcri'cd

s.'JOs

a ditVerent sort of

\

isionary, 'i'urner.

continues the search tor spiritual intensity
subjects taken from Milton.

w atercolour, gouache rich colour

and golden

in

his sjx-cial allegiance

They blend

in

I

lis

later

wotk

elahorate pastoi-al

xarious media - ink,

dense, complex images suffused with

light.

Palmer often rcj)roduced these as

etchings.

William Mulready

(

17S()-l

Sfi.'j),

the son

of

Catholics, began as a landscape |)ainter and woi'ked

of Linnell, j^reoccupied with the obserxation

He w as

range.
to

poor
in

the circle

nature

of

Irish

at

close

an excellent figure draughtsman, and gra\ itated

genre painting, after the fashion

set

by Wilkie. His closely

focused subjects are presented matter-of-factly, but are distin-

guished by a characteristic softness of touch that infuses them
with a poignant tenderness.

The ambitions
embodied

in

of this generation of figure painters are

the career of Charles

who began by

Lock Eastlake (1793-1865),

painting Neo-classical subjects like The Spartan

Isadas (\S21) or scenes

from medie\al

history,

and went on to

become President of the Royal Academy and Director of the
National Gallery. This signalled an important de\el(jpment.
Artists liad been campaigning for a properly housed national
collection for years, and

when

in

1824 the government bought

the fine group of Old Masters belonging to Angerstein, to
the redoubtable connoisseur and critic Sir

added
It

his

and the present one,
in

George Beaumont

own pictures, that collection at last acquired a core.

was some years before

opened

w hich

1

838.

built

a suitable building could be erected,

on the

site

of the old Royal Stables, was

Beaumont had owned

a few British masters,

and

e\en one \ery modern painting, Wilkie's The Blind Fiddler
(1806), but these hardly did justice to the national school.

However,

in

1847

the

National

Gallery's

augmented when Robert Vernon presented
collection of

modern

were

holdings

his

wide-ranging

British art to the nation. Gainsborough,

Constable, Turner, Bonington, Wilkie, Etty and

many

were represented. True, the new Gallery had no room

others

to display

these valued acquisitions; but at last the aspirations of British
artists to

be recognized as a school worthy of a place beside the

great Continental masters had been in

some sense realized.
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Chapter 6

Middle-Class Moralities:

The expansion

1840-1860

of Britain's industrial

economy in the early 19th

century was accompanied by political reforms and the beginnings of change

in the social structure.

The

population was

increasingly concentrated in the towns, with a steady loss of con-

way of life. Two practical advances
modern age, the first country on earth

tact with a traditional rural

brought Britain into the

to enter the baffling yet thrilling epoch that

Turner hailed

The building of the railways
and suddenly made time, synchronized in

Rain, Steam, and Speed.

distance

in his

abolished
far-flung

places, crucially important. Later in the century, the gradual

introduction of mains drainage was to lead to the conquest of

epidemic cholera.

The

difference

between town and country was now polar-

ized into a series of sharp contrasts, bringing

both, and as a corollary,

The

art.

new attitudes

new

attitudes to

to the purposes served

middle-class collector of pictures has

made

his appear-

ance already. His interests were not those of the aristocrat:

wanted

portraits, they

must display not

money but his qualifications for high
empire that Britain now governed.

The

his ability to

if

he

spend

responsibility in the global

sense of Britain's world importance was embodied in

two great enterprises of the middle decades of the
was the great International Exhibition
London, opened by Queen Victoria
Fair.

by

The products

in

in the

century.

One

Crystal Palace in

1851 - the

first

World's

of Britain and her extensive dominions were

displayed for visitors from

was the new building

all

for the

over the globe to

see.

The

other

Houses of Parliament, which rose

from the ashes of the old (destroyed by

fire in

1840s, to designs by Charles Barry and A.

1834) during the

W. N. Pugin. Pugin

preached the absolute superiority of Gothic architecture to

all

other building styles, covering Barry's four-square, responsible
blocks beside the
Inside, the walls

Thames with teeming Gothic ornament.

were to be decorated with paintings celebrating

the history and greatness of Britain: artists were invited to sub-

mit designs. Haydon of course

did,

and of course

failed.

More

successful were younger artists like the Irishman Daniel Maclise
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(1806-70) from Cork, and his exact Scottish contemporary

115. William Dyce, Religion:
the Vision of Sir

Company,
Robing

Galahad and

his

Wilham Dyce

( 1

806-64) from Aberdeen.

115

fresco in the Queen's

Room

in

Both exemphfied the style now

the Palace of

Westminster, London,

1851-52

to current

German

fashions. This

is

vogue, heavily indebted

in

not surprising, gi\'en that

the Queen's Consort, Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg, wielded

huge influence

matters of public

in

appointed chairman of
at

Westminster.

to Albert, the

a

And in
German

1

commission

taste,

and had been

to superintend the

work

841, the year after Victoria's marriage

painter Peter von Cornelius \isited

London. He had overseen the decoration of the Residenz

Munich and would

in

shortly undertake a similar task in Berlin.

His views carried enormous weight. Dyce had worked with

German

painters while he was in

the Nazarenes,

and

clarity,

who drew and

Rome, absorbing the

painted with deliberate simplicity

imitating Perugino and Raphael. This

of Dyce's pictures of the 1830s and
to

London from

'40s.

his portrait practice in

the decoration of the

ideas of

the

is

manner

But when he was lured

Edinburgh

House of Lords put his

Italian

his

work

for

Renaissance

principles to a stringent test.
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He strongly supported the notion, encouraged by Cornelius,
that fresco was the ideal medium for the murals, and went abroad
to study the technique,
plaster,

so

that

attempted

it

whereby pigments are painted on

Few

they become permanent.

in the

damp

to

had

artists

conditions of England.

wet

The Bath

Thomas Barker (1767-1847) had essayed an ambitious
Massacre of the Sciotes on the wall of his home in 1824; but that

painter

was

a flash in the pan.

Given the absence of any fresco

Dyce emerges covered

His

in glory.

tradition,

J

German models gave him

the required directness of approach, and his experience in paint-

ing simply and modestly ensured that his murals are not

overblown or unduly

rhetorical: they have a sincerity

unmatched by any other Westminster
the Spirit

shows how

painters. Sir Galahad, or

in the

of Religion (1851-52),

and grace

Queen's Robing Room,

intelligently he could play with prototypes

drawn

from Raphael, blending medieval chivalry with ideas

culled,

ambitiously,

from the Disputd, the Transfiguration and the

Mortlake tapestry cartoons.
Maclise's style also

is

very Germanic, but tends to the glossy.

He was a virtuoso draughtsman, and could organize large figure
compositions with ease.

When

principles, in such subjects as

he followed Dyce's Nazarene

The

Spirit of Justice, he

produced

powerful work, lacking Dyce's refinement. His later projects

at

Westminster, dealing with more modern subjects — The Death of
Nelson and fVellington's Meeting with Blucher- are impressive for

mastery of complex compositions involving many

their

figures,

but have suffered from technical problems. Indeed, the whole

Westminster project was jinxed: either the

artists could

not

master the methods of fresco painting, or the climate damaged
their work.

Dyce saw the difficulties, and

despite his remarkable

successes returned to easel painting, which he pursued until his
death.

A

similar preoccupation with lucid

drawing distinguishes

work of the animal painter Edwin Landseer (1802-73).
Landseer didn't contribute to the Westminster scheme but was
the

taken up with enthusiasm by the Queen and Prince Albert.

They

delighted in his brilliantly observed studies of their favourite

dogs and horses and enjoyed the way he could endow an animal
with

human

qualities, placing

it

in

some

situation

where expres-

sion and attitude took on comic or pathetic significance. The Old
Shepherd's Chief Mourner (1831),
coffin in a

feeling
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humble

showing

a

sheep-dog beside

cottage, attracted the praise of Ruskin for

a

its

sympathy with animal ways, but many of Landseer's

iie

.suhjccts

ai'c

imhiii^cd

or

cither droll

.streak

in

him

'I'hcrc

ii^i'iicsonic.

that

m

i-cNclh-d

the

Tcnny.son'.s 'iialurc rvd in tooth and (law', and in
details ot blood

sj)()rt.s.

In

1

s

s Victoria

l

their retreat at Halnioi^al, and the

account
resort.

ot"

Seott's

nox'el.s

and

j)oeni.s,

16. Sir

Edwin Landseer,

Windsor Castle

in

of

horror.s
tlic

giuninci'

already j)o|)ular on

became

Landseer had painted Scottish scenes,

a

fa.shionable

biilliant little oil

studies of'mountain landscaj)e and sporting subject.s, since
1

wild,

and Albert accjuired

JiL^hland.s,

I

a

\\;is

1

H'iT,

w hen he exhibited Highlanders rrfurningfrom Deer Stalking. The

Modern Times,

1841-45

grand Scottish scenery combined with sport appealed

to a large

Landseer presents the Queen and

new market, and now the railways [)rought Scotland close

her consort, Albert, informally as a

London, so that

couple relaxing

at

became

a

holiday retreat from the cares of

Windsor among

their

numerous

their

nine children. His

pets, with

one

skill in

portraying the individual

characters of the animals
especially admired,

makes

of

office,

of industry or commerce. Stag hunting supplied Landseer

with subjects until the end of his

life.

Landseer sometimes painted Victoria and Albert themselves,

but

their

Winterhalter

preferred

(l80.'3-7'i).

portraitist

Trained

in

was

P>anz

Xaver

Munich, he had painted

a

fascinating contrast with

VanDyck'sdII. 22).

was

and he

creates an image of royal

domesticity that

it

to

most of the

royalties of the Continent, and

to record these

two who were,

after

all,

was the right person
the first couple in
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"
Europe.
117. Ford Madox Brown,

H/o/'/c,

He

could invest them with proper grandeur, and could

imbue everything he painted with an easy elegance. But with

his

1852-63
\Nork was Madox Brown's most

German training he did all this with due regard for surface: there

important exercise

is

in

the high

Pre-Raphaelite manner. For one
reviewer,

man
man

it

that accorded with

Albert's preferences, and exactly suited Victoria, presiding over

implied 'not only the

of technical ability, but the
of

a middle-class gloss to his canvases

mind

.

.

.

"Work"

is

simply

the most truthfully pathetic, and

a nation

As

dominated by a thrusting new middle class.

the Great Exhibition

was designed

pre-eminently an age of new wealth.

was

to show, this

The newly

rich continued

yet the least sentimental,

rendering of the dominant aspect
of English

life

that

any

of

our

surprisingly, the

painters have given us.' Biblical
texts

on the frame

work and

its

all

relate to

central place in

HClTHCP 010 WC LAT At.Y HANS
NOUCMTi
TMMAlt.

MLU

to favour pictures that

life.

were realistic rather than conceptual. Not

most revolutionary development of the mid-

century was more to do with the descriptive qualities of painting
than with

its

power to stimulate thought. Indeed, the conceptual

FQA
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long ago

li;i(l

Westmitistei" C'oiniiiissioners. In
dition, a

group

of"

young

despite the eflorts ot

(Iccjiycd,

ions i-e)e(tion of that tra-

(•oiis(

met

artists

the

in

sis

I

to

form an I'jighsh

version ofthe Nazarenes, ealHng thenisel\es the l're-Ka|)haehte
I^rotherhood.

If anytliing,

Ciermans, tor they rejected
himself, and souglit a

more

PKB

the

tlie

were

iiiore rachcal

Renaissance art

ot

than the
i{aj)hael

inspired simplicity in the j)ainting of

the late Middle Ages.

There were seven PRBs

in all,

including

Hunt

are important. William Ilolman

(

a sculptor.

1S27-L9

Three
and

10), j)i{)us

much impressed by a reading of Huskin's Modern
which came out in five magisterial volumes between

bookish, was
Painters,

1843 and 1859, and expanded from

its initial

defence of Turner

sweeping condemnation of post-Renaissance painting,

into a

and especially of landscape painting from Claude onward.
.
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Where

the 18th century had found Claude insufficiently gener-

alized,

Ruskin criticized him for

The

his lack of fidelity to nature.

conscientious artist must 'go to nature

.

.

rejecting

and scorning nothing', he wrote.

notliing, selecting nothing,

But these

.

studies, he insisted,

were

'referred to a great end,

sought for the sake ofthe inestimable beauty which exists

and

slightest

least of

-

in the

God's works'. The second PRB, John

Everett Millais (1829-96),

tall,

handsome and precociously

gifted,

was impressed by some outline engravings ofthe frescoes

in the

Campo Santo

at Pisa.

The

third,

Dante Gabriel Rossetti

(1828-82), was the passionate dreamer ofthe group, obsessed

by the
1

and writings of

life

his

namesake Dante Alighieri

in

3th-century Florence.
Rossetti

was an admirer ofthe Nazarenes,

whom he thought

of as working in an 'Early English' style, and another student of
the Nazarenes, Ford

Madox Brown

(1821-93), became closely

associated with the Brotherhood from the

ne\er formally
creative

a

member. He brought

intelligence

first,

to the

though he was

group

a

formidable

and wide-ranging experience: he had

trained in Belgium under a latter-day Rubens, Baron Wappers,

and had studied with the Germans

London

in

in

Rome. After

settling in

1844, he designed cartoons for the Palace of

Westminster competition.

There was, from the

start, a

Raphaelite movement. While

it

confusing dualism

in

the Pre-

announced the technical \irtues

of medieval art and the romantic appeal of medieval history,

its

aim to abolish the obfuscations of Academic history painting
implied a

commitment

to explicitly

modern

subject matter.
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Much

work

of the most characteristic Pre-Raphaehte

about modern

hfe.

Madox Brown's

indeed

is

^br;t(l852— 63) gives a com-

117

prehensive survey of contemporary London society, a Victorian
equivalent of one of Hogarth's
all

the sharp critical energy of a passage from

It is a far

from complacent view: Thomas Carlyle, who

town hfe with
Dickens.

modern morahties presenting

had inveighed against the commercialism and exploitation of

modern

capitalism in his Past a?id Present {\84'3), stands watch-

ing the crowded scene. Yet Carlyle's prophetic rage against the

modern world

balanced by the

is

artist's delight in

observed

humanity, his idiosyncratic vision of things - the sleeping daylabourers half-glimpsed below the railing, the tussle between
the ragamuffin

children

saturated colour

is

Madox Brown
work in

it

brilliant,

hot July sunlight', chosen, as

'the effect of

said, 'because

The

the foreground.

in

seems peculiarly

fitted to display

all its severity'.

That comprehensive humanity

is

the true morality of the

some straightforward, very Victorian
moralizing. The picture's purchaser complained that there was
not enough morality in it, and at his instigation Madox Brown
inserted the young woman giving away religious tracts on 'The

picture.

But there

also

is

Hodman's Haven, or Drink
embodiment of the image
beer. Carlyle

looking on

for

A

his friend the Christian Socialist F. D.

and

sardonic

a labourer lustily draining a pot of

is

Maurice,

at the right, are 'brain-workers', essential to the

completeness of Brown's survey.

new

Thirsty Souls'.

state of labour in

The

picture announces the

England, what had been achieved by

the Industrial Revolution, the very antipodes of the rural

toil

that Constable had celebrated at Flatford Mill.

Recognizably

in

the

Holman Hunt's The
which a young woman is

same genre

Awakening Conscience (1853-54),

made suddenly aware of the

in

futility

tress of an indolent, dissolute young

is

of her

life

as the kept mis-

man. Here too we seem to be

watching enacted a scene from a novel. Again, there
moralizing; but

it is

Each

clearly as

detail of the banal

if in

a

overt

not superimposed arbitrarily, rather felt as a

vigorous and necessary element of the
sented.

is

human drama

suburban scene

is

repre-

recorded as

nightmare: the claustrophobic colours and

patterns of the cluttered interior, the French clock with an

ormolu allegory of Chastity binding Cupid, the predatory
under the

table, the

tangled

silks.

The bright garden

the mirror has been seen as a glimpse of the
cence.
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It is also, surely, a

reflected in

woman's

promise of redemption,

cat

lost inno-

a light

towards

iis

118. William

Holman Hunt, The

Awakening Conscience, 1853 54
Hunt used

a Biblical quotation

on

the frame of this work: 'As he that
taketh

away

weather so
songs

to a

a

is

garment

in

cold

he that singeth

heavy

heart' (Proverbs

25:20).

wliich she turns as she sees the folly of her position.

proposed

'A Still

mulating

detail

Small Voice' as

upon

title for his picture,

detail he builds

up

Hunt had

and by accu-

a psychological picture

that \i\'idly evokes the elusi\e faculty of conscience.

But

if

some of the most vigorous productions of Pre-

Raphaelitism sprang from

modern

life,

its

concern for the moral issues of

the late medieval inspiration of the

the realization of

many

moxement led

to

historical subjects. Here, too, intense

realism brings what might otherwise be merely whimsical or
illustrative to piercingly relevant

one

Biblical subject, Christ in the

life.

Millais produced at least

House of His Parents ( 1 849-50),

121

whose audacious realism was deemed blasphemous by a scandalized public.

Holman Hunt's The

Scapegoat (1855) presents a

powerful symbol of the outcast and

comments on

\ilified

Christ which also

the ostracism faced by the truthful artist.

He
159

119

travelled to Palestine to paint the landscape

much

The

fidelity as possible.

was not

their moralizing;

it

background with

startling aspect of these

as

works

was the searing directness with

which they were painted. Rossetti's Ecce AncUla Domini!
(1849—50)

is

perhaps too mannered to be counted

realist,

but

120

its

austere concentration on a stark image of the terrified Virgin in

room confronted by an almost flesh-and-blood angel
looks startlingly modern today.
a bare

The Ruskinian

still

objective of painting every detail of the world

exactly as the eye sees

it

gripped Hunt and Millais

They would spend hours

in the

woods and

drops of dew on every last blade of grass.

like

fields,

an ideology.

rendering the

When he was painting his

Ophelia (1851-52), Millais sat by a Surrey stream over a period of

nearly five months, in conditions of discomfort that, he claimed,
119. William Holman Hunt,

'would be a greater punishment to a murderer than hanging'.

The Scapegoat, 1855

The scapegoat

made

of the ancient

Jews was cast out

into the

his

model climb into

a bath so that

her appearance half submerged.

wilderness to 'bear upon him

he could correctly render

The model caught

a severe cold.

all

their iniquities unto a land not

She was Elizabeth Siddal (1834—62), who

inhabited' (Leviticus 16:22).

and had some distinction

Hunt recognized the

He

parallel

Millais's

method

as an artist in her
in

painting

later

married Rossetti

own right.

the

elaborate

landscape

with the Christian Saviour
'despised and rejected of men',

background of Ophelia was one that came to be recognized

and decided

Pre-Raphaelite trademark. His ground was dead white, the

in

to portray the

goat

the wilderness landscape

of the

Dead Sea,

painted from

life.

carefully

details painted directly

onto

it

while

it

was

still

wet.

as a

The result-

ing clearness and transparency are very distinctive and were

160

122

120. Dante Gabriel Rossetti,

EcceAncilla Domini!,

1849-50

Rossetti's revolutionary intentions are

proclaimed

in

the tight composition of his

treatment of a familiar religious subject.

The

Virgin, usually depicted reading,

is

instead huddled on a bed with no bed-

clothes 'which

may be justified

inconsideration of the hot climate' - an

explanation no one would have thought

necessary before; and the almost

total

whiteness of the scene symbolizes the
Virgin's purity.

121. John Everett Millais,
Christ in the

House

of his Parents

(The Carpenter's Shop),

1849-50

Millais here exploits the Pre-Raphaelites'

commitment

to authenticity

by presenting

a religious subject not, as

Holman Hunt

would do, by painting

the Holy Land,

but by

making every

it

in

detail true to

imagery. The carpenters' tools,

from

life,

act as symbols: the nail

which the boy Christ has hurt

its

drawn

his

on

hand

prefigures the nails of his crucifixion,

the dove on the ladder the descent of the

Holy Ghost, the boy with the bowl of
water St John the Baptist, and so on.

The realism shocked contemporary
audiences, and the stark immediacy
of the

image remains powerful today.
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imitated by

many

yoifng artists during the 1850s.

The

Pre-

Raphaehtes' use of brilHant, industrially produced pigments
with preponderant sharp greens and aniline purples gives their
pictures an almost shocking vividness. Their youthful intensity

of gaze, their often irreverent imagination, make for an output of
striking freshness. Millais in particular had a gift for catching

the telling gesture, the glimpse of informal, unobserved behaviour that brings his characters to

greyhound

the

life:

as he cracks nuts in Isabella

(the pictures illustrate Keats

Brown, the most

( 1

848—49); or Mariana

boredom of her moated

(1851), stretching languidly in the

grange

young man kicking the

intellectually gifted of the

ways the greatest

artist

among them,

Madox
group and in many

and Tennyson).

has a disturbing knack of

seeing people obscured by the impedimenta of ordinary living:

beyond

barriers, half-hidden, unawares, or

grimacing

ways

in

that people being painted never normally do.

Intense as this flowering was, Pre-Raphaelitism was destined to last only a brief time. Ruskin declared

and accused Millais of betraying

its

it

dead

principles in 1858.

in 1854,

Some

of

members remained true to them, but Millais notochanged his manner and became a highly successful
portrait painter. By the end of the '50s, however, many

the group's
riously

society

other artists had experimented with the

style.

One

was Arthur Hughes (1832-1915), whose April Love

of the
{\

8 5 5)

131

first

and

Homefrom Sea ( 1 856—62) epitomize many of the leading qualities
of Pre-Raphaelitism, especially the insistence on telling, often

symbolic

detail,

and highly pitched colour. Another early

follower was John Brett (1831-1902),

impressed by Ruskin.

To meet

who was

also hugely

Ruskin's stringent requirements

to the letter, Brett painted his landscape Vald'Aosta in
to be rebuffed
on pp. 162-63
122. John Everett
Ophelia,

not nature's'.

of

18th century

(cf.

in

had exhibited a scene from The

Tempest
in

the

(ill.

in

1850. As

Christ

House of his Parents

120), he delights

assembling symbolic

many

in

of

in

details,

scene [Hannlet, Act

her

IV,

William Bell Scott (181 1-90) was an adherent who

in the

late

1850s painted a series of scenes of Northumberland history

for a

house

in that

county; and in later

Madox Brown created
Manchester's new Town

life

an impressive sequence of murals for

Hall illustrating events in Mancunian history with vigour and

in

which are flowers

by Ophelia herself

tures.

the late

80). Millais

ill.

confrontation was symptomatic of Ruskin's

small scale. Occasionally they tackled ambitious cycles of pic-

not diminished since the heyday

and Boydell

producing 'mirror's work,

Pre-Raphaelite artists did not necessarily work only on a

Shakespeare

as a source for paintings had

of Garric[<

The

for

858, only

impatience with the very movements he set in train.

Millais,

1851-52

The popularity

by the great man

1

originality (1878-93).

listed

One

mad

scene

5).

of Ruskin's passions was geology, the study of the

underlying structure of the earth

164

we

live on, the

very core of

123

any landscape.

w

at('i-(()l()iir,

Modern

I

ow

n

(li-a\\ iiigs, ot'tcii

place stress, as

Piinilcrs,

do also on

lis

on these

architectuix'

hcautif ully

uc would expect from

finei-

w ashed with
the author

of"

points of'scientific analysis, as they

and plant-fornrs.

Hi-ett

was Ncry con-

scious of the geology of the Val d'Aosta, and had previously

painted a
tively a
in

iew of llie (i lacier of Roseiilaui (iH.Of)) that

\

pure geological study. Dyce

too,

is

effec-

who was keenly interested

geology and astronomy, had seen the connection between

own aims and thoseof Pre-Raphaelitism, and
Bay, Kent

landscape

comet,

-

a Recollection of October

in

first

which time

obser\ed

is

in 1«,5S,

'jth,

his

painted his Pegwe/l

l,SoS (l8.59-fi()) as a

one of the dimensions. Donati's
streaks across the sky, reminding

us of the \astness of the universe, while shell-gatherers in the

foreground seem to allude to the
forms, and stratified
logical time.

The

cliffs

infinite variety of natural

beyond suggest the aeons of geo-

publication of Sir Charles Lyell's Principles of

123. John Brett, Val d'Aosta,

1858
Although Ruskin was dismissive
of Brett's

eager

fidelity to his

precepts, he had

some

praise for

his efforts: 'standing before this

picture

is

just as

on that spot
far

in

good as standing

the Val d'Aosta, so

as gaining of knowledge

concerned; and perhaps
degree pleasanter,

for

it

in

is

some

would be

very hot on that rock to-day, and
there would be a disagreeable

smell of juniper plants growing

on the slopes above.'

165

124

,

Geology (1833) had already demolished the traditional view that
the earth

is

no more than four thousand years

Pegwell Bay was shown

at the

Royal Academy

old.

in

1

By the time

860 Darwin's

Origin of Species had appeared, demonstrating that
creatures had evolved through

many

all

living

modifications during the

uncounted ages of the earth's history.

Another aspect of modern science that apparently influenced

Dyce

in

Pegwell Bay

is

almost simultaneously
1

830s, and by this date

in
its

occasionally be seen at
124. William Dyce, Pegwell Bay,

Kent

-a

5th,

1858, 1859-60

The

Recollection of October

the

foreground,

in front of

the

stratified

chalk

cliffs,

are

members

of Dyce's family. At the zenith

Donati's

comet marks

streak in the sky.

The

a faint

general view of nature

is

replaced

the Victorian penod by an

earnest search for the scientific
truth of the world

in

the

1

820s and

new view of the world can
traditional visual arts. The

in the

all

the world

seem
is

its

unemphatic palette and

to reflect photography.

This

noticeably different from that of

the Pre-Raphaelites with their hectic colour and dense, moralizing

Some

narratives.

artists

had taken up photography,

arranging objects as though they were painting them, or taking

traditional

Picturesque admiration for a

in

had been developed

remorseless

cool objectivity of Dyce's picture,

way of presenting

It

France and England

work

undramatic composition,

in

shell-gatherers

photography.

around

us.

pictures of buildings in the spirit of the picturesque topographers. Others

-

models instead of

new medium were

r

166

among them - used photographs of
making drawings. The applications of the

Millais

endless,

and

in the

long run

it

would change

the

ii;itui-c' of" j);iinliM(;-

At

dccisixclv.

this stage,

lianiioiii/cd

it

perfectly with the fascination for prec ise detail that doiiiinated

the aesthetic of the jx'riod.

^'et its

most

-noteworthy among them women

iinagiiiatixe practitioners

like Julia

Margaret Cameron

and Clementina, Lady Hawarden - were already exploring the
expressive and psychological j)otential

extent they were bringing

it

u

into line

photography.

of

ith

To

this

the higher goals

of"

I'lc'-Haphaelitism.

Although the Pre-Raphaelite preoccupation with modern
life

was central

endured

of"

the

to

its

was

cretio, that

not, in the end,

moNcment. Ciixen the dynamic

industrial and imperial Britain at the time, this

the

1

S.'^Os, at

least, the

market was avid

The

the everyday world.

of"
is

what

commercial,

sur|)rising. In

tor detailed renderings of

fashion for historical genre subjects

that had flourished in the 1830s and 1840s lingered into the

1850s

in

forms that sometimes come close to Pre-Raphaelitism.

The best instance is Augustus Leopold Egg (181 6-63), who had
been contributing ^^.V^^/z*?/}-©;?/ Romeo anci Juliet and suchlike pictures to the

Academy

since the

18.'3()s.

1854 he painted

In

a pair

portraying The Life and Death of Buckingham with arresting

immediacy and

showed

brilliancy of touch. In 1S5S he

could ri\al the Pre-Raphaelites

in a

searing

modern

now known

comprises three separate canvases,

that he

subject. It

as Past

and

Present,

with a reminiscence of Carlyle's great polemic against

modern

life

that

is

not inapposite.

perous middle-class

man

tell

the story of a pros-

learning of his wife's adultery, and

show her subsequent destitution.
this 'terrible

They

"London Trilogy"

Athenian theatre mute, though

A

contemporary

as tragic as
its

critic

found

any that e\er held an

actors wear coat and crinoline

instead of peplum and chiton'.

The doyen of the modern genre painters w as William Powell
Frith (1819-1909). He made a speciality of large crowded
subjects which, with less intellectual complexity than Madox
Brown, explore the
form.

He had begun

belonged to

a

social

spectrum and present

as a bit of a rebel,

group of young

Clique', rejecting the

and

its

scenes. Life at the Seaside {18 54-),

in holiday season,

He followed

it

w as bought from

anecdotal
1

830s had

themselves 'the

ways. But by the late

1840s he had joined the Establishment, and the

crowd

in

in the later

artists calling

Academy and

it

first

of his big

showing Ramsgate Sands

the

Academv by

the Queen.

w'nh The Derby Day (1858) and Life at a Railway

Station (I86i2), a scene at

Paddington that includes the appre-

hension of a felon by the police. E\ ery face

in the large

crowd

is

167

125

studied with care, each group an episode in a

of contemporary hfe and manners.

sprawhng narrative

their novehstic vitality

It is

that sustains these pictures, which, despite their lack of visual

coherence, are wholly convincing on their

own

terms, and con-

tain beautiful isolated passages of sheer painting.

Frith shows that a fascination with minute detail was not a

purely Pre-Raphaelite concern. In so far as the

PRB

derived

it

from Ruskin's teachings, that was largely because Ruskin was,
above
125. William Powell
Life at
In his

Frith

1862

a Railway Station,

scenes

modern

of

the spokesman of the

all,

new

culture.

What

he most

Frith,

life

transforms the traditional

genre picture into a survey of

contemporary manners. Here
he presents a wide range

of

admired

in

Turner —

his truth to nature

— was

that

which could

be most readily assimilated by mid- 1 9th-century society.

By the same token he admired the wonderfully lifelike grapes
and bird-nests in the watercolours of William Henry Hunt
(1790-1864) and the exquisitely detailed scenes of Middle-

characters reacting to the

imminent departure

of the train:

porters loading luggage onto the
roof, a

family seeing two boys off

to school, a

wedding

party seeing off the

happy couple;

and, at the extreme

right, a police

as he

apprehending
is

life in

Lewis travelled

the

work of John Frederick Lewis (1805-76).

to Spain

and Egypt

in the 1830s, settling in

Cairo in 1841. His renderings of richly patterned oriental fabrics

tycoon arguing over

a tip with his cabbie, a

officer

Eastern

about

to

a forger just

board the

train.

dappled by hot sunlight filtering through lacy Moorish screens

have

all

the sensuousness that travellers to those exotic places

sought and loved. Until the 1 850s he rendered these complicated
effects in

168

watercolours which, though often large, are executed

126

with the fine touches ofa

Lew

is's

accui'acy of'obsci'x alion.

l{aj)liaclilc'

and ciiioincd

to the eyes ot'tlie

Mount
their

S/na/

him

{\H[')6),

to

for the

tire

ecstatic ahout

liiin 'tlic toiirtli

Prc-

Kuccu)ij)t)ie)il in the

'there

much

as

is

j)aiiiting

Desert of

beneath

most painters, be thought

head'. But although I^uskin could find
as well as

all

of the effort imoKcd.

watercolour and

He consequently

seeking the same results.
'to

tcniicd

as would, with

IS.OOs he hat! realized that

w hy continue

Ic

/''/v////r

admire Lewis's 'breadth'

himself began to

oil:

the

in

where

whole

i

was

I^uskin

his readers to "take a inagnitying glass'

camels

drooping fringes

enough

Jiiiniatiirisl.

this detail,
I^y

oil

it

in

Lewis

the end of the

were

effectively

decided to switch to

get by water-colour art ,500

,£'

year

a

.

.

.

when I know I could with less labour get my thousand'?
The artists who satisfied Ruskin w^th their 'completeness of
finish, to the

uttermost corners of the canvas' were, then, to

some extent in a trap created by the conditions of the time. Their
need to make money was
his

demand

at

odds with their wish to comply with

for total conscientiousness. Artists completely free

of economic constraints were perhaps better placed to portray a

world teeming with minute incident.

more

effectixely

from the hurly-burly of Victorian

Richard Dadd (1817-86).

He began

and something ofa virtuoso

Then

in

No one could ha\'e escaped

in the

1843 he murdered his

as a

life.

of the Clique,

and was incarcerated

He spent his

crammed wdth

detail as

Frith or Millais. But instead of obser\'ing the

they minutely record the

life

in

time painting

and drawing, producing many watercolours and
paintings as obsessively

than

current style of the 1830s.

father,

insane asylums for the rest of his

member

life

a

group of

any work by

w orld around him,

of his interior imagination, his

fantasies peopled with fairies, goblins

and

elves,

ogres and

symbolical figures of all kinds.

Many other Victorians made fairyland
their

pictures,

luminous

little

delighting

people

in

in

the subject matter of

the inconsequential

bustle of

the dells of giant woods.

Danby

contributed significantly to the genre, as did the Scot Noel Paton
( 1

82 1-190 1), a friend of Millais's, whose overcrowded paintings

illustrating Shakespeare's

A Midsummer Night's Dream appealed

greatly to another fantasist, Lewis Carroll.

The fairy painters, and especially Dadd, loaded their pictures
with dense meanings, sometimes comic, sometimes not
little

obscure.

were content

The modern genre

painters,

a

on the other hand,

The
much denser conceptual texture.

to let their subject matter speak for itself

Pre-Raphaelites again sought a
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127

A

cumulative sjhnbolism,

rich

Conscience for instance,

is

like

that of The

Awakening

overlaid with a specifically

century feeling for allusion that

is

19th-

present in the illustrations

made by George Cruikshank (1792—1878)
and Hablot Knight Brown - 'Phiz' (1810-88). Once again, the
to Dickens's novels

proximity of painting to literature in the period

of the intellectual strength of Pre-Raphaelite painting

lies in

the building up of layers of symbolic significance.

It

was

precisely the symbolic content of Pre-Raphaelite art that

was

126. John Frederick Lewis,
Indoor Gossip (Hareem), Cairo,

1873
After his sojourn in the IVIiddle
in

was

the 1840s, Lewis

equipped with many elegant and
detailed drawings of the

characters,

costumes and

appurtenances

of Levantine

He drew on these
his career to
of

in

and cool

intricately

wrought

which hot dappled
interiors set the

quiet, intensely

moments

life.

the rest of

produce a succession

handsome,

works

for

light

scene

very apparent.

Much

to have

East

is

for

observed

of exotic intimacy.
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most impact on the next generation.
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127. Richard Dadd. The Contradiction. Oberon and

Titania,

1854-58
Taking the quarrel between Oberon and Titania

Shakespeare's A
point,

Midsummer NIglit's Dream

Dadd allows

complete

fairy

in

as his starting-

his imagination free reign to create a

world populated with innumerable fantastic

characters, and fairies sporting
different plants.

among

The subject was

and Dadd may well have chosen
to challenge his contemporaries.

a multitude of

a popular
it

one

deliberately

at the time,

Chapter 7

The Apogee

1860-1910

of Empire:

was always the odd man out among the Pre-

Rossetti

He attempted

Raphaehtes.

Found (1858), and never

only one full-blown modern subject,

finished that.

guaranteed personal observation

own

imaginings.

A

He based

like his fellow

his

work not on

PRBs

but on his

saner Richard Dadd, he peopled his inner

world with characters from medieval Florence, or from the
Arthurian legends as recounted by Sir

Thomas Malory

Morte Darthur, originally published by Caxton

in his

1485.

in

The

doings of these heroes from a misty, half-real past were more

important to him than the present day which,

like Carlyle,

Pugin

and Ruskin, he thought tainted by corrupt and exploitative capi-

number of enterprises, William Morris
committed socialist whose projects, whether

talism. His associate in a

(1834—96), was a
for

book design or

combined need

to return in spirit to a

make

desire to

were driven by

a

more honest past and

a

for a Guild of Art- Workers,

the arts expressive of the whole

community

rather than a small privileged class. His principal activities were
in the applied arts,

but in the 1850s he was a painter, in a

decidedly Rossettian version of Pre-Raphaelitism.

As

for Rossetti himself, his art

became more and more

introspective. His concentrated watercolours and pen-and-ink

drawings of scenes from the

life

of Dante, especially concerning

Dante's idealizing love for Beatrice, were largely autobiographical,

expressing his

own yearnings and

aspirations.

But

in spite

of the spirituality of his inspiration he was a highly sensual personality, stirred

by strong feelings

for

women. By

the end of the

1850s he had begun to paint portraits of his inamoratas, idealized and increasingly shorn of the constraints of normal portraiture.

They

framed

in

appear, in close-up, staring out languishingly and

cascades of red-gold

ing her loose

engaged

in

hair, like

hair.

LadyLilith

an act that

is

a

A woman tending and comb-

in Rossetti's picture

metaphor

of 1 863,

for caressing the body, in

rapt reverie, as though preoccupied by erotic thoughts.

of Rossetti's Bocca Baciata
kissed mouth'

is

( 1

is

The title

859) goes straight to the point: 'the

not an ordinary portrait

title.

The model —

Fanny Cornforth, whom Rossetti was in love with and regularly
painted - gazes not so much at us as at herself in a mirror. The
172

thcpanc

|)i(tui('siii-ta(('l)('(()incs

own

hut suhlly altered,

During the

dicaiiilike,

iiioi-e

imuinicrahle portraits of this

evoking

first wife", as

he put

it

world, like on r

Usually he gives them

ty|K'.

in a

Lililh refers to

I''all

of

titles

'Adam's

sonnet on the same theme: she

original temj)tress responsihle for the

women

hicli a

can he discerned.

from romance. Lady

a situation

w

and IsTOs Kossetti painted and drew

s()'()s

1

lliroiigli

Man -

the

is

these

are dangerous. Hcala Heatn.r (iSfM— 70) returns to the

Dante and

and shows Hossetti's

l^eatrice motif,

wife, Li/./ie

Siddal (the model for Millais's Ophelia), as Dante's heloxcd
ecstatic prayer.

A

haloed

is

a picture

of both Beatrice and Lizzie herself,

122

about death, the death

who had

laudanum

in 1862.

subject,

both alive and dead: the exact

is

in

hrings her a white poppy. Hut that

hiixl

poppy symbolizes death. This

The

128

taken an overdose of

figure, both actual sitter

and imagined

moment of transition

is

portrayed. These thoughts of death are shot through with a

powerful eroticism: the often-mentioned parallel between death

and orgasm inevitably comes

to mind.

In pictures like this Rossetti anticipates developments that

were

momentum

to gather

in

European

art o\er the

decades, and would find literary expression in poetry

own, and that of

his friend

next

-

his

Algernon Charles Swinburne, and

several French writers, notably Charles Baudelaire. Lo\'e and

death are perennial themes, the woman-monster, seducer and

The culminating formulation of
movement, variously known as 'Symbolism'

destroyer a recurrent image.
this international

or 'Decadence',

is

Sigmund Freud's work on dreams and the

workings of the unconscious.

These developments arose

at least in

part as a result of the

many people in the w ake of
Darwin's terrible revelations. If the world we know had e\ol\ed
slowly by chance oxer many millennia, and men were descended
from apes, was there room for God? Christianity began to seem
disorientation and desolation felt by

vulnerable, illusory. Hardly surprisingly, the Christian art of the
late 19th

maker

The supreme imageEdward Burne- Jones, who is inseparably

century breathes of pallid ghosts.

in the

period

is

associated with greyish, etiolated figures, their pale thin faces

staring unfocused into nothingness.

He began more

robustly as a dedicated follower of Rossetti,

producing neurotically intense drawings and watercolours of
subjects taken from mediexal ballads and Christian legend.

He

designed stained glass for Morris's firm, Morris, Marshall,

Faulkner

&

Co.,

with bold simplified forms and strong colour.
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!^^

^

^r\fr>.

I

woflx

li.s

of"

the

so'Os

is sti-;niii;(',

Attei"

about

lure.s,

executed soinetiiiies

I

S7()

dry scumbled
interposing" a
128. Dante Gabriel Rossetti,

1

beautiful and

l)it;lih'

he I'esponded to public a((laun

oil

in a

teclini(]ue.

form

\s itii

larger pie-

tempera, sometimes

ot

Both methods ha\c the

membrane between

the

iewcr and the

\

mirror-glass between us and the world

personal.

in a

of

eflect

imaji;e,

the

ot dicams.

Beata Beatrix, 1864 70
Rossetti

was obsessed

certain female types,
of

with

and made

them the substance

his art.

In tlie late

of

much

j)ictuiH's
of

in

HuiMie-.lones began

showing the story of

artist,

Pygmalion,

object

is

falls in

\o\v

w

work on

Pxirniulion

ow

ith his

existence. His wife presents a

and

a series of

the Iniuirc.

n ci'eation.

The

tour

The
loxcd

series.

beauty here, presented as she

The muted

moment of death.

palette

love.

a statue

The refinement and

giNcn breath by the

cool restraint of

com-

positions and colouring belie the suppressed eroticism of the

more poignantly unattainable
at the very

both alixc and not-ali\e,

goddess of

the trappings of a sybaritic

light

S()()s

They are often presented

as blowsy sirens, enveloped

is

1

and

the

Hurne-.Iones took up the theme again

Beggar Alaid (IHH^), based on

a

in

King Cophetua

poem by Tennyson,

in

and hazy

which the king's love transforms the beggar

contribute to a sense of

The

distance and immateriality.

girl into a cjueen.

suggestion of egalitarianism appealed to Morris and

129. Sir Edward Burne-Jones,

Pygmalion and the Image. No.

4:

The Soul Attains, 1868-78

The

story of Pygmalion, the

sculptor
statue,

who falls

in

love with his

which becomes

woman,

a living

Galatea, occurs

in

Ovid's

Metamorphoses. The four panels
of

Burne-Jones's series are

entitled

The Heart Desires, The

Hand Refrains, The Godhead
Fires,

and The Soul Attains. The

blending of sexuality, spirituality

and aesthetics
the

artist,

and

movement

in

is

characteristic of

of the Symbolist

Europe.

17S

129

Burne-Jones's other

socialist friends, but

a romantic statement of the

Cophetuawas acclaimed

ers.
1

889. Burne-Jones

in

power of love
at

to transcend all barri-

the Paris Exposition Universelle in

was imitated in Belgium by Fernand

Vienna by Gustav Klimt,

in

when

Lindsay founded the Grosvenor Gallery

in

in

The

1877 Sir Coutts

Bond

British and Continental painters and sculptors

by

Khnopflf,

Spain by the youthful Picasso.

Continental links were emphasized

side

than

less a political

it is

Street,

where

showed work

side.

The

perceived importance of the British artists was not

unconnected, of course, with the fact that Britain was

now uncon-

tested leader on the world stage. Oddly, the art of her

most

respected representatives was on the whole pessimistic, reflect-

ing more post-Darwinian angst than imperialist jingoism.
classic case
a

is

that of George Frederic

The

Watts (1817-1904). Over

long career Watts's reputation grew and grew, but he began

with ambition enough.

He won

a

premium

in the

Westminster

competition with his cartoon, never carried out, of Caractacus led

130. George Frederic Watts,

and Francesca,
1872-74

Paolo
c.

Dante's story of the adulterous
lovers

murdered by

a jealous

husband and condemned

to

spend

eternity in the howling

winds

of Hell

was a powerful
many late 19th-

inspiration for

century

artists:

the interplay

between the ideas

of love

and

death was a preoccupation
of the age.
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'/'r/NfN/)/i l/iroi/i^/i

I'olc'

as

I

he Si reels of

expounding noble

Home

{\HVA). lie conceived his

human

ideas about the

(ondition.

I

le

had embarked on this mission with some (hslressingly reahstic
subjects around IS.OO,

Found Droicned,

liiu'

ment more hard-hitting

tiian

a

com-

bleak social

anything the Pre-Kaj)haelites

conceived. In the early 187()s he painted one of'his most j)o\verful

camases on

the

Dantean subject

i3o

Paolo and Francesca, which

ot

had been treated by Hossetti and was popular with S\'ml)olists
across

luM-()j)e.

shown

in

The

murdei-ed for their adultery, are

lovers,

each other's arms, blown about forever

of Hell. Like Hossetti, Watts
half-alive, half-dead state,

corpses,

is

in

the winds

fascinated by the ambiguity of a

and presents these figures

as sentient

knowing nothing except a generalized anguish.

Watts

the need to

felt

become more

abstract, dealing in

allegorical generalizations that transcended local instances.

We may detect

the surviving influence of Reynolds here, but a

high-minded Idealism was very much

in

the late 1.9th-century

was the obxerse of the coin of Decadence. Watts experimented with spiritualism and Theosophy in his search for peace
air. It

of mind, but the sermons he preaches are disturbing. In Love and

Death (1874-87) the message,

one of optimism, but of a

we

are surprised to realize,

stoical nihilism.

work acquires considerable power and
sion

Read

its

not

is

in this light, his

subtlety of expres-

becomes apparent. Like Burne- Jones, he enjoyed enormous

international esteem.

Watts was also much admired
of his career he painted nearly
day,

endowing them, no

immense weight and

less

dignity.

all

for his portraits. In the course

the great

men and w omen of his

than his allegorical figures, with

Looking

at the pale faces

statesmen, staring out of dark backgrounds, clad

in black,

of his

we feel

men on whose shoulders rests responsibility for the whole world. The same goes for the official portraits
of Millais, who by the 1870s had metamorphosed from a Prethat these are indeed

Raphaelite chrysalis into a highly successful society butterfly,
painting the great and the good in a pictorial language close to
Watts's. His likenesses of Gladstone or

Tennyson

lay stress

on

the solid worth of those great men, but despite his undeniable
painterly
tleties

skill,

take

of colour.

little

When

delight in

\

irtuoso brushwork or sub-

provoked by

a real character, like

Mrs

Bischoffsheim (1873), though, he could be both penetrating and
diverting.

He

diversified with subject pictures like the

Boyhood of Raleigh
of Reynolds,

like

{\

famous

^10) or fancy pieces, deliberately evocati\e

Cherry Ripe(\ 879).
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131. John Everett Millais,

MrsBischoffshelm, 1873
Millais's career as a society

portrait painter

was

well launclied

by the early 1870s, and

continued

for nearly thirty years.

Only occasionally, however, did
his subjects provide

excuse

to

show

him with the

off his

bravura

technique; this lady - 'Mrs Bisch,'
as she

was known,

the wife of

Louis Bischoffsheim, of the

banking house of Bischoffsheim
and Goldschmidt - certainly did.

Watts twice refused

a

baronetcy but accepted the award of

the Order of Merit in 1902; Millais accepted the baronetcy he

was

offered,

his death.

and became President of the Academy a year before

He

succeeded Frederic Leighton, created Baron

Leighton of Stretton (1830-96). Academicians could aspire to
the highest honours, though their institution
attract serious criticism.

'Rome

in all its

was beginning

to

glory could scarcely

have produced more than thirteen hundred works of art

in a

single year,' a magazine had gushed in the 1850s; by 1870 the

quantity had increased to 2,000, but the critics were pointing to

much stodgy and
like the

predictable work, and other spaces in London,

Dudley Gallery in

Piccadilly,

which specialized

in

colour exhibitions, were attracting the brighter young

waterartists.
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I

Hunu'-Ioiu's showed

;it

and

ith

Ills |-('hitionshi|)
I

w

Dudley

the

rcxolutionary youth,

in his

was alu a\s

the Acadciny

anihi\ alcnt.

lowcNcr, there were real talents to he discovered at the

annual sumnier shows

were now
Butler (is
j)()j)ulai-

regulai"
l-()'-l9'5.S),

at

Burlinu;ton

exhihitors.

produced

a

women

louse. Several

h"li/.aheth

military subjects: Tht^ Roll-Call: Calling the Roll after an

monumental account of the

cost

ot"

war, w as j)icture of the yeai-

in

1

S7

I-

by the Queen. Scots and Irish continued to show
although both Kdinburgh and Dublin gained their
ing academies

in

and bought
in

London

own

exhibit-

the course of the century. Outstanding

among

the Scottish contributors are William Quiller Orchardson
1910),

Lady

Southerden,

succession ot acconij)lished and

EngagefNt'Nt, Crimea, an elegiac yet

human

I

who

followed several of his compatriots

Wilkie's pioneering

work on the genre

subject,

in

( 1

832-

developing

and William

McTaggart (1835-1910), w^hose swiftly brushed shore scenes
take the breadth of Turner and Cox to astonishing lengths.
If the Academy was worthy of 'Rome in all its glory',
Leighton was the

A

artist

w ho embodied

prodigy, he trained abroad,

in

its

Antique aspirations.

Frankfurt,

Rome and

Paris.

His earliest work betrays links with the Nazarenes. His large
canvas, Cimabue's Madonna carried in Procession through the Streets

of Florence (IH 5 5), was sufficiently

German in taste to appeal to
it. He eventually mo\ed

Prince Albert, and the Queen acquired

towards

classical subject matter,

and became the doyen of the

'Olympians', a loosely associated group of artists specializing in

scenes set in ancient times. Leighton's paintings are characteristically suave, brightly coloured,

large-scale compositions with

and beautifully drawn. His

many

figures are mellifiuously

organized, deriving their special quality from a pleasing antago-

nism between coolly refined

finish,

suggesting the pure, clean

atmosphere of a pristine world, and sensuously invented bodies

endowed with lustrous flesh.

The elevated grandeur of these pictures

is

in direct

contrast

more prosaic in\entions of Lawrence Alma-Tadema
( 1 836-1 9
2), of Dutch parentage and trained in Belgium. While
to

tlie

1

Leighton aspires to emulate Raphael, Alma-Tadema remains

in

the category of historical genre. His figures are models, late

19th-century people

in

fancy dress, his carefully researched

representations of the details of

life in

ancient Athens or

curiously pedantic. Yet he paints coloured marbles with a

Rome
silky,

seductive touch and can place a vi\id magenta azalea against

deep blue sky to such

eflect that

one almost forgets that the

179
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132. Frederic, Lord Leighton, Captive Andromache,

The

story of

and

Virgil.

in

the

Andromache, widow

c.

li

of the Trojan hero Hector,

Leighton took Hector's vision of his wife's exile

Iliad,

as his starting-point; but he

is

or moral content of the legend: his picture

is

told

by

among the

Homer
Greeks,

not concerned with the dramatic
is

an exercise

in

aestheticism,

a visually satisfying evocation of an unspecific Ancient past.

picture

Unc&nscious Rivals (1893) and concerns

titled

is

women eyeing a passing youth.
The narrative overkill in these paintings makes

two

pretty

gence of Aestheticism seem both welcome and
Aestheticism tends to be defined by

—

arts

its

literature

the emerinevitable.

and decorative

the poetry of Swinburne, the fashion for everything

Japanese — but

it

had an important place

painting as well.

in

An

wish to tell a story, but offered simply the work
—
paint on canvas — was a breath of fresh air. Albert
itself as it was
art that did not

Moore (1841-93)
leaves

them

also painted

models

to speak for themselves, in

and fabrics that create

warm chords

in classical dress,

but he

arrangements of objects

of colour and easy pictorial

rhythms evolved from careful mathematical calculations. Azaleas
(1868)

a

is

blossoms

The

symphony

set off against

art theorist

with the creamy white of the

in yellow,

lemon drapery and apricot

accessories.

and historian Walter Pater opined that All

art

constantly aspires towards the condition of music', and pictures
like this

can only be enjoyed as abstractions: their representa-

tional content

is

reduced to a minimum.

The 860s were
1

a time of radical change,

and young

artists

took inspiration from the audacities of Rossetti and the intensity
of Burne-Jones to insist that painting should be 'removed

from

common life and ordinary experience,

thing beyond the usual course of nature'.

moment is
rary

life

.

.

.

significant of some-

The atmosphere of this

elusive, for the strident self-confidence of contempo-

tended to drown out the doubtful, the hesitant and the

genuinely passionate. Simeon Solomon (1840-1905) chose subjects that take us into a lonely

world of solitary erotic

reflecting his sense of alienation as a

Jew and

a

fantasy,

homosexual

in a

society too ready to discriminate against both.

We
looking

Mason

mood of these rebels by
among them. George Heming

can perhaps best grasp the
at

the landscape painters

(181 8-72) had

Giovanni Costa and

come into contact with
'Etruscans',

his

express the spiritual forces lurking

the Italian painter

who were

in the Italian

seeking to
countryside,

the ghosts of past ages that thronged the groves and mountains.

Leighton was much affected by
life

this

group and throughout

painted sensitive landscape studies.

When

his

he returned to

England, Mason tried to give form to his sense that the country
people he met were the modern embodiments of similar ancient
life-forces,

painting them at

work in muted landscapes.

Millais can be counted as a

turned to landscape again

182

member

of this group, for he

in his later years,

painting several

in

i34

rt'strictcd Iiiiiiiionit's ot

about (he moscinent, Nshich has

aiiliiiiinal

the

work

grey and hiowii. There

by Fred Walker

(

which

illage setting,

a familiar

a chapel,

\

uj)in a painting

with almshouses grouped round
a

gentle

drama

ot"

acted out by country people. Walker

is

boom

retains

These

ot the

1

and e\en on

this large scale his

maga-

painting

somethingof thecompression and intensityotthat work.

artists are

engaged with an

By

8()()s,

youth,

was the

leader ot the illustrators w ho tiourished during the great
zine

in

is H>-7.';), 77/^ llarhoitr of Refuse (iST'i), in

becomes the stage on which

age and death

musical parallel

a

The elegiac (juality is summed

ot Klgar.

something

is

sometimes known

as 'Idyllists', but they otten

eartliier \iew of country

lite.

the 1880s grain imports from America and Australia

were bringing down the price of crops, and many country people
were having
cities.

to tind

new work

There was widespread poverty and

felt that this

was where

had trained, brought
tion of rustic

life.

a gritty

Taking

pleifi-air ('outdoor')

1872

distress.

movement

industrial

Some

in P^rance,

new penetration

mo\ement

led

New

examina-

from the French

by Jules Bastien-Lepage,
English Art Club

dedicated to the unflinching depiction of workaday
landscape. Their leader,

artists

w here they

to their

their lead principally

group of painters formed the
133. Fred Walker, The Harbour

growing

their subject matter should be found,

and, inspired by the Naturalist

of Refuge,

in the fast

who

in

a

1886,

life

and

imitated Bastien-Lepage's style
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clo.scly,
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I

antagonism

foi-

the

new

peasant

1868

much more on

picture
colour,

is

is

the rough, unlovely asjx'cts

eschew ing the

Idyllists' lyricism, ^'et thei-e

derness

in

NEAC

subjects

w

is

its

a minimal

of pale yellows

and their work

to the l^oyal Acadeinv,

Its

(

onccrn with

of"

it

rural

insists

lahour,

in this

carried even to

which

harmony

content

lite is

They

painting with

I-'reneh

hardly ditterent from that of Mason, hut

134. Albert Moore, Azaleas,

of

'i'liaiigue

N1:AC' were (ieorge

Miciiihcis of the

proclaims the theoretical and technical di\ide.

The reduction

La

Icrlx-rt

and Stanliopc Inrhes (1857-191-7).

1)

their achniration

|)riiuij)le(l

was Ilcnrv

and

the
ith

style

of"

a

warmth and

painting that imhues

grace as well as dignity, l-orbes

tlie

ten-

coarse

apj)lied the satiny

white. In the opinion of the poet

NEAC's

Swinburne, Moore's painting

touch

demonstrated a sense

ambitious, many-figured subjects: a country auction or a \illage

of 'absolute

represented 'the

beauty'.

It

faultless

and secure expression

an exclusive worship

of things

formally beautiful.'

wedding.

the

He was

1884

characteristic scjuare-ended

also a leader

among the

of

Newlyn

in

Armstrong

135. Stanhope Forbes, A Fish
Sale on a Cornish Beach,

of"

executed
realist

Cornwall
( 1

s.59- 1 9

in
1

2).

these

year.s, as

artists

brush to

who worked

at

did his wife Elizabeth

His Fish Sale on a Coniish Beach ( 884),

in this sober, restrained style, set the

1

mood

for the

painting of the end of the century.
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These
painters,

whether

artists,

Naturahsts

Idylhsts,

or

genre

were well aware of contemporary aesthetic ideas. Their

canvases are noteworthy for their controlled colour - the sub-

dued palette of the workaday rural world, of winter dusks and
dawns. They exploited these qualities self-consciously, building

up symphonies of

As we have

Aestheticism.
Paris

in

who

hues

cool, dull

seen,

it

in the spirit

of a

more robust

was not only painters trained

arrived at such conclusions. But the French

influence certainly helped.

must take an important place

It

in

any assessment of James Abbott McNeill Whistler ( 1 834-1 903),
an American

Much

who

lived in Paris in the second half of the 1850s.

of what London, where he settled in 1860, found difficult

to digest about

him was assumed

to

come from

that capital of

questionable standards.

Whistler had an innate sympathy for the bold departures of

Edouard Manet, and learned

to simplify

and dramatize

subjects from him, and from the Japanese woodcuts that

his

Manet

and his friends admired. Orchestration of colour and line became

more important than

subject. It

was Whistler who made musi-

cal analogies explicit in painting.

his mistress

Symphony

fully related hues,

called
a

Harmony

in White; a

somewhat

in Flesh

He would

like

entitle a portrait of

group of figures

in care-

Albert Moore's, might be

Colour and Red. In the

1

870s he painted

sequence of evening views, mostly along the Thames

Battersea and Chelsea, which he called 'Nocturnes'.
still,

lae

They

at

are
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minimal evocations of twilight, the broad sweeps of the

brush interrupted only by dots and sparkles of yellow
the silhouette of a distant building. 'By using the
turne,"'

he explained,

'I

wished to indicate an

alone, divesting the picture of

light, or

word "noc-

artistic interest

any outside anecdotal interest

which might have been otherwise attached to it.'
But he was nevertheless interested
early pictures of the

Thames

in subject matter.

His

Wapping are full of
etcher, making prints that

waterfront

at

local incident,

and he was

record the

of the riverside with a Rembrandt-like penetra-

Rembrandt might spring

tion.

his

No.

life

a prolific

two most famous
1:

Portrait of the Artist's

Grey and Black, No.
titles,

portraits:

as usual,

to mind, too,

Arrangement

when we
in

look at

Grey and Black,

Mother (1871), and Arrangement

2: Portrait

of Thomas Carlyle

draw us away from the

as integral compositions. Yet

( 1

872-73).

in

The

likenesses to the pictures

Whistler doesn't succumb to

ostentation. His portraits are lucidly but quietly conceived, with

bold but unobtrusive structures.

J

86

With

their sitters presented in

iss

j)|-()fil('

them

and

tlu'ii-

soft,

colour there

(li-al)

an aiisterilv about

is

that tulh' expresses the Scottish I'igoui"

and seriousness

both subjects. Whistler continued to paint portraits

and

although

he

went

'Arrangements' he never

on

them

calling

lost the

of

his

life,

'ilarinonies'

or

all

sense of'the indiv idual presence

soxital to the portrait.

Whistler made

a

point

of"

establishment, lie dressed as
pr()\()cati\ely
lar

on

art, his

alone.

comb' w ho had asked

136. James Abbott McNeill

No.

1:

Symphony in

The White

Girl,

White,

1862

a

dandy, and wrote and spoke

n painting

landscapes chime well with those

methods he was

Whistler,

ow

acting out his opposition to the

When
'tw o

most

of"

of'all.

1

lis

ci\-puscu-

the Ktruscans; yet

in his

Huskin accused him ofbeinga 'cox-

hundred guineas

for flinging a jiot of

paint in the public's

fa'ce'

when he exhibited

afid Gold: the Falling Rocket (1875), the old

Whistler took offence and sued.

his

Nocturne

in

Black

guard met the new.

He was famously awarded

a

farthing damages, but financially ruined by the costs.

Another American who came

to settle in

London

via Paris

was John Singer Sargent (1856—1925). He had been brought up
in Italy,

up:

if

and there was

little

Whistler betrays

of the American in his artistic make-

a Protestant

dourness

in his rigorously

controlled art, Sargent's exudes the opulence of the Catholic
cultures of southern Europe. In Whistler's portraits there
little

trace of

Van Dyck. Sargent

is

is

unimaginable without him.

He quickly established himself as a virtuoso of the brush, allying
a

dangerously

facile

technique with a redeeming quickness of

eye and a loving delight in every aspect of the visual world.

'He was like a hungry man with a superb digestion,

137. James Abbott McNeill

and
1875

Whistler, Nocturne in Black

Gold: the Falling Rocket,

188

who need not

137

138. James Abbott McNeill

be too particular what he

Whistler, Arrangement in Grey
'It

and Black, No. 2: Portrait of
Thomas Carlyle, 1872-73

was

this uncritical

guished him.'

He could

eats',

hunger

for

Wllhain Rothenstein wrote.

mere painting which

catch a likeness with masterly concision,

while investing his sitter with wonderful glamour.
tion of flattery,

distin-

The sugges-

combined with the facility, has led people to think

of him as merely flashy. But it

is

the essence of society portraiture

189

to flatter:

Lawrence, Gainsborough, Van Dyck himself,

all

made

more of their sitters than they saw in front of them.
While Sargent's

free

brushwork

great tradition of portrait painting,

recalls
it is

Van Dyck and the

also closely related to

the broad handling of the Impressionists. Sargent

knew Claude

Monet and after his arrival in London in the mid-1 880s painted
a number of pictures in a style that is as much Impressionist
as anything else. Some are landscapes, some informal studies of
interiors with figures. The large scale agreed with him: many of
his portraits are conceived in

grand proportions,

fitted to their

destinations in equally grand houses.

Sargent took intelligent note of Lawrence's cunning ways
with the composition of groups, developing the space
they are placed deep beyond the picture-plane.

in

which

The sitters in Mrs

Carl Meyer and her Children ( 1 896) are posed with linked gestures
so as to
is

draw the eye deep into the picture-space. The viewpoint

high, and

all

three look up at us inquisitively. Sargent con\'eys

calm repose and

139. John Singer Sargent,

Mrs Carl Meyer and her Children.

1896

190

a certain

expectancy

at the

same time: masterly.

140. John Singer Sargent,
Sir

Frank Swettoiihjni, 1904

Like most portrait painters he
creatixe
as a

when he

painted men.

huge whole-length and

He
in

felt

no such pressure

tackled Sir F^rank

to be

Swettenham

three-quarter format, e\oking

Britishness as personified in the aristocratic official of a distant

dominion, yet cheerful

in a w^ay that

Watts and Millais rarely

managed. Not being British, Sargent may have been happier to take
the burdens of

Empire

lightly.

When

friends, he could put aside all pictorial aids,

personality, like

Henry Janies{\ 9

1

3),

own
and convey a human

he was painting his

with loxing insight and force.

In 1918 Sargent painted a colossal can\as, Gassed, which

depicts a frieze of First

World War

soldiers stumbling blindfold

across a bleak plain strewn with casualties.

The world

he had

recorded with such sympathy, the world of the country house

and the aristocratic patron, of Raj and Royalty, had been blown to
pieces.

The age of Empire was xirtually o\er.
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Chapter 8

The Great Debate: 1910-1960

'Modern

Art' originated long before the First

popular perception that there was
tional art

and a new kind, more

World War. The

a difference

difficult to

between

understand, went

back to the early 19th century, and to France. There,
1820s, writers and artists
bility

tradi-

in the

became conscious of the responsi-

of the artist to be both prophet and political agent, leading

society into a frightening but challenging future.
to call

themsehes an

'a\'ant-garde', as

They began

though they were

army going into battle.
seismic changes wrought on painting

at the

forefront of an

After the
part of the

19tli

in

the later

century by the Impressionists and Post-

Impressionists, the 20th century inherited a need to continue
identifying an avant-garde, generation by generation.

some contemporaneous Communist
re\'olution
141. Philip Wilson Steer,

A Summer's Evening, 1888

was the great

objecti\e.

As

in

theory, a state of perpetual

A

sense of urgency was

therefore associated with the 'new', ensuring a heightened

dynamic of change
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in the

work of artists who saw themselves

as

The

'modci'ir.

these

ai-tists

opted to

rate of stylistic

and conceptual chani^c ainon^-

was, accordingly,

j)iirsiie

swit'tei-

who

than anionj;- those

traditional disciplines.

Looking- hack oxer

a

hundred years we can see that while

the hares of the avant-garde produced niu( h that was \ital

and

inij)ortant, the tortoises

unfruitful.

ti-adition

of"

Assessing the century as

some of the laggards were,

in their

w

a

were not necessarily

hole,

we may

who

way, as original as those

proclaimed originality as their sole creed. In any case,
the story of

find that

Modernism hegins with some

fairly

in I)iitain

amhiguous

forays into the field of innox ation.

Any

history of Impressionism

in

these islands must begin

with the achievement of Constable, Cox and Honington, and a

study of the ways

in

which their work interrelated with that of

their contemporaries in France.
later stage

This gives a background to the

when Impressionism crossed

the Channel. During

War of 1870-71 many artists fled
London, Monet among them. He then first saw the work
the P>anco-Prussian

Turner -

a revelation,

and

to

of

a confirmation, as he felt, of the

direction he had been taking, though not a direct influence on
his evolution to that point.

More

significant practically

was the

arrival of the painter

and printmaker Alphonse Legros (1837-1911), who

1876

in

became Professor

at the newly formed Slade School of Art in
London. His teaching profoundly affected generations of stu-

dents, establishing in particular the

primacy of

manship. With a progressive academic training

fine

draughts-

in

France, he

was much influenced by the gritty peasant subjects of Gustave
Courbet and Jean-Frangois Millet. We have seen, in the Realist
painters of the

New

English Art Club,

modern French painting percolated
dominant influences were
of the 1880s the

how

the inno\ations of

into Britain.

At

first

the

relatively traditional, but by the

end

full effect

of Impressionism was apparent

the work of Philip Wilson Steer

( 1

in

860-1 942).

Steer trained in Paris in the mid- 1880s, in rigorously acade-

mic schools, but he absorbed what he

saw^ in exhibitions of more

advanced work, and had imbibed Whistler's lessons when he
plunged into the shimmering waters of Impressionism. His

large,

light-toned canvas showing three nude bathers on a beach,

Summer's Evening (1888), was shown

in international

A

company

in Brussels in 1889. Its informal, 'meaningless' subject

perhaps

derives from the abstract groupings of figures fa\oured by

Whistler and Moore, but

its

bright outdoor light and broken
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142. Walter Richard Sickert, The Gallery of the Old Bedford,

A

fascination witli

Tliis is perliaps

tine

the most important of

Hall that Sickert

made

c.

1895

reactions of tlieatre audiences goes back to Hogarth.

in

many

depictions of the Bedford Music

various media during the 1890s.

(labs

of

j)i-iiiiary coloiir.s

Impicssionists.
tions.

A

arc wliollv

The grand

in

.scale lea\e.s

the

sj)irit

no doubt

of

the later

of Steer's

siieeession of smaller canvases confirms tbc

influence, (i/r/s rufui/n^, ll'alberswick Pier{

mate and spontaneou.s,
and colour bi'come

a 'snapshot' of life

\t'hick's tor a

1

HSS-JM-)

is

ambi-

Frcncb

both

inti-

on holiday where light

naturalism liberated from the

overcast palette and drab social truths ofthe

NP^AC and Newlyn.

135

Steer went on to incorporate a \eritable history ofKnglish
143. Walter Richard Sickert, The

Camden Town

Murder,

or.

we do for the Rent?,
Sickert came to associate

shall

series of

one

or

bedroom

two

What
c. 1 908
his

interiors with

figures with the well-

The exact

relationship

between the man and
here

is

bound

together by Sickert's rich impasto
of colours

and tones from which they
emerge, immobile,

listless,

despairing, or simply resting on a

hot afternoon

The

suggests that the
actually dead.

title,

in

the

later

woik. lie abandoned his

189()s

Gainsborough's freer fancy

strict

and adopted the manner

subject.s,

of"

impressed particularly by

the fantasy Diana and Actaeo7i; then painted landscapes in a style

evoking Turner. His career can be seen as an attempt to align

woman

not explicit: they are

and the sombre range

French technicjue

liis

consciously reminiscent of Constable, and fiuid watercolours

publicized murder of a local
prostitute.

'impressionism' into

British painting with the continental avant-garde, while

draw-

ing attention to the significant part that earlier British painters

had played

in

If Steer

forming that current.

mcned between two or more

sionisms, ne\er uniting

them

different impres-

in a single style,

Walter Richard

of course,

woman

Sickert (1860—1942) had the creatixe individuality to forge an
is

entirely personal \ersion of contemporary

French painting and

195
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graft

it,

father

with abiding consequences, on to the Enghsh stock. His

was

a

Danish

artist

working

in

Munich when

born, but he trained in London, briefly

under Whistler, who once again had

whom

he met

it

mediating

influ-

was acquaintance with
1883, that clinched

in Paris in

Whistler taught him to etch, and showed the way

Sickert's style.

in creating pictures

out of closely related, muted tones; Degas

inculcated refined draughtsmanship and a love of ordinary
especially as

was

the Slade, and then

a crucial

ence between England and France. But

Edgar Degas,

at

Sickert

occurred

it

pictures Sickert loved to

in music-halls

and theatres. In

life,

his early

borrow Degas's favourite view through

gloom of an auditorium, over the heads of audience or

the

orchestra, on to a stage with spotlit figures.

The

palette

is

sub-

dued, often a range of browns punctuated by gold accents, the
paint applied with a strong feeling for

its

sensuous value

in the

whole statement. In Dieppe, which became something of an
English

artists' colony,

or Venice, where Whistler had etched,

Sickert painted buildings - the church of St Pierre, the Basilica of
St Mark's

- making of them grand, brooding designs

human history those buildings represent.
In London this understated style became

that speak

of the

the vehicle for

wryly ambiguous observations of Cockney

Sickert's

stage and

off.

life,

on

of himself as promoting a distinctive

He thought

'London Impressionism', preoccupied with the squalor of ordinary existence. 'The more our art
to avoid the

drawing room and

'The plastic arts are gross
material

facts.'

is

serious, the

more will it tend

stick to the kitchen',

he wTOte.

dealing joyously with gross

arts,

His etchings, drawings and paintings are sharply

witty views of ordinary people caught off-guard, chatting in a
pub, enthralled by a music-hall turn {The Gallery of the Old
Bedford), bored
little

by married

interior scenes with figures,

his interest in the
ther.

{Ennui, 1913).

life

He began

to paint

nude and clothed, which take

unconsidered ordinariness of life a stage fur-

He gave them titles - The Camden Town Murder, for instance

(after a

notorious case

in

1907)

sented, ironically implying

-

tines that strange, even

that suggest

more than

is

pre-

drama where there apparently

none, while acknowledging that

it is

in the

is

context of daily rou-

outrageous things happen.

He achieves a

balance between the traditional English love of anecdote and the

who were exploring rather
the same time. What he also shares

cool objectivity of the French Nabis,
similar domestic subjects at

with Bonnard and Vuillard
close-toned colours given
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142

is

life

a predilection for

by

harmonies of

a rich, fluent use of paint that

143

can

li(|iii(l

l)('

or hriltlc accordiiiij, to need. ()\(t his lon^

(

arcci"

144, Walter Richard Sickert,
King George V and his Racing

the hrittlcncss

Manager: A Conversation Piece

liancl-iii-liaiul

1929-30

atAintree.c.

The image

is

eoinment on

based on a press

prints

photograph, taken unawares:
'In

those circumstances,' Sickert

.

.

.

If

you put people

into their proper milieu with others
it

is

not like putting

them up on

platform and asking

offset,

them

way

in

in

\isual

images,

many

.seems,

it

suhjects ot the

i-ewoi-kini!;

I

Ifi.'JOs

fnh-(cntiirv

modern new spaper ph()tog"i"aphs.

Many

of

his

eonlemporaries acknow h-dged Sickert as

a

leader,

and

his

styh'

- hiscious pigment, somhre

unrhelorical suhject mattei" - rejnained recogni/ahle
British

|)aintiniL;- thi-()uu,"h<)ut

the century.

(hstinguished followers and colleagues
(lS7'i-UM'f))

and

William

To
in

Kothenstein

j)ah'tte,
in

much

begin with, he had

William Nicholson
(

1

ST'i- 194.5),

both

which Sickert

plots the tonal relationships of the

photograph

othei-

huiiioiii-:

to "look

however, by the

impersonal

with the w r y

li(|ui(litv, <lc\clo[)mjj^,

a

pleasant.'" This revealing intimacy
is

out o\cr the

much more

said, 'you get

information

oi"

won

paint.

accomplished pi'actitioners

of"

a

painting style eNohcd from

Whistler, and strongly affected by the bold pattern-making

of"
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French exponents orthe advertising poster such

accomphshed

were

Both

Lautrec.

as

Toulouse-

and

portrait-painters,

Nicholson produced a long succession of lusciously painted,
beautifully observed

surrounded by

a

ways responding

still-lifes.

A

Sickert

little later,

group of artists who were
to the innovations in

all in

came

to be

their different

French painting. At

they took their identity from the Fitzroy Street

flat in

met; but Sickert eventually called them the Camden

first

which they

Town Group

because 'that district had been so watered with his tears that

sooner or later something important must spring from its

soil'.

The Camden Towners were eager for the lessons Sickert
could teach them, and open to new ideas. In 1910a painter and
critic,

Roger Fry (1866-1934), organized an exhibition

Grafton Galleries

London bringing

in

Impressionists to England for the
sensation, and

first time.

Fry mounted another

paintings of Cezanne,

work of

the

at

the

the Post-

The show created

in 1912.

a

Confronted by the

Van Gogh, Gauguin, Matisse and Picasso

people were horrified; the traditional aim of the avant-garde, to

shock the middle classes {epater
ingly achieved. But

many

le

bourgeois),

was most

satisfy-

responded with excitement to

artists

the challenges presented by the exhibitions (some actually

showed work

and by Fry's defiant attacks on native

in them),

British art of the time.

The leading lights

of the

Camden Town Group were Harold

Gilman (1876-1919), Frederick Spencer Gore (1878-1914) and
Charles Ginner (1878-1952). Their work shows how a generation of painters in their thirties

French

art.

Fry

later

came

remembered

to

terms with the new

that he had called for 'more

vigorously planned construction, for a more close-knit unity and

coherence in pictorial design, and perhaps a new freedom
interpretation of natural colour'.

in the

We can recapture something of

145. Harold Gilman,

the sense of adventure these artists experienced by looking at

Mrs Mounter, 1916-17

their responses to these

Mrs Mounter was the landlady
of

Gilman's

where he

first

lived

London lodgings,

from 1914

1917. She features
of his

in

to

several

experiment and of his concerned
enquiry into a

real

person -

is

highly coloured,

with stark simplifications of drawing and bold juxtapositions of

hue and tone. Often
in the impossibility

it is

Post-Impressionists.

Gauguin and
beasts'), led

obviously a heroic failure, rejoicing, even,

of absorbing the strange

drawings and paintings,

the subject both of his painterly

demands. Their work

new idioms

of the

There was the bright-coloured language of

his circle,

and their derivatives, the Fauves

('wild

by Matisse and Derain. There was the geometrical

or personality, indeed. In the

words
is 'a

of a

modern

scholar,

it

confrontation that dignifies

without flattering and
limited by

any class

condescension.'

is

not

language of Cubism adumbrated by Cezanne and evolved,

in the

light of a fascination with the art of the indigenous peoples of

Africa and the Americas, by Picasso and Braque. But the

Towners
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Camden

applied that language to subjects of a quintessential

tU(^i''^f^(i

Englishness. Gilmair painted portraits of his landlady,

Mounter, with mauve and green shadows

Cockney

face;

Gore took up the

or painted domesticities in a
Sickert's

in the

more brilliantly coloured

theatre,

variant of

manner; Ginner loved London gardens and squares.

This marriage of Englishness and Frenchness
and the characteristic works of the Camden

among

145

wrinkles of her

theme of the

Sickertian

Mrs

is

endearing,

Town group

are

the most attractive of modernist British paintings. Yet

the juxtaposition draws attention to the discrepancy between

two very

different traditions.

A parallel movement in

Scotland,

centred round the figures of Samuel John Peploe (1871-1935)

and John Duncan Fergusson (1874-1961), has much the same

problems of assimilation, though Peploe's

still lifes

and interiors

lusciously painted in sharp black, white and primary colours

have a convincing verve.

who

But there were others

ducks to water. Matthew Smith
lived in

Pont Aven

in

completely

( 1

879-1959) was

spent

much

of his

the Slade, then

France and was

life in

element with Matisse's

in his

at

like

Brittany and in Paris where he was briefly

He

taught by Matisse.

took to the French manner

style,

deploying

easy,

broad rhythms and vivid colour without awkwardness or embarrassment.

It

says

much

for his identification with

French

art that

he made the nude a recurring subject, painting warm-coloured,

languorous female bodies with unbridled sensuality -

most unEnglish. His

later

work became somewhat

147

like Etty,

repetitious,

but in the early decades of the century he was producing some of
the most vigorous Fauvist pictures to be seen anywhere.

common between Smith's work and that of
Duncan Grant (1885-1978), who was closely associated wdth
There is much

in

Roger Fry and contributed
Galleries exhibition,

effectively to Fry's 1912

marking himself out

as a

Grafton

born modernist.

Like Smith he had a natural sense of vivid colour, and naturally

adopted a Fauve palette, absorbing

at the

ment of Diaghilev's Russian

with

Ballet,

and costumes. Grant had an innate

sets

same time the

its

excite-

exotic and brilliant

gift for decoration,

and

was equally happy painting figures - he w as as drawn to the male
nude as Smith was to the female - and abstract design, often
employing motifs borrowed from African

Another

'natural'

was

art

and from Cubism.

Gwen John (1876-1939),

sister of the

brilliantly talented

and exhibitionistic Augustus. Like him she

was

one of the many

a Slade pupil,

to receive professional art training.

Her work
200

is

women who now began
She also studied

in Paris.

generally on a small scale: intimate drawings and

hs

146.

Gwen

John,

Girl with Cat,

1915-20

5

paintings of friends, cMs, or girls glimpsed in church at a French

convent.
inating,
a plain

Her palette is extremely restricted, cool greys predom-

and her compositions are simple:

background

portraits there

is

a

colour, that carries

ing a setting.

is

a single figure against

a standard type. In her

glow of humanity, and
all

the

more weight

for

most perceptive

a gentle pulsation of

having so unassum-

The contrast with her brother's showy work could

hardly be greater.

Augustus John (1878—1961) was always torn between the
facility

of his technique, both as draughtsman and painter, and

his desire to

rank as an enfant

terrible

of the avant-garde.

He

wanted to shock, but he also wanted to exercise his ability to produce glamorous portraiture. Some of his

finest

work has a foot in

both camps. His portrait of his mistress Dorelia McNeill as a

Woman Smiling [\90H-9)

147. Sir Matthew Smith,

Nude,

Fitzroy Street A/o

2

,

1

91

Smith's short time at Matisse's
art

school

in Paris in

critical effect

on

his

1911 had

a

development.

His eyes were opened to the
possibilities of colour,

handling broadened.
Street

Nudes

of

and
In

his

the Fitzroy

1916 (named

for

the address of his studio) these

elements are subject
control, the

to rigorous

sensuousness

of the

female form firmly disciplined by
rigorous formal considerations.
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is

wayward and unconventional,

yet a

146

148. Augustus John,

masterly likeness by traditional standards; and the virtuoso

Madame

Madame

Suggia,

1920-23

Suggia (1920-23) continues the manner of Sargent

Guilhermina Suggia (1888-

1950) was

who had
Both

a Portuguese cellist

studied under Casals.

artist

and

sitter

with a flamboyance even Sargent would not ha\'e contemplated.
It is

conceived

rich.
the portrait as a demonstration
of virtuosity that

would promote

their careers. Despite

Baroque grandeur,
a celebration of the
of the

modern

its

this

almost

is

Some

of John's best

liked to lead,

Romany

work

and shows

costume,

in

reflects the

gypsy

life his circle

figures, usually his girl-friends in

rugged Provencal coastal

settings, as the

really

independence

artist.

the flamboyance of artistic Bohemia, not the swagger of the

subjects of
colour.

A

impromptu

similar

sketches, boldly simplified with strong

bohemianism

is

celebrated in the fairground
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young Alfred Munnings (1878—1959), who

scenes of the

elled in colourful

rev-

throngs of gypsies and glossy horses. His

flu-

ent technique as a painter of horse-portraits earned him a
glittering career that brought him, in 1944, to the Presidency of

the Royal

A

Academy

who

Slade-trained artist

kept his distance from the

Modern was William Orpen (1876—1931),
trained in Dublin before

was

coming to London

a friend of Augustus John's,

painter.
tion,

He had

and

like

in the late

him

and

1

a brilliant portrait

concep-

a line in self-portraits, often quirky in

and imbued with wry humour. His manner

John's,

who
890s. He

an Irishman

is

dryer than

his sense of design, arising naturally out of his sub-

ject matter, fresh

and striking. The absence of painterly show-

conveys a sort of bluff honesty that has

in recent years

found more attractive than John's overt virtuosity.

been

consorts

It

well with Orpen's delight in jokes, which crop up unexpectedly

work.

in all sorts of contexts in his

But jokes were to be

The outbreak

short supply for a

number of years.

World War

summer

in

of the First

in the

gave the visual arts a new, grim direction and purpose.
order gave w^ay to a stern

realities,

of 1914

The

which needed urgently

old

to be

comprehended as imagery. But before that happened there had
be a reordering of ideas, a coming to terms with a
thought.

It

was

in 1914,

new climate of

though before war broke

rumblings of unease and foreboding erupted

to

out, that the

in various

expres-

The Rebel Art Centre was one; another took
the form of a short-lived magazine, aptly named Blast. Both were
sions of discontent.

the brain-children of Wyndham Lewis (1882-1957), a maverick

half-American writer and painter
travelled widely in Europe.

Germany, the Futurists in
in

149. William Orpen,

Mrs

St George,

1914

sense

to Whistler's refined

of design. This,

in

He had

Italy,

at the

Slade and

seen the Expressionists in

and the abstraction of Mondrian

1909 he had painted a picture. Theatre

Manager, that picked up ideas from Picasso's extraordinary

Orpen's approach to portraiture

owes much

Holland. Already

who had been

combined

with energetic and unfussy

proto-Cubist Demoiselles d'Avignon (1907); he was possibly the
first artist

showed

outside the Paris School to do

at the

Grafton Galleries

in 1912,

so.

Like Grant, he

and collaborated with

handling, enables him to present
personalities vividly

same time

with a

and

lively

sense

decoration. Mrs St George

daughter

of a

New

Fry

at the

of

was

the

Howard Hugh St George. She and
embarked on a long
about the time

painted.

furniture, pot-

tery and other items of applied and fine art, using the decorative

language of Cubism.

But he wanted to lead his ow n revolution, and in 1914 formed

of Orpen's,

the painter

was

Omega Workshops, which produced

York banker,

and married a cousin

affair

in his

this portrait

the Rebel Art

Group and, almost immediately after,

Group. The Vorticist Manifesto appeared
Blast and took

204

many

of

its

salient ideas

the Vorticist

in the first issue

of

from the Futurists,

149

{

,

modern

affirming that

civilization,

with

its

noise, speed

machinery, was the rightful preoccupation of the

same

time,

At the

Lewis believed, these concepts could be expressed

without recourse to direct representation. His
largely of coloured drawings,

in the

The human

is

sub-

mechanical, the machine becomes half-human.

This identification of man and machine
of the future.

own work consists

making use of bold, machine-like

shapes overlapping in repetitive patterns.

sumed

artist.

and

It

was epitomized

is

the shape of the world

in a defining

work of sculpture

by Jacob Epstein, The Rock Drill 1913-14).
Lewis's ideas were fully realized in the paintings of David

Bomberg

( 1

890- 1957), whose early career had progressed from

training as a lithographer through study under Sickert and at

150. Percy
Portrait of

1913
Much

of

Wyndham

Lewis,

an Englishwoman

Wyndham

Lewis's

pioneering worl< as a Vorticist

was executed

in

watercolour, a
his

pen and ink with

medium

images the quality

diagrams

that gives

of plans,

or blueprints, as

were, of a

new

vision.

it

Here the

technique combined with the
unspecific

title

suggests a

satirical intention.
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the Sladc to min^linji; with I^icjisso ;m(l Mociigliani
Boiiilx'iU, cxliibilcd
in

IfM

!•

a

|)i()(lii(i'(l

Tliis hirge canva.s

u

(lie Vortici.sts in

itli

key work

illu.sli-att'.s

ahsorhcd the ideas of the
matter

is

tar

ot

fi

1

.5,

I'^itiirists

oniplclcly these

c

and the
its

P;iri.s.

hut IkkI ah'cacly

the ino\ cincnt, Tlir

hovs

from eonxcntional,

I

in

Mud Hutli.
arli.sl.s

had

C'uhists. Tlie su[))ect

treatment uncompromis-

ingly schematic, tohowing an aesthetic that stops |ust short

Someot Homherg's work, hke Lew

otahstraction.

abstract, hut the languages ()f"a[)stract

merge. Inhere

Mud Bath, 1914

conviction,

an

After a long period of neglect,
this large

is

canvas, along with

now

of the pioneer

Modernism.

It

recognized as one

works
is

men

at a

the East End of London; but

in

concentrating on the essential
in their

strips

with

the aims

of"

Continental

Modernism much further forwork of Camden Town. Later, Bomberg was to

ward than the

become more

painterly,

though he continued

to

oscillate

works are landscapes,

in

finest later

Devon, Spain or Palestine, executed

in

clogged paint.

Mark

Gertler (1891-19.39),

who was

like

Bomberg of

movements

away all local reference
and becomes a dynamic pattern.
it

identification

an essentially Expressionist style of broad brushw ork and thick,
in

energy

continuum between the purely conceptual and

between representation and abstraction. Some of his

not wholly

Jewish massage and sauna

lines of

and semi-rej)resentational

of British

abstract, being inspired by the
athletic attitudes of

totally

progressives, that takes British

other work of Bomberg's early
career,

a

was

the figuratixe w hich gives each authority. I^oth artists convey a

151. David Bomberg,

The

is

is's,

Polish-Jewish extraction, studied at the Slade and later gra\itated towards Bloomsbury. Post-Impressionism and, especially.
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Picasso's Primitivism had a crucial effect on his style, which

tends to the

stiff

and monumental even when he

His most memorable statement

lifes.

Merry-go-Round [1916)

some

in

is

painting

is

still

the garishly coloured

which the twirling,

doll-like figures,

or naval uniform, seem trapped and terrified

in military

by their pointless, endlessly circling entertainment. D. H.

Lawrence on seeing it wrote
rible

and dreadful

many

If

in

admiration to Gertler of his

'ter-

picture'.

of the images produced by these artists tend to the

abstract, that

is

because they were pondering large, amorphous

concepts, including the role of the artist in society.

The war sud-

denly gave those concepts a brutal application, and
artists a task that could

not be abstract any longer.

stresses of those years produced

it

it

The appalling

was of necessity con-

gained

conceptual exercises that had gone before.
artists to use the

gave the

some of the most memorable

painting of the century, and although

cerned with the recording of facts,

it

in authority

from the

The ability of British

new Continental idioms to distill the essence of

their experience of

war

into

scending mere reportage,

is

something wholly

aesthetic, tran-

unmatched by any other group

in

Europe.

The Ministry
stylistic

of Information commissioned artists of

many

and theoretical allegiances to make drawings and paint-

home and on the Front, and
afterwards planned a Hall of Remembrance, to be hung with large

ings of all aspects of the

war both

at

pictures by the principal contributors.

but
is

The

Hall never happened,

many ambitious works were executed for it.

one.

Sargent's Gassed

Wyndham Lewis was involved, as were C. R.

W Nevinson

(1889-1946) and William Roberts (1895-1980). Nevinson had
been

at the Slade,

and

at the

Academic

Julian in Paris.

He was

a

friend of Filippo Marinetti, the principal theorist of Italian

Futurism, and with him published another manifesto. Vital
152. MarkGertler,

English Art, in 1914.

Merry-go-Round, 1915

The

idea for this picture

Group, and

came

from a bank-holiday roundabout

on Hampstead Heath

in

The image derives

power from

its

London.

the

his pictures

modern world,

terns,

He was

show him

a natural

member

of the Vorticist

and prints celebrating the dynamism of

often

making use of strong geometrical

as well suited to the tasks of the

war

artist.

pat-

His

the ironic contrast between an

Star Shell (r.l916) perfectly demonstrates the value of abstract

ostensibly carefree, traditional

experiment

form of entertainment and the

been

in realizing the

a Vorticist, as well as

xiolence of the war. Roberts too had

one of Lewis's Rebel

Artists.

He had

harshly constrained adult figures

developed his

uniforms

in their military

(presumably on leave from the
First

World War)

places that

seeing

we

filled

accustomed

version of the machine-men of Futurism and

Vorticism, influenced by

who occupy the

are

own

to

body is expressed

by children.
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as a

some Cubist work

in

which the human

complex of tubular forms.

153. C.

A Star

R.

W. Nevinson,

Shell,

c.

1916

Nevinson was fascinated by the

geometry
used

liis

of accidental forms,

and

observations of wartime

objects to a language

tliat

transforms Futurist experiment
into powerful patterns that express

the

'terrible

beauty' of war.

Perhaps the most impressive large works commemorating
the

war

are by Stanley Spencer (1891-1959),

among

Slade from 1908 to 1912,

who

the galaxy of

attended the

young

artists

thought he showed 'signs

Henry Tonks (1862-1937). Tonks
of having the most original mind of

anyone we have had

Slade and he combines

inspired by the teaching of

at the

powers of draughtsmanship'. For
in a

manner

a while Spencer

in

1912 exhibition.

which

his

with great

was working

Romberg and Roberts,
though he did show work

close to his fellow students

but he was never a declared Vorticist,
in Fry's

it

He produced some precocious canvases

strong religious bent combines with a passion for

the detail of contemporary

and disturbing, as

in

life

to create

images both touching

The Centurion's Servant (1914) where

Biblical incident occurs in an ordinary

a

modern bedroom.

war the astringencies of Vorticism
sharpened Spencer's imagery into something more than abstract
In his paintings of the

210

or polciiiical.

154. Stanley Spencer,

Trawys

arriving with

Wounded

lie

.shows

lis

scenes of i^rippin^' immediacy,

brought iiitotocus h\';m acute sense ot the strangeness ot'things,

at a Dressing Station at Smol.

Macedonia, September 1916,

1919
This work

was commissioned

by the Ministry

Immediately
First

of Information

after the close of the

World War. The scene was

observed while Spencer was

Macedonia with the 68th

Ambulance

in

Field

Unit, a period that

a

Sandham Memorial Chapel

the 1920s.

him

'not a

scene

It

scene

represented for
of horror, but

of redemption',

and he

modelled his composition on that
of a traditional

to rendei" that sti-angeness with a <h-eamlike logic.

The two hig cainases that he executed tor the Hall of
Kememhrance are e|)iso(les from the war in Macedonia, which
Sj)encer witnessed

l.<n .';-!«.

in

at a Dressing Station at Snio/,

'I'nivoys arrivi?!^

Macedonia

with Jfounded

(191.9) illustrates his

in

would supply the subject matter
for his

and an ahihty

Adoration ofttie

Sheplierds (compare Wright of

ability to find bold, striking patterns in the details of real

life,

presenting them with no diminution of the intensity of deeply
felt

exj)erience. Trix

ing for him.

'When

ial
I

e\ cnts

had an almost sacramental mean-

scrubbed Hoors,

marxellous thoughts, so much that

I

would have

at last,

when

all
I

was

equipped for scrubbing- bucket, apron and 'prayer mat"

- 1 used

to feel

much

He drew on

the

the

same as

if

I

sorts of

in

fully

hand,

was going to church.'

same experiences of war

for his designs to

Derby's response to modern
industry,

ill.

66).

Sandham Memorial Chapel at
Burghclere, on which he worked from 1926 to 1932. The panels

decorate the interior of the
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155. Stanley Spencer, The Resurrection, Cookham,

1924-27

many levels of meaning in this very large picture. Spencer explained that
'In this life we experience a kind of resurrection when we arrive at a state of awareness, a
state of being in love.' This scene in his village churchyard is a meditation on human life in

There are

general (some of the resurrected are Africans) seen

more

particularly of his

own

as several of the figures.

in

terms of his

emotional development. His

first

local

community, and

wife, Hilda Carline,

appears

flanking the small oratory, with their insistence on the oddity of

day-to-day events, are dominated by an east wall showing The
Resurrection of the Soldiers, in
a straggling forest,

which grave-crosses are piled up

suggesting a mass crucifixion.

in

He had

already painted a huge Resurrection{^Yste^\\\h'\ted in 1927) set in
the Berkshire village of Cookham, where had had been born and

with which he

always associated. Here the inhabitants of an

is

ordinary place are seen rising from their graves as

still

ordinary,

yet indefinably transformed people. So the soldiers of Salonica

push aside the serried rows of their white crosses to shake hands
with one another, to rewind their puttees, and comfort their
horses undergoing the same dreamlike experience.

The imaginative intensity of this achievement was sustained
throughout Spencer's long creative life. The mingling of religious and secular, the perception of the divine in everyday
events, are recurrent themes. In his landscapes

adopts a more

literal style,

and portraits he

painting what he sees with almost

obsessive attention to detail

— he was an admirer of the Pre-

Raphaelites, as well as of early Italian art.

concerns are decidedly squalid;

among

his

Sometimes

many

his

landscapes, he

The

chooses to paint scrap-yards, decaying suburbs.

series of

paintings he hade of his second wife occasionally include himself,
thrust into a disturbingly earthy intimacy with nakedness.

These

wilful

spring

flights

from

Spencer's

temperament, but there are links between
ness and the contemporary
Objectivity),

Abstraction

a
in

movement

his clear-eyed frank-

German Neue

that rejected

eccentric

Sachlichkeit

(New

Expressionism and

favour of (notionally) honest reporting. In this

connection other artists might be mentioned: Laura Knight

(1877-1970), Gerald Brockhurst (1890-1978) and Meredith

Frampton (1894—1984), though none of these adopted

objective

realism as an item of aesthetic belief All three were capable

of producing startlingly vivid portraits

at a

time

when

society

portraiture was in decline.

There was emerging

a

deep

split

between

who

artists

adhered to passionately held views on the nature of Art - who
published and followed manifestoes - and those who avoided
such categorization. Brockhurst and Spencer became Royal
Academicians,

and

so

seemed

to

declare

for

the

eflete

Establishment against the avant-garde. These distinctions,

perhaps unimportant, mattered a great deal
teaching that French art was good,

i.e.

now

at the time. Fry's

serious, to

do with paint-

ing as such, with paint surface, form and colour in themselves,
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156. Stanley Spencer,

while British art was bad

Self-

portrait with Patricia Preece,

anecdotal

1936
Spencer's feelings

second

for his

wife are expressed very differently

from those

for his first.

Gone

is

is

155); here a blunt physicality
the keynote, and the closeness

of the figures to the
startling,

same

man and woman

one another

in

are

an

ambiguous way, intimate

profound mistrust of traditional gen-

settled into a clear

was not merely
In

ideas that had bubbled up at

understanding that

aesthetically

more advanced:

it

due course that sense of moral

'right-

which by

defini-

ness' attached itself particularly to abstraction,

tion could not be 'about'

aesthetic purity that

moral purity as

anything except

somehow

carried with

it

itself:

a

state of

the implication of

well.

yet

an awkward, frustrating and

masochistic relationship.

in art

was morally sounder.

The

disconcertingly distant, a record
of

new

war had

the descriptive and

is

almost repellent. At the

time,

related to

viewer

the

instilled a

By the 1920s the ferment of new

the time of the

the

'sacramental' attitude to sex (see
ill.

res.

— had

— concerned with

British had difficulty in following the pioneers of

abstraction in Europe.

Grant and

(1879—1961) were among the
{c.

19 14)

lage.

is

his close associate

first to

do

so: Bell's

Vanessa Bell
Composition

an early example making use of mixed media and col-

But it was not

abstraction

was

until the

1

920s that any sustained practice in

established. In the years

between the World

Wars the abstractionists assumed tlie roles of social and political
\'isionaries.

There was

also a religious strand. In Holland, Piet

Mondrian, who was interested

power of abstraction

in

Theosophy, had spoken of the

to penetrate to the essence of things, strip-

ping away the incidental and the mundane - shades of Watts,

whom Mondrian

was aware

of,

and

his generalization in the
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157. Vanessa
Bell's

Bell,

Composition,

c.

1914

experiments with abstraction are few, but they are important because

they are unusually early and thoroughgoing.

elements are suppressed

until

there

is

In this

example

figurative

only a hint of a landscape idea behind

the free patterns of boldly used collage with mixed

oil

and gouache.

(

interest of a higher truth. (Ti\c Pxll,

urged

arti.sl.s

to .seek

and

significant

|)aint

ininiensely influential hook .7/7

V'aiu-s.sa'.s

IfH

1)

liu.sband, liad

toi-in',

suggested

and

tliat a

his

in

truej)re-

sentation of the "pure tbnn' of an object enables the \ie\ver to
becx)nie awai'e of

its

essential reality, of the (jod in e\crvthing.'

Ben Nicholson (1S94- 1982),
158. Ben Nicholson,

Abstract Painting, Chelsea,
This early essay
abstraction

in

who became

the doyen of I^ritish

First

1924

almost pure

was prelude

to further

abstractionists,
cult.

embraced another

late

Ifnh-century religious

Christian Science, which also emphasized an ulterior 'truth'

behind material a|)pearances.

1

Ic

saw abstraction as

experiment with mixed abstract

a

commen-

and representational subject

tary on the real world, the expression of an idea' about

matter before Nicholson realized

could be argued that he shared the |)revailing Knglish doubt

a fully fledged

and extreme

minimalist abstract language

about abstract

the 1930s. Here, beneath the

and

determined elimination of

inspired

still-life

recognizable objects, there are
hints of the familiar pattern of

mugs and

bottles

art.

His

own grew

in

on a table-top.

ences.

painter),

It

organically out of landscape

painting (his father, William, was as

still-life

life.

we have seen an

and never entirely shed those refer-

A crucial stepping-stone in his progress, as for Mondrian,

was the abstracted

still life

that

was so typical of Cubist painting.
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The salient characteristics of Cubism - the breaking down of
three-dimensional forms into interrelated planes and schematization of colour, first in near-monochrome, and later in juxtaposed

blocks of strong, often unmixed hues

— helped Nicholson

refine

own subjects into superimposed planes punctuated by isolated
masses of colour. As time went on the planes became more geohis

metric, the colours

more schematic. References

Cornish landscape round St Ives or to objects on
eliminated, even while they remained as

sweeping

to the

a table-top

were

what might be called the

'sub-text' of the works. His First Abstract Painting, Chelsea

shown

159. Ben Nicholson, 1951
(St Ives

Much

~ Oval and Steeple) ,1951

of Nicholson's later

purely abstract, austere

and

in

work

colour. Here, however,

he

landscape themes

that inspired

him

and

in

in

particular to St Ives, the

much

in

which he

of the material for his

blend of geometrical meditation

and

refined

& Five Society in

1924.

The

Society had been inaugurated in 1919 as an ecumenical attempt
to organize artists of many different persuasions after the war.

Pursuing the process of abstraction to
Nicholson began

in the

a logical conclusion,

1930s to translate his wholly abstract

the 1920s,

Cornish fishing town

found

an exhibition of the Seven

is

form

reverts to the

at

was

landscape drawing.

pieces into shallow reliefs, occasionally large, and entirely white.

These colourless surfaces with their play of light and shadow

are

decidedly architectural, reminiscent of the geometric white
buildings being created by the Bauhaus, the great
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158

school

of

(|{'.siL;n at

hctwc'cti the

wai'.s.

Dcs.saii,

w Inch i-cxoliitioni/cd the apphcd arts

nection, and teh that

hi.s

helon^cd

aft

finest of these large-scale vvoiks

mounted on aciirxcd framework,
minimalist derivation from
ing rec-tangles

in a

is

in .such settinjj^s.

not

to act as a screen.

C'lihist still life, a circle

network of thin hlack

lines

\i)r>\

lu'stixal

on

The

of Britain, and

Oneof

the

hut a painting

a i-elicf

with planes of subdued yt'How and hrown.
a cafe at the

noted the con-

Nichol.soti's coiilcinporaric.s

a

It is

a tvj)ical,

159

and intersect\s

lute

ground,

screen decorated

presence there

its

signalled Nicholson's 'Ivstahlishinent' status as one of the taste-

formers of the post-war age. His work - the carefullv balanced

We are

160. Paul Nash,

colours, the spidery geometry, e\en the parabolic curxc of the

making a New World, 1919
'I

have seen the most

screen

frightful

nightmare of a country more

by nature, unspeal<able, utterly
indescribable

.

is

.

,

no glimmer

seen anywhere.

the aesthetic of the period.

There are links between Nicholson and

conceived by Dante or Poe than

God's hand

- helped define

of

rarely practised pure abstraction, but
to landscape

and produced

a

contemporary who

who was

deeply attached

a parallel, highly personal version of

another Continental movement: Surrealism. Paul Nash (1889-

Sunset and sunrise are

blasphemous, they are
mockeries

to

man

.'
.

.

1946) had attended the Slade and worked as an
the second half of the Great War.

He was

official artist in

the ])rime

mox er of a
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who undertook to hold the modernist
front in the 1930s. Unit One was founded in 1933, and included
Nicholson and two important sculptors, Henry Moore (1898—
thrusting group of artists

1986) and Barbara Hepworth( 1903-75).

For Nash, nature remained the primary inspiration
ing,

drawing and printmaking. At the same

time, he

objects with the eyes of the generation of artists
in

modern technology and witnessed

war. Like Spencer, he

came under

for paint-

saw natural

who had exulted

destructiveness in the

its

the influence of the Pre-

Raphaelites, especially Rossetti's dreamlike visions. But his contribution

is

the blasted
161. Paul Nash, Equivalents
for the Megaliths,

1935

By the 1930s the

art of

Samuel

Palmer had been rediscovered

and the

inspired

Nash among many

others. Palmer's fecund stooks

ill.

and swelling moon (see

114) are transmuted, however,

into a

woods of Flanders

and tramped through their

Macedonian

subjects,

among

after the armies

mud

are,

had shelled them

alongside Spencer's

moving images

the most

to have

been prompted by any war. Nash expressed his sense of horror

intensity of Palmer's

intimate identification with nature

of corn

primarily as a landscape painter. His evocations of

more ambiguous

vision of a

in a passionate letter to his wife:

am no
messenger who

hopeless.
a

I

fighting to those

'It

is

unspeakable, godless,
I

am

men who

are

longer an artist interested and curious,
will bring

back word from the

who want

the

inarticulate will be

war

to

go on

for ever. Feeble,

my message, but it will have a bitter truth

.'
.

.

half-prehistohc, half-mechanized

landscape

modern

in

which ancient and

forces are quietly at work.

All Nash's anger

he gave to
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is

concentrated in the savage irony of the

We are making a New World[ 1919).

title

160

afterwards, KnirJisli scciu'ry was t'rauj^ht with ainhigii-

I\\('i-

ous,

somcluncs

Sussex

lan(Jscaj)es ot

time-traiiie

in

extent.

serene pastoral

They

a

The immemor-

and sun-worship, appearing as cosmic

illuminate the contemporary land.

lights, fitfully

m

re\eal evidence of their

the form of hones or megaliths.

rituals of fire-worshij)

Nash imports

The

his native P)IK l-iin^iiainshire exist

oi"

immense

of"

ancient origin
ial

sinister meatiinu,- tor him.

alien ohjects into his landscapes, as

Sometimes

w hen he

fills

a

of stuhhle with ahstract geometrical shapes. At others he

field

depicts the things that helong

in

the landscape as though they

were alien, seeing them with surprise and e\en shock.
This surprise

war generation.

at

It

natural ol)iects w as important to the inter-

was the age of the

ohjet trouve,

the stone or the

piece of twisted stick found on the beach and kept as domestic

The

sculpture.

circle

drew continual

round Nicholson, Moore and Hepworth

inspiration from such chance discoveries, and

made evident use of them

work. Moore's immensely

in their

influential sculpture can be seen as a celebration of the realiza-

tion that at a profound le\

el

the

human body

is

a

paradigm of the

physical structures of all nature. So the 'skeleton' of a landscape
is

revealed in the clear outlines of animal bones or tree roots. Hut

the uncovering of the essence of landscape can ha\e a

disturbing aspect, and

many

more

of Nash's pictures imply a darker

history of both land and nation.

This sense of the nightmare potential of the natural world,
sharpened by the experience of the war, recurs
the

period.

Lewis and had,

ties for abstract

like

pattern-making

emplacements.

He now

piles of found objects like trophies,

of places

much work of

Edward Wadsworth (1889-1949) had been

Vorticist with

artillery

in

now

silent

a

Ne\inson, seen the possibili-

wartime camouflage and

in

chose to paint monumental

memorials to the past history

and deserted. In the carefully burnished

mixed-media pictures of John Tunnard (1900-1971) airy constructions,

sometimes three-dimensional, are poised above

empty landscapes, hovering

like alien

invaders from an ethereal

world of piu'e geometry.

During the Second World
artist, inspired

\\ ar

Nash was again an

once more by the realization

official

in actual life

of the

ambivalence of nature. His painting of a 'gravevard' for crashed

German

planes

is titled,

once again

ironically, Totes

Sea) (1940-41). Painting the Battle of Britain,

nated

b}'

fighters

the calligraphic arabesques of the

v

Meer (Dead

Nash was

apour

fasci-

trails as the

wove about in deadly combat o\'erhead. Like Spencer, he
221
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was searching

world obscured by

tor th^ poetic content of a

ugliness and violence.

Lowry (1887—1976) also grappled with the ugliness of
modern life. He was a minor municipal official in Salford, outside
L.S.

Manchester, and did not need to describe war: the industrial

towns of Northern England provided enough bleak subject matter.

There too machines dominated the

His

\

lixes

of men and women.

iews of mills and factory chimneys, starkly presented

uniform grey

light, are self-consciously nai\ e.

The

people

in a

who

wander among these gaunt buildings and dot the drab open
spaces between them verge on the comic:

little

matchstick

figures absorbed in a joyless parade.

A love of naivety,

intended or unintended, was an aspect of

the search for that simplicity of utterance so
the artists of the inter-war generation.
artist wife

at

prized by

Ben Nicholson,

Winifred (1893-1981), Christopher

and their associates

30),

much

Wood

St I\es in the late

his

(1901-

19i20s

had

disco\ ered the seascapes of an old fisherman, Alfred Wallis

They were

(1855—1952).

well aware of how Picasso and Braque

had adopted the 'Douanier' Rousseau two decades
W^allis's little

seas

of

earlier.

scenes of ship-in-a-bottle schooners engulfed in

white

seemed

impasto

them

to

true

because

unsophisticated, the honest expression of a seaman's love of his

element.

Wood, who was

also

drawn

to ships

and the

sea,

painted the fishing villages of Brittany in a direct, almost
childlike way, bringing a dreamlike tension to scenes that

on

the surface are serene and reassuring.

After the war, the interlocking themes of menace and poetry
in life

and landscape - themes that had been

the e\ ervday

life

present in

of millions of people for a significant part of the

century - dominated the work of British
years.

literally

painters for a

number of

Nash's Surrealism, Nicholson's abstraction, Sickert's

painterly reportage,

1940s and

'50s.

all

bore significantly on the work of the

Spencer continued to paint his wry village

epiphanies - often with almost caricature
latter decade.

humour- well into the

But before and during the war there emerged

a

new dimension, a nostalgia for the England that was being swept
aw av by so much rapid change.
Perhaps the archetypal expression of that nostalgia

work of Rex Whistler

social order,
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the

(1905—4-4), precocious, debonair and

sociable, killed in action in

try houses in the 1930s

is

Normandy. His decorations

sum up

for coun-

the fading pleasures of the old

based on memories of Claude Lorrain and the

Rococo, cxokini; an eternal
about

a pei-fectl}'

landscaped xsorld.

ings, like his self-pofti-ail as St
thei-e

(19.'}<)),

is

mood

a

note (juite alien to

ii

is

dotted

idyll of" classical paxilions

some

In

John the

ot his

small paint-

i)aptist hi llw Jl'ildcrness

of gentle melanciioiy that mtioduces a

charming decoi-atixc creations.

A brooding spirituality motixated many landscape j)ainters.
The insj)ii-ati()n was Samuel Palmer, whose work, esj)ecially his
eai-ly j)en

the
felt

draw ings and

19!2()s. I^\)r

later etchings,

had been rediscovci-ed

in

ii4

the critic (ieofFrey Grigson, Palmei's powcrfullv

scenes ofrural

life

constituted

'a

visible

image of an

in\ isible,

hardly attainable blessedness'. Palmer's style was imitated w
frank exactness by

a

Graham Sutherland

number of artists

in

the

ith

notably by

1.9:}()s,

(1903-80), whose early etchings are effec-

The

tively pastiches of Palmer's.

attraction

was no

accident.

Palmer's influence coincided with an increased consciousness of

away from Continental iModernism

'Englishness', a turning

with

its

international, Socialist connotations.

approach, typified by Salvador Dali

Surrealist

in his object-filled

deserts, could be adapted to Nash's Sussex

Welsh mountain

The

xalleys that Sutherland

dow nland, or

knew and

These developments came to be known

dreamto the

loxed.

as 'Nco-romanticism':

a movement - if movement it can be called - that approached

the

English countryside with a nostalgia sharpened by w ar and the
lessons of Surrealism.

embodied elements of

also

It

a

kind of

landscape Expressionism, embodying the intense inner moods

engendered by nature in bold painterly effects and strong colour.

Another painter of Welsh scenery, John Piper (1903-92), uses
pen, ink and gouache in a bold, calligraphic style to e\oke the
brooding masses of the mountains. Piper was also

a prolific

topographer, making attracti\e records of historic buildings in
the sprightly

manner of

dreamlike drawings of David Jones (1895-1974) are

most

The
among the

practised theatre-designer.

a

elusive and subtle of the nostalgic yet disturbing medita-

tions of these troubled years: spidery

inspired by William Blake are

washed with diaphanous

pale colour, as figures from religion and
soldiers

and lovers

in idyllic

pull of the landscape idyll

(1893-1979),

pen or pencil outlines
\eils

of

mythology mingle with

and ancient Celtic landscapes. The

changed the w ork of I\on Hitchens

He had been

an out-and-out modernist

in his

youth, painting precocious abstractions in the 19i20s, but

in his

most

too.

characteristic

-

work

his relationship

w ith

a familiar land-

home at La\ington
Common, Petworth - is more traditional. He thought of himself
scape

that of the Sussex \alleys near his
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as continuing in the footsteps of the

Old Masters, using broad

sweeps of a wide brush laden with the rich colours of water, earth

and

1936 his pictures took on a long horizontal

foliage. After

format that became

his characteristic 'signature'.

Roman Catholicism in

Sutherland was converted to
with so

many

162

1926: as

of the Neo-romantic generation his meditations

have transcendental overtones. His experience of industrial
scenery and machinery while working as an

between 1940 and 1945 had an
First

World War scenes on

official

on him similar

effect

war

artist

to that of

the previous generation: machines

seemed monstrous extensions of the natural landscape, the
forms of nature became monsters. In T.

S. Eliot's

play The Family

Reunion (1939) the Eumenides-haunted Harry Monchensey
describes this surreal world:
a twilight

JVhere the dead stone

is

seen to be batrachian,

The aphyllous branch ophidian.

The human

figure,

when

appeared

it

in

desolated settings, was vulnerable, mutilated.

Second World

War in

1945, with

its

such gaunt and

The

close of the

concomitant horrors — the

uncovering of the Nazi concentration camps, the explosion of

atom bombs over Japan - if anything

intensified the dark

mood.

The action of war was succeeded by the horrified contemplation
of what was

left.

much European
with

its

Stage, Moatlands Park,

1936

thinking; Jean-Paul Sartre's Existentialism,

claim to help people, as Simone de Beauvoir put

face horror
162. Ivon Hitchens, Winter

Despairing nihilism became the keynote of

and absurdity while

still

dignity, to preserve their individuality,'

aggressive alienation.
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The distorted

it,

'to

human
spread abroad a mood of
retaining their

figures of Picasso's famous

163

163.

Graham

Sutherland, Thorn Trees,

The forms are ostensibly
are those of

Crown

of

man-made

1945

sharpness and

objects of aggression.

Thorns alludes

Sutherland's sense of

c.

natural, but the

to a motif that

human

redemption seemed remote.

was

linearity

The suggestion

of a

central to the Catholic

pain and suffering

in a

world where

1

uJKi'

/

1Mb'''

—f^5

M^.'

—

Sif

-^

^KlL
<^^/>-

r

^9^^

..•r

rf^l

bf^>

protest against the Spanish Civil War, Guernica ( 1 937), exhibited

164. Edward Burra, /?ye

Landscape with

Figure,

1947

in

London

the following year, provided a language in which

Burra revived a view of watercolour
as

proper

ttie

statements
since

tlie

tliat liad

for

grand

been dormant

early 19th century. His

mixture of
lyrical

medium

satirical

naturalism

cynicism and

in his later

work

suggests a desire to reconcile the

many artists felt they could express their disgust with the world.
Ceri Richards (1902-71), John Craxton

Colquhoun (1914—62)
Picasso in
lyrical,

ugliness and cruelty of the 20th

An

century with the courage and

warmth
fellow

that he

men

had seen

in his

during the war.

work

that

all

was

(b.

1922) and Robert

reflected the powerful influence of
often,

on the surface, pastoral and

but which underneath was anything but.
idiosyncratic

member

of this generation was

Burra (1905—76), a sufferer from

arthritis

Edward

from childhood who

consequently preferred to work in watercolour, but did so on a
large scale, displaying a vigorous feeling for sheer pattern-

making. His figure subjects have a strong

satirical bite

and an

almost medieval feeling for the grotesque, the macabre and the

menacing; he could also paint landscapes of great breadth

in

which the ancient forms of the earth are combined with the
structures of

modern industry

to create

images of haunting

poetry.

come to a climax in
paintings of Francis Bacon (1909-92). While nearly all
All these disturbing developments
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the
the

164

'Nco-romatilics' were

(lr;uiji;lil.sin('n,

most

in

imj)()rtaiit

coloiirs, Hacoii

with

its

1()\

work
was

cssciuially a

emerges from

tlie

his

of

llicii'

j)aint('r.

Tlic art of drawing,
its

own

sake,

seems

passionate loatiiing of the lumian body

work. Yet the body was also evidently

source of delight for him.
artists of the time

some

the form of pen (li-a\\ings or uatcr-

ing examination of form tor

almost to contradict
that

pi-oducin^j,

He

is

one of

a significant

a

number of

w ho painted the male figure because

it

was, at

least in part, an object of erotic interest.

When
(1953), on

Bacon decided

to base

a photograj:)}!

by the experimental

one

of his pictures, 1\l'() Figures
late

1

.<nh-century

American photographer Kadweard Muybridge, he engaged

human body
Muybridge took

with a tradition of serious study of the
its

roots in contemporary science.

that had

multiple

sequential photographs recording the action of a horse or a

165. Francis Bacon, Two Figures,

1953
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human being running,

of men wrestling, and so on. Bacon picks

up the quasi-cinematic aspects

of

Muybridge's procedure

in his

technique, which involves sweeps of a laden brush that blur and
distort the forms, investing

them with apparent motion rather as

the Futurists had done in their consciously cinematic images. At

same time he transmutes the wrestling subject

the

into

one sug-

gestive of an erotic encounter. Such images were familiar from

the 'male physique' magazines of the time, which purveyed

mildly homoerotic photographs in the guise of athletic activity.

Yet there

nothing mild about Bacon's picture. The two

is

men wrestle — or make

love

—

in a space that

their bed like a cage, so that they

is

projected on to

become imprisoned

surrounding darkness a threatening void. Often

beasts, the

in the early

pictures a single male figure appears in this cage, not necessar-

naked but incongruously dressed

ily

tightly knotted

we

tie.

This

is

dark suit with

in a neat

the portrait of a real person

- though

are not told who. Bacon treats historical characters in the

same way. His
Innocent

X

series of studies after Velasquez's portrait of Pope

show the

washes over him,
screams,

one

Pontiff seated, caged, in darkness that

as he clutches the

arms of

mouth wide open. The claustrophobia

feels that the

his

throne and

palpable,

is

horror of the situation so vividly evoked

and
is

a

psychological horror of self-loathing.

Bacon's

own

life

was the reverse of saintly. He enjoyed the

company of rough diamonds, drank copiously and

lived in

bohemian chaos, very urban, very London. Brought up

a

Catholic in Ireland he rejected Christianity, but was attracted to
the form of the triptych altarpiece

all

his

life.

He found

the

Crucifixion an immensely satisfying subject, primarily because

of its association with 'the slaughterhouse', the 'smell of death'
and,
166. Francis Bacon, central figure
of

Three Studies for Figures at

Baseof a

Crucifixion,

Despite the reference
to a central

element

tlie

male nude

the

add, because of

its

is

archetypal presentation of the

as the victim of violence. In his Three Studies for

Figures at the Base of a Crucifixion

1944
in

we must

-

( 1

944) the

mood

of nightmare

conveyed with shocking authenticity: the indefinable empti-

title

of Christian

imagery, Bacon himself suggested

ness, the impossibility of

pinning down any precise detail save

the sense of helpless suffering. Bacon's standing as a pre-

that the three studies he exhibited
to general

shock

in

1945 were

'sketches for the Eumenides'.

The

eminent master of the
realization of what

creatures he invents are indeed
like

the Furies of Greek myth,

indescribably horrible yet faintly

human

in their

blind screaming:

vengeful victims of their

natures as

much

own

as persecutors

of others.
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it

late

20th century

has meant to be

is

rooted

human

in his

uncanny

in a terrible

epoch.

Chapter 9

A New

Reality: since

1960

The Cold War between Western and Eastern
which lasted

until 1989,

Bloc powers,

ensured that the sense of anxiety that

had underlain muchof the painting of the 1940s and '50s continued to be

felt

through the ensuing decades. But the urgency of

those early years of horror and disgust, reinforced by economic
austerities,

was bound

The 1960s saw

to dissipate.

increase in national wealth, the spending

a great

power of the individual

hugely enhanced. Air travel became available to everyone;

gramophone records played for longer and every adolescent had
the resources to buy them.

War

receded into the past, but

technological spin-offs were everywhere.

The

its

material world of

the commercial artefact came to dominate everyone's perception

of reality. Television was in most homes, and the commonplace

images of daily

life

were more and more those provided by the

news photographer, or invented by the advertising agent. Drugtaking,

which had been

more, became modish.
pill in

common
The

bohemia

in

for a century or

introduction of the contraceptive

1963 rapidly rendered obsolete traditional constraints on

sexual behaviour.
In

all

these matters, American

life

and culture came to repre-

sent a standard to be imitated. American servicemen,

still

stationed in Britain long after the War, helped to naturalize their

way of life. American
slang heard

films

in the streets.

Osborne's play Look Back
he lives

in

announced

'the
in the

were seen on

Jimmy

in

American

television,

American

Porter, the anti-hero of John

Anger {\9 51), observes ruefully that
age'.

work of the

In

the arts, that age

'Beat' poets

was

and novelists round

Jack Kerouac and William Burroughs, and the

of Abstract Expressionist painters, led by

New York School

Mark Rothko and

Jackson Pollock. Pollock's grand canvases, articulated with

all-

embracing gestures of the painting arm, often using bucketfuls
of paint splashed and dripped in swirls and spirals, are perhaps
Existentialist exercises like the less titanic

work of his contem-

poraries in Europe. But they are also positive, assertions of the

energy of creativity,

or, in

Rothko's case, of the spiritual heights

and depths to be plumbed
coloured void.
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in the

contemplation of

a subtly

This
I

|)()siti\('('tu'r^y

leioii (l<)'2()-<^fJ),

heen associated
1

J)r>()s

one of the few

is

with

dii-eclly

he a[)andoned

l^ra(]iic'

make

who

tlic

soiiictliin^ that

\\;i.s

New

tlie

appealed to I'alru

I^)iitish

167

^'ofk ^roiip. In the later

figure suhjeets and

mspncd hy

still lifes

and Matisse that he had been painting and started

large abstracts, often at

k

painters to have

first 'stripe

paintings',

tall

to

piles

of niany-cx)l()ured brushstrokes, which were early reflections of
the developments in

New

York; Heron himself claimed to ha\e

arri\ed at this point independently, and to ha\e led the

way

for

some of the Americans.
Helixed

home

to

for

many

much of his

life in

or near St hcs, which had been

of the most perceptixc landscape j)ainters of the

pre-war years, notably Ben Nicholson. His
1950s and early '60s are

like blurred,

strongly coloured reminis-

cences of Nicholson's neat geometries.

common

j)ictures of the late

They have something

with the work of another painter associated w

in

159

ith St

William Scott (1913-89), who was preoccupied with the

Ives,

abstract implications of the
in plan, as if

plified

from the

air,

still life:

a

pan or jug on

a table is .seen

and becomes the basis of a much sim-

arrangement of colours and shapes. Heron's abstractions

became very large indeed

in

the 197()s and 'sos.

They

consist of

cheerfully coloured pink, blue or yellow patches floating in and

out of each other, managing to graft their Americanness onto an

unforced freshness and sense of natural beauty that

is

entirely

English.

Many

painters continued to find inspiration at St

developed
nition.

a tradition

of abstraction that deserves

Roger Hilton (191 1-75) and Terry Frost

Ive.s,

and

more recog(b.

1915) are

among the distinguished artists to ha\e w orked there since the
war. The ebullient^o/^ de vivre that characterizes much of their
work testifies to a mood of contentment, if not optimism, that
pervades much St Ives painting. In Peter Lanyon (191 8-64) the
town had

a nati\'e son, trained in

was happy

w ay

to blend painting

that led

him naturally

Cornw all, w ho

and sculpture

the

in 1957,

New

and

York

in scale

artists.

Nicholson

in a free,

expressive

to large abstract

the characteristics of the local landscape.

York

like

and breadth

But

works drawing on

He met Rothko in New-

his

work has

his paintings typically

links with

ha\e the

colours of the English country and seaside -swirling greens and

browns shot through w ith blue and w hite, the paint
energetically applied in big, open-air strokes.

physically
life,

embody Lanyon's concern w ith

death and rebirth, and thev

e\

thick and

These pictures

the organic cycle of

oke the outdoors, the rush of
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les

167. Patrick Heron, Various
Blues

in Indigo,

1962

Heron's mature paintings are
exultant celebrations of pure
colour, often referring to

landscape

or,

especially later

in his career, to

gardens.

168. Peter Lanyon, Glide Path,

1964

trcsli

w

iiul. It is

perhaps poetically appi-opiiate that LatiN'on died

as the result of a

ji,li(liiig

St I\cs, with

lis

streets, intricately

accident.

white, slate-roofed cottajres and narrow

w inding harhour

front and

w

ide hays,

seems

to have possessed an extraordinary capa( itv to lead artists for-

ward

in tlie

search for a language to express their stiong sense of

The

these eloquent surroundings.
the (juestion

inspiration

sculj)t()r

as crucial, since

ahstraction had not heen resoKcd.

of"

inexitahle dexelopnient, the goal to

and

w

must

tend:-*

w

( )i-

w hich

Was

of

itself,

it

both w

ays.

as there alw ays to he an undei'l ying

The place u as

a

kind

of

it

was

ahstraction

asking to be drawn and painted. Victor Pasmore

(1908-98) visited the town
decisively

an

e\ ci-y serious paintc-r

reference to that tlemanding reality outside? In St Ixcs
possible to ha\ e

it

with

coloured, poetic

in

19.50,

representation,

Thames

and about that time broke

abandoning

his

delicately

scenes and solidly modelled figure

studies for pure abstraction, which he pursued with evangelical

vigour as Director of Painting

the Art

at

University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

School of the

He adopted

the new inter-

national language of non-representational art, in which he

was

at

pieces,

once word perfect. But he deliberately allowed

whether paintings, collages or

relief sculptures, to

his

bear

169. Victor Pasmore, Brown
Development (Peat), 1966
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leg

-

the marks of 'do-it-yourself construction

-

visible glueing

splintered edges,

stamp of authenticity running

that are a

counter to the ostensibly 'mechanical' quality of these pared-

down, ingenious exercises
Before

this, in

pure composition.

in

Pasmore had been

1937,

a

founder of the

Euston Road School with William Coldstream (1908-87) and
Claude Rogers (1907-79)

in

an attempt to get away from the

uncertainty about abstraction and representation. Although

they admired

much of what had been

achieved recently, they

felt

that painting should be comprehensible to the uninitiated.

Coldstream was much affected by the
the economic depression of the '30s.
art

must be generally

of abstraction.

'I

towards a wider

His

problems raised by

He felt that a truly left-wing

accessible, not the rarefied intellectuality

became convinced that
public',

had learned to be
direction.'

social

art

ought to be directed

Coldstream w rote. 'Whereas

all

ideas

I

artistically revolutionary ran in the opposite

own method

of dealing with the problem was to

subject reality to a careful scrutiny, a measuring by eye, which

w as

transferred to the canvas by

real grid.

Gowang
faintly

to

The

grid,

which

a

if

not Modernism.
it is

need to state only what

Road pictures.

to

an extreme

of

concentration the Euston Road
School's stress on drawing as a

means

of

understanding the

visible world.

It

is

this imperative

that dictates his spare

compositions.
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Lawrence

gives the pictures a

Gowing

talked of 'an aesthetic

apt that contemporary British philo-

sophy was much taken up with

1977

'scan',

pupil,

mechanical look that perhaps helps to validate an appeal

of verification', and

Uglow takes

half-notional, half-

Euston Road

(1918—91), referred to as a

modernity

170. Euan Uglow, The Diagonal,

means of a

is

'Verificationism'.

A

pragmatic

confirmably true permeates Euston

.\ii()llici(lis( iplcotl-'ii.stoii

.soKc'd tlu'prohlcMi

systematic ohjcctix

by

(li-a\\ iiit;

is

in a s|)a(

an exact answer to the

pai-ts relate to

w

thcliiiiiian IxxK'

(

itli

1

f).'5(>-'i()()()),

i

70

a nitlilcs.sly

His 'scan' incasuics and paftilions out

ity.

head, lim[)s, torso as elements
that there

Koad, luian I'^lou

each other? Theic

i-esults are breathlessly

c

\\lii(

seems

to

imply

how do

all

these

li

(|iiestion:

no room

is

for chance; tlie

balanced, ordained by an inexoral)lc

intellectual process. Despite the presence of the figiu'e, this

is

essentially abstract painting.

The master who
\\()i"lds

artists
171.

Norman

Blarney,

during the Deanery
St
.

.

and was

Mass

at

him

1960

incarnate',

Anglo-Catholic church led

to the art of

and

workable personal

style.

Byzantium,

working out complex
guage.

He

also followed on

invohement. His

life's

Mass

was

a powerful

form that are charactehstic of the
Italian

quattrocento, especially as

found

in

the work of artists

like

Piero della Francesca. In this
a specific

the Mass, he

may

have been inspired by Spencer's
'sacramental' war painting Travoys
of 1919(111.

157), with

19

work was dominated by

Scene during the Deanery

ingenious geometry and purity of

in

(

1

1— 'iOOO)

made

from Spencer's profound religious

adapts, while recognizing the

moment

the struggle to torge a

spatial designs in a bold, simj)lified lan-

ings recording the rituals of the

which records

in

Norman Hlamey

whose hieratic figures and
ambiguous spatial settings he

picture,

some

isn't surprising- that

it

found his examj)le xaluable

Spencer's monumental figure conijiositions his starting-point,

Blarney's inspiration in the offices
of the

Sj)encer,

Scene

Pancras Old Church,

'.

was Stanley

bestrode the modei-nist and traditional

its

prostrate figures lying in parallel.

Incarnate' (1960)

is

of j)aint-

High Anglican Church. His

at St Pancras

Vanessa Bell and Duncan Grant,

Old Church,

'.
.

.

and

example. Religious themes

have not been by any means dead

careers no longer avant-garde,

a series

in

in

made

i2()th-centin-y Britain.

the latter part of their
large-scale murals for

Berwick church, near Charleston, their house under the Sussex

Downs.

Ward

(b.

In Kent, at the

little

country parish of Challock,

.John

1918) executed a lyrical series o{ Scenesfrom the Life of

Christ{l958), set in the local countryside and with a cast of local
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171

people. For

many years

the walls of the Royal

Academy showed

paintings by Carel Weight (1908-97) which give voice to a

more

uneasy, late 20th-century spirituality, setting events of

a vaguely transcendental nature in the drab landscapes of
172. David Hockney, Tea
Painting in an lliusionistic Styie,

suburban London.

These

1961
The canvas takes the shape

of the

Ty-phoo tea packet, symbol

of

ordinary domesticity, a reminder
of

life

father

at

home

with mother and

- characters

who appear

significantly often in

Hockney's

work. The imagery of the tea

an

echo

packet

is

glitzier

advertising slogans that

ironic

of the

characterized paintings by

American Pop

same

period.

artists at

the

found their respective xoices very largely by

artists

opting out of the intellectual battles of the period, and by ignoring

its

debate

glossy commercialism. For those
it

was

this that

who engaged

in the

provided the inspiration for a more com-

plete grasp of reality. In the 1950s a 'Kitchen Sink' school had

arisen

which took

ther: the coarsely

Jack Smith
trays,

(b.

Sickert's love of domestic squalor a stage fur-

handled pictures of John Bratby ( 1 928-92) and

1928) glory in the actuality of stub-filled ash-

bathroom

fittings

and messy kitchens. In both America

and England a wealth of messages from the street - road
advertisements, newspaper photographs
into the images of

- was finding

what quickly became known

as

signs,

its

way

Pop Art. Oil

paint did not go out of fashion, but the new, industrially

produced

acrylic,

with

its

clean,

smooth texture and easy

application, offered an appropriately shiny alternative.

In the mid-1950s Peter Blake

(b.

1932) began to incorporate

postcards and magazine covers into his pictures, creating a

hybrid of painting and collage

— a technique

that has

its

roots in

Cubism. From the beginning Pop Art embodied the tensions of

new Anglo-American

the

1969

(Elvis),

culture. Blake's Girls

and

their Hero,

173

painted in acrylic, records in images borrowed from

newspapers and popular magazines the overwhelming British
enthusiasm for American commercial music. Rock

'n'

Roll and

Elvis Presley. In Self-portrait with Badges (1961) Blake identified

himself in terms of his current
as affirmed

on

affiliations, interests

by the collection of iconic

his clothes.

accoutrements

The
is

tin

and loyalties

badges he shows pinned

self-conscious youthfulness of artist and

representative of the

The Pop movement

moment.

received a powerful impetus from the

friendship of an English and an American artist. R. B. Kitaj

1932) had

(b.

come

to

London from

the States in 1957 and

entered the Royal College of Art where he met David Hockney
(b.

1937). Hockney's student

Road

vein. His adoption of a

work was in a conscientious Euston
Pop manner towards the end of the

decade was a striking transformation. Smeared surfaces

urban walls, covered with random

graffiti,

like old

become the back-

drops to louche encounters, or sometimes constitute the entire
picture. Tea Painting in an lliusionistic Style
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( 1

96 1 ) incorporates

172

173. Peter Blake,

The format

Girls

and

their Hero,

that Blake adopts here

is

1959

part

(Elvis),

comic

strip,

1959
part scrap-

book. His pictures are often composite images constructed from

photographs and found objects; but as in many early Pop art
images, there is a strong impulse towards the painted mark.

the homely
all its

Ty-phoo

tea packet, placing this version of Pop, for

Bacon-like ambiguities of space and image, unmistakably

cosy lower middle-class England rather than

in a

streets of

Manhattan.

Kitaj,

combining ideas taken from

by contrast, was
literature,

tory into kaleidoscopic satires on the

in the

nervy

a cosmopolitan,

175

philosophy and art his-

modern world that are shot

through nonetheless with human compassion. This sympathy

warms
too

is

his beautifully

a fine

drawn and thoughtful

portraits.

Hockney

draughtsman and during the 1970s produced

a suc-

cession of sensitive studies of his friends and their contrasting

London and Los Angeles. He quickly
attractions of Am_erican life and moved to

domestic surroundings

succumbed
California,

to the

in

where he made pictures

that evoke with an entirely

appropriate obviousness the sun-drenched, leisurely lifestyle of
poolside and palm-lined boulevard.

muddy, slurred pigment

work of Allen Jones

is

changed environment.

gentle irony of these artists gives

in the

transformation from

to brilliant, primary-coloured clarity

a remarkable response to the

The

The

(b.

1937),

way

who

to a fiercer satire

has been obsessed by

the use of the female figure in commercial art and the sex industry.

The

obviously erotic purpose of these images

in his sharp-breasted, fishnet-legged

1

1

pr

iliiiliiilitiliiiilill

174. David Hockney, Peter
getting out of Nick's Pool,

1966

Hockney quickly moved away
from the gestural, vernacular
his

Pop phase

to

art of

formulate an

equally witty but more restrained

response

to the colourful, sybaritic

lifestyle of

went

Los Angeles, where he

to live in

1964. The surface

gloss of that lifestyle

the

becomes

medium through which he

perceives his fhends and their
activities:

and

forms are simplified

crisply defined as in the

images

of advertising.
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is

satirized

but often significantly

174

tacvk-ss

ligmcs with

TIktc

irony, too, in the social coniincnt ol

(I).

is

If^'J'J),

whose

tlicii-

imatrc's,

colour and

gjiiidy

often based on

ad\c'i-tisenients, distd (he ethos of the

that sj)rea(l thi-ouoh the
(b.

19.'U)')

conunents

media

nioi'e

in

Ku hard

j)res.s

outlines.

slick
I

laniilton

photograj^hs and

anti-Conserxative satire

the

1

<k;()s.

Tatiick Caulfield

suaNcly on the \crna( ular bad taste'

and the monotony of the suiToutuhn^s we haxc become used to
in a world ot niass-j)roduction.
l()\e Sickert's

'I

wish

I

were there (.sometimes

lunacy of his

175. R. B.

Kitaj,

and Michael
Kitaj's

London,' Kitaj has

late style too",

I

am).'

and

it

1

is

le

said.

'I

could eat

it

up.

added that he loved the

worth rememf)ering that

Kenneth Anger

Powell,

1973

paintings are replete witli

his current preoccupations,

colourful jigsaws of his intellectual

and emotional

life,

for

characters he draws

which the

become

surrogates. His portraits are often

records not so

much

of likenesses

as of the social and psychological

ambience

of the sitters.

The two

film-makers Kenneth Anger and

Michael Powell are caught here
in

as

passing, accidental ingredients,
it

were,

in a

which imposes
on

vernacular scene
its

own rhythms

their existence,

independent

I

of

their personalities or their creative

achievements.
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Sickert had pioneered the use of newspaper photographs as the

144

The identification of a recogpainting owes much to the presiding

basis for pictures back in the 1930s.

nizable 'London' quahty in

genius of Sickert, though the so-called 'School of London' that
flourished in the '70s couldn't be said to ha\e a single style or

approach.

Like

1967-68
many of the

London'

artists,

concerned

unseen

Auerbach

of the

him than with

its

tube-station scenes of

through Sickertian
the

Leon Kossoff

eyes.

(b.

them both

are also, often, lyrically colourful
of a real

open

air

not merely a formal

Londoners take exercise and

-

from the

with their very

(b.

1931),

later style of

whose technique,

like

Bomberg, who taught

Borough Polytechnic. Like Kossoflf too, he
chooses London subjects - its people and its landscapes. It is a
at

the

rewarding experience

landscape, but a place where

model aeroplanes.

19i26),

We encounter similarly dense paint in

work of Frank Auerbach

Kossoff's, derives

kites or

here according to their pre-

inherent or

uncovering such structures, but

is

of the

heavy impasto and urgent spontaneity, continue to see London

world around

grapple with the problem of

this

many

is

structure. His paintings

and expressive

umbrella have been grouped

occupations. Perhaps the coarsely handled swimming-bath or
'School of

less with the surface

appearance

its

artists discussed in different places

176. Frank Auerbach, Primrose
Hill,

Under

to penetrate the apparent confusion of

Auerbach's contorted surfaces to discover the firm, tautly

fly

disciplined structures beneath,

240

whether of a face or of a

tree

on

176

I

l;im|)st(';i(l

uses

with

j);nnt

subject

Ilcalli.

Mi(

liacl

(lf>'JS-9())

(lcli(a(V, s|)c(iali/.ino

u;\\-a[

of urban

mallei-

Andrews

daily

the tiaditional

in

i^ioup

lite,

by contrast

and

j)ortrailurc

topographical landscape, albeit working on canvases that are

sometimes xcry
All these

large.

developments had their parallels

The

abstraction.

of

careful

scrutiny

and

the j)r()gr('ss

in

measiu-ement of

Coldstream's studies of the everyday world are matched

work of Kenneth Martin
69),

w ho.se paintings and

(15K).')-Hl)

and

reliefs are a (le\ flopment

and Russian C\)nstructi\ ism. They

built

the

in

.Mary (l.'K)7-

his wife

from Mondrian

up their compositions

by means of mathematical calculations, j)lacing minimal marks lines,

blocks or spaces - on the can\ as not as a conse(|uence of

aesthetic decisions but following a carefully planjied se(|uence of
'sums'.

The

resulting patterns are cool and dry but, in Kenneth

Martin's case, surprising and sometimes highly expressive

They extend themselves

their understated way.

in

naturally into

three dimensions in the form of delicately balanced mobile sculptures.

The

paintings of Mary Martin, ecjually coolly calculated,

possess a rare stillness and eciuilibrium.
Likewise, the bold, sas.sy commentaries of Pop Art on the

imagery of commerce and the media found

a

counterpart

the

in

abstractions of Bridget Riley (b.l93l). Riley has been a single-

minded exponent of the international Op Art movement
enjoyed

its

heyday in the 1 960s and

'70s.

that

This was an approach to

abstraction that concentrated on rigid but subtle geometry and
optically startling colour combinations. Riley

began painting

in

black and white alone, titillating the eye with finely modulated
stripes or dots that

one

Her

looks.

employ

seem

cool,

to flicker, fade or fold out of

177

view as

hard objectivity took her so far as to

assistants in the actual application of paint: the artist's

personality,

and

all

representational reference, are deliberately

eliminated to an extent that has been unusual in British abstrac-

tion-compare Pasmore's anxiety to
Mondrian's grids
interesting that

lie at

retain his personal imprint.

the root of Riley's approach, but

when she attempted

Broadway Boogie If oogie she abandoned
into Mondrian's creative processes.
is,

then, essentially different, and

to
it,

make

a

unable to

it is

copy of
feel

her

his

vv

ay

Her own abstract language

it is

one of the most original of

the post-war period.

At the opposite pole from Riley and the Martins
sensuous painting of Howard Plodgkin
sustained

the

native

tradition

(b.

is

who

has

founded

on

1932),

of abstraction

the lushly

241

ua

representation: th^nudes and

still lifes

and the watery landscapes of Hitchens

He

enced him.

all

of

Matthew Smith

seem

to have influ-

has painted portraits, interiors, landscapes,

all

transformed into glowing cauldrons of colour, variegated with
polka dots and molten rainbows,

which the very glossiness of

in

the paint contributes to the luxuriant effect.

time

in India,

and the

important part

in his

He has

spent

much

brilliant patterns of Indian fabrics play an

work. Even his frames are painted, extend-

ing the opulent breadth of his brushwork beyond the picture

A

space and into the room.

lusciously applied pigment

younger exponent of the values of
is

Therese Oulton

(b.

1953),

whose

often large canvases are inundated by tides of rippling paint,
floods of rich,

sombre colour illuminated by intermittent

flashes

of fitful light.

Another abstractionist of Oulton's generation, Christopher

Le Brun

New

(b.

1951), reflected

York school

vases;

though

dental in

his

some of the preoccupations of the

in his large,

brooding, loosely painted can-

shadowy spaces usually evoke the transcen-

more concrete ways.

Recently, especially, he has

introduced strong representational elements, often taken from
those Symbolist favourites

Wagner and Dante. The

abstract

merges effortlessly into the musical expressionist.
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177. Bridget Riley,
In Riley's

/.OSS,

1964

work the subtle evolution

of a pattern of dots

from one tonal

level to another, or

the slow

modification of simple forms,
like

of

(

#

^

is

(

the gradually changing motifs

some post-modern music,

^%,

repetitive but endlessly different.

With

and

its

denial of the brushstroke

of colour (the

on white), and

its

image

is

• •

black

insistence on

mathematical precision,

this

is

an aesthetic of extreme refinement,
the high point of the
to

<

»

movement

pure abstraction.
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178. Howard Hodgkin, Chez Max,

Hodgkin has said that
straightforward.

It

.

.

.

and emotional

seen through the eyes of
transformed into

.

'is

simple and

ranges from views through windows,

landscapes, even occasionally a
holidays

1996-97

his subject matter

.

.

still life,

to

situations of

all

memories
kinds

memory they must be

pictures using the traditional

vocabulary of painting'.

.

.

.

of

Lc

account of

sciitatioiial
loiigiiii;-,

plui-ality

Mostal_i;ia

oi-

of'approach

no accident
at tlie

away from the wholly

l^i-im's iiioxc

end

that

ot

in

llic

iiioi-c

pain

ahstiiu

to a rcprc-

t

incllahlc aspects of

syniptoiiialic of an

is

liiiiiian

increasing

the last yea i-s of the century. I'd'haps

the presichn^- genius of painting-

the century

is

an older

ai'tist

in

it

is

l)|-itain

wlio has insisted

repeatedly on the \irtues of the art school - an institution that

had seemed seriously threatened
Luciaii

Freud

1930s,

and

(b. 19'2'i)

his

early

work

f)reathes

his fanfily in the

itii

Surreahsm and

in his j)()rtraits

of the

an uncompromisino- fascination - obsession

word - with

'7()s.

Xeue

with the tense anxiety of the early

post-war years. But already

a

the iconoclastic ViOs and

came trom Vienna u

Sachlichkeit, shot thi'ough

is

in

the nnnute details of the

is

human

1

.<hO()s

there

not too strong
body. ()\er the

years the scrutiny has become more microscopic, drawing

remorseless attention to every \ein and pore. W'e are sometirnes

179. Lucian Freud, Interior
Paddington, 1951

in

The

figure

a portrait of Freud's

is

Diamond, who

friend Harry
later

became

There

a photographer.

a surreal stillness

is

in

Freud's early paintings, but he

came

to feel that

'the rigid

dogma

seemed unduly

Surrealism and
of

its

irrationality,

limiting.

I

could

never put anything into a picture
that wasn't actually there in front
of

me. That would be a pointless

lie,

a

mere

bit of artfulness.'

180. Lucian Freud, /Va/ced
Girl witti
In

Egg,

1980-81

Freud's later studies of

the nude, links with Spencer
(ill.

156) are

involvement

real,
is

though Freud's

not emotionally

compromised, but

essentially

is

that of the painter. Freud has said:
'I

am

only interested

the actual person;

in

painting

doing a

in

painting of them, not us/ng
to

some

me,

to

ulterior

end

them

of art. For

use someone doing

something not native

to

179

them

would be wrong.'

24S

180

reminded of Spencers earthy nudes, and of

exphcit

his

comparison of human with dead animal meat — not perhaps
far

from the preoccupations of Bacon

the long run

might

at first appear. In

all his

materials are there.

The

candidly exposing him- or herself to the

willing model,

intense

artist's

observation, the significantly unimportant surroundings

roughly draped bed, bare boards. All of this

sofa, a

and Freud makes no attempt

lineage,

as

has never been necessary for Freud to leave

it

the art school:

as

ise

matter up as modern. Yet

it is

a

of ancient

is

to dress his

modern by

—

subject

the very nature of his

gaze — uncensoring, unshockable, compassionate. These are the
qualities

on which we pride ourselves

in the

aftermath of a

we are still trying fully to understand.
Freud has painted many portraits, though he

liberation that

is

not a

portrait painter in the old-fashioned sense: he does not cater
to self-love,

was

and wishes to

his grandfather,

no one,

flatter

least of all himself It

Sigmund Freud, who made

the metier of

society portrait painter almost impossible in the 20th century.

Now

the painter of the

forth his

human

face

own psychology whatever

is

almost obliged to set

his ostensible subject.

portraits of Auerbach with their tortured, heavily

are a case in point. But for this reason

many

the

artists

portrait painter.

who continue
They do so in

we

The

worked paint

should give credit to

to fulfil the function of social
a

world that makes

it

increas-

ingly difficult to respect the old agendas of power, status and

wealth that dictated the parameters of portraiture.

It is

typical

of British patronage of painting that portraiture remains a

The desire for a recognizable likeness is as strong as
Blamey and Ward are among those who have produced

preference.
ever.

technically accomplished portraits for purposes of record, and

How^ard Morgan

(b.

1949) has reworked the tradition of glossy

flattery so effectively exploited

create a style very

by Lawrence and Sargent

much of its media-conscious moment.

Freud's example has stimulated a fresh interest
figure,

and indeed the

of subject painting, as
scapes

last

some with

a

Ken

in the

Kifl^

( 1

in

the

decades of the century saw a revival
enigmatic, often Surrealist land-

McKenna

and interiors of Stephen

the fantasies of

to

935-200

Grimm-like horror

1

),

whose

to them,

simple, childlike forms and vibrant,

(b.

1939),

fairy-tale stories,

some comic,

unmixed

and

are told in

hues, often using a

dense yet luminous watercolour. Something of the same love for
children's tales has motivated Paula Rego, born in Lisbon in

1935,

246

who

trained at the Slade under Coldstream. She brings an

isi

Ihcriaii fc(Tmi;

Ini-

the niacahic to

compo.sitioiis lai^c-scalc
\at(',

181 Ken
.

Kiff,

with Horse.

Pink Landscape

Kiff 's

work emerges from

in British

Ken

return to the

Victorian painters of
fairyland

(ill.

This

dream world

of the

magic and

legacy of the Edwardian illustrators
it

does not

ignore the dark side of things:
fairy-tale

with

oj pri-

seen

how

some ioth-centurv painting - by

sculptui'e. In iccent

decades the f)()undaries between the various

in

sexcral togethei-.

The camera

has played

a

artists

working

moi'e and

more

a

is

127), and to the

of children's books. Yet

liave

me(ha haxc become increasingly blurred, many

years of the 20th century search
in art.

dramas

Nicholson, Martin and others - has tended to lead naturally to

painting that had been

higher truth

clahoiatc

a strain

overlooked during the earnest

for a

ciiact llic .surreal

lici-

often pamfiil or sciualid li\cs, and social misfits aeciuire a

We
of

work. In

haunting beauty undei- her affectionate scrutiny.

1992-96

The story-book whimsy

lijj,ui('.s

licr

Kiff 's

prominent

role:

still

photography, film and sideo ha\c

entei-ed the ai'ena of'mixed-media creatis

ity.

Conceptual

among the
lerribles who

all

has

ai't

tended to steal the limelight, notably

Hritpack', a

highly publicized grouj)

emergc-d

the

1.99()s,

of"

cnfants

in

reinventing the old techniques of the a\ ant-garde:

landscapes are peopled

demons

as well as enchanted

beasts and blossoming trees.

bizarre incongruities, everyday objects or pornography are

deployed to explore the increasingly dixerse experience

of"

247

modern

many
younger artists have adopted painting as an appropriate medium
for their reflections on the world. But the mood of the time has
life.

Yet despite this explosion of technical means,

been shot through with a self-conscious awareness of the art
of past epochs, and there

is

a steady

undercurrent of ironic

borrowing, a post-modern love of deconstructing traditional
concepts and methods of working.

One
painters

of the
is

Peter

more

overtly traditional of these younger

Doig (b.

1959),

language of the landscape with
of trees against

who reverts

to the recognizable

figures, playing

snow (winter sports

with the patterns

are a frequent theme), or the

interrelationship of natural and architectural forms.
(b.

Gary Hume

1962) revives some of the brasher aspects of the Pop move-

ment

in

images that draw much of their

simplified

abstraction,

projected in

the

effect

from

a boldly

attention-grabbing

colours and shapes of advertising.

The

desire to offer a critique of recent art-history takes

an interesting form

in the abstractions

Her compositions can be read

182. Fiona Rae, Untitled
(SkyStiout),
In this

1997

canvas Rae's random

vocabulary of abstract motifs
is

brought into balance by the

combination

of

opposing

elements: a bold, gestural texture
is

underpinned by

of circles

regularity

a scattering

whose geometrical
can be read as ancient

forms half eroded or concealed
by subsequent convulsions.

248

of Fiona Rae

(b.

as deconstructions of

1963).

many

182

20th-century nioxenients, and

183. Jenny Saville, Fulcrum,

1999

appears to be

huge size of some
her canvases - and tenderness.

reflected in the

She has explained:

'I

want

child-like intimacy, as
in

if

I

also

feeling of discomfort

are the

words for such

As one commentator has

said, 'W'liere

spaces, eruption.s, such meantlering trans-

formations and clueless moments?.

.

.

here

calligraphy shorn

is

of useful meaning yet brimming with \er\e

.'
.

.

Starting from

and

anxiety living with contemporary
flesh.'

abstraction to their limit.

that

you were

your mother's arms. Yet

want the

They are built from motifs connectet) by w hat
chance. The effect is of taking the possibilities of

Bacon, to Pollock.

approaches the female
body with a blend of awe -

Saville

of

xariou.sly to Pica.s.so, to

alliiclc

a

very different position, Jenny Sa\ille

anatomies of the

human frame

(b.

1970) takes P'reud's

a step further,

presenting her

vast female nudes in Brobdingnagian close-up, distorted and

sometimes deformed like mutants.
Despite the prophecies of its imminent demise that ha\
current for nearly a hundred and

dislodged from

its

fifty years,

unique position

among

painting

the

\

is

e

not vet

many

and

isual arts,

continues to attract serious practitioners while reflecting,
the due thoughtfulness of an older sibling,

been

\\

ith

of the innova-

tions of contemporary multi-media art. Abstraction pursues

its

mission to probe the more ineffable aspects of thought and experience, while in a revitalized figurati\e tradition

once again examined
tion.

in

terms of

indi\ iduals

our humanity

and their interac-

Things are rarely exactly what they seem: these

draw attention
of ourselves.
for the

to the

is

artists

oddness of life, and of the people who live it:

A searching engagement with human reality is

\

ital

recharging of the batteries of art, and there can be no end

to that encounter.
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